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Abstract

We present a general homotopical analysis of structured diagram spaces and discuss the relation to
symmetric spectra. The main motivating examples are the I -spaces, which are diagrams indexed by finite
sets and injections, and J -spaces, which are diagrams indexed by Quillen’s localization construction
Σ−1Σ on the category Σ of finite sets and bijections.

We show that the category of I -spaces provides a convenient model for the homotopy category of spaces
in which every E∞ space can be rectified to a strictly commutative monoid. Similarly, the commutative
monoids in the category of J -spaces model graded E∞ spaces.

Using the theory of J -spaces we introduce the graded units of a symmetric ring spectrum. The graded
units detect periodicity phenomena in stable homotopy and we show how this can be applied to the theory
of topological logarithmic structures.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we present a general approach to structured diagram spaces and the relation to
symmetric spectra. We begin by discussing the motivating examples of I - and J -spaces. Here
the underlying category of spaces S may be interpreted either as the category of (compactly
generated weak Hausdorff) topological spaces or the category of simplicial sets.

1.1. I -spaces and E∞ spaces

Let I be the category whose objects are the finite sets n = {1, . . . , n} (including the empty
set 0) and whose morphisms are the injective maps. The usual ordered concatenation of ordered
sets makes I a symmetric monoidal category. An I -space is a functor X : I → S and we write
S I for the category of I -spaces. As it is generally the case for a diagram category indexed by a
small symmetric monoidal category, S I inherits a symmetric monoidal structure from I . A map
of I -spaces X → Y is said to be an I -equivalence if the induced map of homotopy colimits
XhI → YhI is a weak homotopy equivalence. The I -equivalences are the weak equivalences
in a model structure on S I , the projective I -model structure, with the property that the usual
adjunction

colimI : S I // S :constIoo

defines a Quillen equivalence with respect to the standard model structure on S . Thus, the
homotopy category of S I is equivalent to the usual homotopy category of spaces. We think
of XhI as the underlying space of the I -space X .

The main advantage of S I compared to S is that it provides a more flexible setting for working
with structured objects, in particular E∞ structures. Let C S I be the category of commutative
I -space monoids, that is, commutative monoids in S I . Utilizing an idea of Jeff Smith first
implemented in the category of symmetric spectra [23] we show that there is a positive projective
I -model structure on S I that lifts to a model structure on C S I . In the following theorem we
consider an E∞ operad D with associated monad D and S[D] denotes the category of D-algebras
in S .

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that D is an E∞ operad. Then there is a chain of Quillen equivalences
C S I

≃ S[D] relating the positive projective I -model structure on C S I to the standard model
structure on S[D] lifted from S .

In the topological setting this result applies for instance to the little∞-cubes operad and the
linear isometries operad. Specializing to the Barratt–Eccles operad E we can give an explicit
description of the induced equivalence of homotopy categories: a commutative I -space monoid
A is mapped to the homotopy colimit AhI with its canonical action of the monad E associated
to E ; see [32, Proposition 6.5].

As a consequence of the theorem any E∞ homotopy type can be represented by a commutative
I -space monoid. It is well-known that in general such a rectification cannot be carried out in S
since a grouplike commutative monoid in S is equivalent to a product of Eilenberg–Mac Lane
spaces.

Example 1.3. A based space X gives rise to a commutative I -space monoid X• : n → Xn and it
is proved in [31] that the underlying space X•hI is equivalent to the Barratt–Eccles construction
Γ+(X) (in the topological setting we need the extra assumption that X be well-based). Thus, for
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connected X it follows from the Barratt–Priddy–Quillen Theorem that X• represents the infinite
loop space Q(X).

Example 1.4. Writing O(n) for the orthogonal groups we have the commutative I -space monoid
BO : n → BO(n) in the topological setting. In this case BOhI is equivalent to the classifying
space BO(∞) for stable vector bundles. Thus, we have represented the E∞ space BO(∞) as a
commutative I -space monoid.

Example 1.5. BGL(R) : n → BGLn(R). In this case the underlying space BGL(R)hI is
equivalent to Quillen’s plus construction BGL∞(R)+. Thus, we have represented the higher
algebraic K -theory of R by a commutative I -space monoid.

For a commutative I -space monoid A, we know from [37, Theorem 4.1] that the projective
model structure on S I lifts to a monoidal model structure on the category of A-modules with
the symmetric monoidal product inherited from S I . This symmetric monoidal structure on
A-modules is one of the benefits of working with a strictly commutative monoid and is hard
to come by in the operadic context.

The category of I -spaces is closely related to the category of symmetric spectra SpΣ and
in particular we have an adjunction SI

[−] : S I � SpΣ
: Ω I , where SI

[−] is an I -space
version of the (unbased) suspension spectrum functor and Ω I takes a symmetric spectrum
E to the I -space Ω I (E) : n → Ωn(En). As demonstrated in [30] this can be used to give
an I -space model GLI

1 (R) for the units of a symmetric ring spectrum R. In this paper we
analyze the homotopical properties of these constructions and we lay the foundation for the
applications in [26] to the theory of topological logarithmic structures. Commutative I -space
monoids as models for E∞ spaces have also proved useful for the study of algebraic K-theory
of structured ring spectra [30], Thom spectra [32], and the topological Hochschild homology
of Thom spectra [3,33]. In particular, the present paper provides results which were referred to
(and, in some cases, also used) in [3,26,32,33]. In [29], the authors examine group completion of
commutative I -space monoids, express it in terms of model structures, relate it to the notion of
units, and explain the connection to Γ -spaces.

It is in order to relate this work to the framework for structured spectra developed by
Elmendorf et al. [10]. In this framework the analogues of symmetric spectra are the so-called
S-modules. Just as one may view I -spaces as space level analogues of symmetric spectra, there
is a space level analogue of S-modules known as ∗-modules; see [3, Section 4]. It is proved by
Lind [21] that the (SI

[−],Ω I )-adjunction discussed above has an S-module analogue which on
the level of homotopy categories agrees with the latter up to natural isomorphism. Furthermore,
Lind goes on to establish a Quillen equivalence between the category C S I and the category of
commutative monoids in ∗-modules which in turn can be identified with algebras for the linear
isometries operad. This gives a way to relate commutative I -space monoids with E∞ spaces
which is quite different from the approach taken in this paper.

1.6. J -spaces and graded units

Whereas the I -space monoid GLI
1 (R) is a useful model for the units of a connective

symmetric ring spectrum, this construction is of limited value for symmetric ring spectra that
are not connective: if R → R′ is a map of positive fibrant symmetric ring spectra which
induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups in non-negative degrees, then the induced map
GLI

1 (R) → GLI
1 (R′) is an I -equivalence. Consequently, the I -space units do not distinguish
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between a symmetric ring spectrum and its connective cover and cannot detect periodicity
phenomena in stable homotopy. This defect of the I -space units is shared by any other previous
definitions of the units of a structured ring spectrum.

What we seek instead is a notion of the units which takes into account all the possible stable
R-module equivalences Σ n2 R → Σ n1 R between suspended copies of R. Motivated by the
definition of Ω I (R) it is natural to try organizing the collection of spaces Ωn2(Rn1) into a
J -diagram for a suitable small symmetric monoidal category J . One of the main features of the
paper is to show that Quillen’s localization construction Σ−1Σ on the category of finite sets and
bijections Σ is a natural choice for such a category J . The objects of Σ−1Σ are pairs (n1, n2)

of objects in I and the morphisms (m1, m2) → (n1, n2) can be described explicitly as triples
(α1, α2, ρ) given by a pair of morphisms α1 : m1 → n1 and α2 : m2 → n2 in I , together with
a bijection ρ identifying the complements of the images of these morphisms. The point is that
the extra connecting tissue provided by ρ is exactly the data needed to make the correspondence
(n1, n2) → Ωn2(Rn1) functorial.

With this choice of J we define a J -space to be a functor X : J → S and write S J for
the category of J -spaces. A map of J -spaces X → Y is said to be a J -equivalence if the
induced map of homotopy colimits XhJ → YhJ is a weak homotopy equivalence. We show
that the J -equivalences are the weak equivalences in a model structure on S J , the projective
J -model structure, with the property that there is a chain of Quillen equivalences S J

≃ S/B J
relating it to the standard model structure on the category S/B J of spaces over B J . There
is also a positive projective J -model structure on S J which lifts to a model structure on the
category C S J of commutative J -space monoids (that is, commutative monoids in S J ). In the
next theorem E again denotes the monad associated to the Barratt–Eccles operad and S[E]/B J
is the category of E-algebras over the E-algebra B J .

Theorem 1.7. There is a chain of Quillen equivalences C S J
≃ S[E]/B J relating the

positive projective model structure on C S J to the standard model structure on S[E]/B J lifted
from S .

By work of Barratt, Priddy, and Quillen, it is known that B J is equivalent to Q(S0), so the
above theorem allows us to interpret C S J as a model for the category of E∞ spaces over Q(S0).
This fits well with the general point of view that in a spectral context the sphere spectrum S takes
the role played by the ring of integers Z in the traditional algebraic context. Indeed, in algebra
a graded monoid is logically the same as a monoid A together with a monoid homomorphism
A → Z to the underlying additive group (Z,+, 0). In topology it is customary to think of
Q(S0) as the “additive group” of S and hence we can think of commutative J -space monoids as
representing graded commutative spaces.

The category of J -spaces is related to the category of symmetric spectra by a pair of monoidal
adjoint functors SJ

[−] : S J � SpΣ
: Ω J . Given a symmetric ring spectrum R we define the

graded units GLJ
1 (R) as a suitable sub J -space monoid of Ω J (R). In general, we define for

any positive fibrant J -space monoid A a graded signed monoid π0(A) of “components” (see
Definition 4.15). The definition of π0(A) is motivated by the next theorem where π∗(R)× denotes
the graded group of multiplicative units in the graded ring of homotopy groups π∗(R).

Theorem 1.8. Let R be a positive fibrant symmetric ring spectrum. Then there is a natural
isomorphism of graded signed monoids π0(Ω J (R)) ≃ π∗(R) which restricts to an isomorphism
of graded signed groups π0(GLJ

1 (R)) ≃ π∗(R)×.
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Hence all units of the graded ring π∗(R) are incorporated in the graded units GLJ
1 (R) while

the corresponding notions of units using I -space monoids or E∞ spaces only detect π0(R)×.
We illustrate the use of these concepts by applying them to the theory of topological logarithmic
structures developed by Rognes [26]. The question of how to associate spectra with grouplike
commutative J -space monoids like GLJ

1 (R) and how to form group completions in this setting
is studied by the first author in [27].

1.9. Well-structured index categories

In order to treat the theories of I - and J -spaces in a common framework and to express
our results in the natural level of generality, we introduce the notion of a well-structured
index category. Such a category K is a small symmetric monoidal category equipped with a
degree functor to the ordered set of natural numbers and satisfying a short list of axioms; see
Definition 5.5. The axioms guarantee that the associated category of K-spaces S K inherits a well-
behaved projective K-model structure whose weak equivalences are the K-equivalences, that is,
the maps that induce weak homotopy equivalences of the associated homotopy colimits. Here
“well-behaved” means that the projective K-model structure is cofibrantly generated, proper,
monoidal, and satisfies the monoid axiom. Assuming that the full subcategory K+ of K whose
objects have positive degree is homotopy cofinal, there is also a positive projective K-model
structure on S K. The latter model structure lifts to the category of commutative K-space monoids
C S K provided that for each pair of objects k and l in K+, the action of the symmetric group Σn
on the n-fold iterated monoidal product k⊔n induces a free right action on the set of connected
components of the comma category (k⊔n

⊔ − ↓ l). We express this by saying that the discrete
subcategory O K+ of identity morphisms with positive degree defines a very well-structured
relative index category (K, O K+). The categories I and J are well-structured index categories
and the next theorem generalizes Theorems 1.2 and 1.7. Here E again denotes the monad
associated to the Barratt–Eccles operad. If the symmetric monoidal category K is permutative
(that is, symmetric strict monoidal), then B K is an E-algebra and we write S[E]/B K for the
category of E-algebras over B K.

Theorem 1.10. Let K be a well-structured index category.

(i) There is a chain of Quillen equivalences S K
≃ S/B K relating the projective K-model

structure on S K to the standard model structure on S/B K.
(ii) Suppose that the underlying symmetric monoidal category of K is permutative, that K+ is

homotopy cofinal in K, and that (K, O K+) is very well-structured. Then there is a chain of
Quillen equivalences C S K

≃ S[E]/B K relating the positive projective K-model structure
on C S K to the standard model structure on S[E]/B K.

There are many examples of well-structured index categories and in each case one may view
the above theorem as a kind of rectification principle. We give a further example related to
algebraic K -theory. Let R be an ordinary algebraic ring with invariant basis number (for instance
any commutative ring with more than one element), let F R be the isomorphism category of
R-modules of the standard form Rn , and let K R be Quillen’s localization construction F−1

R F R on
this category. The classifying space B K R represents the “free” algebraic K -theory functor which
is equivalent to the ordinary algebraic K -theory functor in positive degrees. We refer the reader
to Example 5.11 for a full discussion and the verification that K R defines a well-structured index
category such that the conditions in Theorem 1.10 are satisfied. Applied in this case the latter
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theorem provides a rectification of K -theoretical data: each homotopy class of maps X → B K R
can be represented by a unique K R-space homotopy type, and each homotopy class of E∞ maps
can be represented by a unique commutative K R-space monoid homotopy type.

For any serious work with diagram spaces it is important to understand the homotopical
properties of the monoidal structure. One may ensure that a K-space is homotopically well-
behaved with respect to the monoidal product by imposing suitable cofibrancy conditions
and in practice it often happens that there are several useful model structures on the same
diagram category S K providing such notions of cofibrancy. This is analogous to the situation
for symmetric spectra where the stable projective model structure [18,23] is accompanied by
the stable flat (or S-) model structure [18,39] and the corresponding positive variants [23,39];
see also [35]. In this paper we set up a general framework for analyzing model structures on
diagram categories by introducing the notion of a well-structured relative index category (K, A)

given by a small symmetric monoidal category K together with a subcategory of automorphisms
A satisfying a suitable list of axioms; see Definition 5.2. Letting A be the discrete category
of identity morphisms in K we recover the notion of a well-structured index category and the
corresponding projective K-model structure. Similarly, if we let A be the category of identity
morphisms of positive degree we get the positive projective K-model structure. If in the case of
I and J we let A be the subcategory of all (positive) automorphisms, we get the analogues of
the stable (positive) flat model structure on symmetric spectra. This diversity might be confusing
at first sight, but there are useful features of each of these model structures and no single one has
all the desirable properties simultaneously.

1.11. Organization

The paper is roughly divided into two parts. In Sections 2–4 we present the theory of I - and
J -spaces in detail and we show how the graded units GLJ

1 (R) can be used in connection with
the theory of topological logarithmic structures. Many of the proofs in this first part of the paper
are deferred to the remaining Sections 5–14 where we develop the homotopical properties in the
general framework of diagram spaces indexed by a well-structured relative index category. The
technical results on operad algebras needed for the paper are established in Appendix. It is hoped
that by first presenting the applications to I - and J -spaces, the reader will be motivated to go
through the more general material in the second part of the paper. The specific organization of
the material should be clear from the table of contents.

2. Preliminaries on diagram spaces

We work simultaneously in a topological and a simplicial setting and write S for our category
of spaces. Thus, unless stated otherwise, S denotes both the category of compactly generated
weak Hausdorff topological spaces and the category of simplicial sets. The corresponding based
categories are denoted by S∗.

Definition 2.1. Given a small category K, a K-space is a functor X : K → S . We write S K for
the category of K-spaces with morphisms, the natural transformations.

The next lemma recalls the basic formal properties of the category of K-spaces.

Lemma 2.2. The category S K is bicomplete with limits and colimits constructed levelwise.
Furthermore, S K is enriched, tensored, and cotensored over S . For a K-space X and a space T
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(in S ), the tensor X × T and cotensor X T are the K-spaces defined by

(X × T )(k) = X (k)× T and X T (k) = Map(T, X (k)).

The space of maps from X to Y is the end

Map(X, Y ) =


k∈K

Map(X (k), Y (k)). �

Suppose now that (K,⊔, 0) is a symmetric monoidal category with monoidal structure ⊔ and
unit 0. The left Kan extension along ⊔: K × K → K defines a symmetric monoidal product �
on K-spaces in the usual way: given a pair of K-spaces X and Y ,

(X � Y )(n) = colimk⊔l→n X (k)× Y (l)

with the colimit taken over the comma category (⊔ ↓ K). The monoidal unit is the levelwise
discrete K-space 1K = K(0,−).

Definition 2.3. A (commutative) K-space monoid is a (commutative) monoid in the symmetric
monoidal category of K-spaces (S K, �, 1K). We write C S K for the category of commutative
K-space monoids.

By the universal property of the left Kan extension, the data defining a monoid structure on a
K-space A amounts to a map ∗ → A(0) and a map of (K×K)-spaces A(k)× A(l)→ A(k⊔ l),
subject to the usual associativity and unitality conditions. The commutativity condition amounts
to the commutativity of the diagram of (K ×K)-spaces

A(k)× A(l) //

��

A(k ⊔ l)

��
A(l)× A(k) // A(l ⊔ k)

where the left hand side flips the factors and the right hand map is induced by the symmetry
isomorphism of K. An equivalent way of expressing this is to say that A defines a (lax) symmetric
monoidal functor from (K,⊔, 0) to (S,×, ∗).

The symmetric monoidal structure on S K is closed in the sense that there is an internal Hom
functor

Hom :


S K
op
× S K

→ S K

and a natural isomorphism S K(X � Y, Z) ∼= S K(X, Hom(Y, Z)). This internal Hom can be
defined via the end construction

Hom(Y, Z)(n) =


k∈K

Map(Y (k), Z(n ⊔ k)).

2.4. Free and semi-free K-spaces

Given an object k in K, let us write K(k) for the monoid of endomorphisms of k and S K(k)

for the category of spaces with left K(k)-action. The categories S , S K(k), and S K are related by
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various adjunctions that can be summarized as follows:

S F K
k

##
K(k)×−

��
S K(k)

G K
k //

OO

S K
EvK

k

oo

EvK
k

kk

colimK // S
constK

oo

(2.1)

Here constK takes a space to the corresponding constant K-space, colimK is its left adjoint,
K(k) × − is the free K(k)-space functor, the unlabeled forgetful functor is its right adjoint, the
two instances of EvK

k are the evaluations of a K-space at k considered as a space or a K(k)-space,
and F K

k and G K
k are the corresponding left adjoints. Explicitly, for a space K and a K(k)-space L ,

F K
k (K ) = K(k,−)× K and G K

k (L) = K(k,−)×K(k) L (2.2)

where the expression for G K
k (L) indicates the coequalizer of the evident diagram.

Lemma 2.5. There is a natural isomorphism

F K
k (K ) � F K

k′ (K ′) ∼= F K
k⊔k′(K × K ′)

for each pair of spaces K and K ′, and a natural isomorphism

G K
k (L) � G K

k′ (L ′) ∼= G K
k⊔k′(K(k ⊔ k′)×K(k)×K(k′) L × L ′)

for each K(k)-space L and each K(k′)-space L ′. �

3. I-spaces and symmetric spectra

Let I be the category whose objects are the finite sets n = {1, . . . , n} for n ≥ 0 (0 is the
empty set) and whose morphisms are the injections. The usual ordered concatenation of ordered
sets ⊔ makes this a symmetric monoidal category with unit 0. The symmetry isomorphism
χm,n : m ⊔ n→ n ⊔m is the shuffle moving the first m elements past the last n elements.

3.1. The category of I -spaces

Let S I be the category of I -spaces, equipped with the symmetric monoidal structure
(S I , �, 1I ) inherited from I . The unit 1I = I(0,−) can be identified with the terminal
I -space ∗. By definition, an I -space monoid is a monoid in S I . We say that a map of I -spaces
X → Y is an

• I -equivalence, if the induced map of homotopy colimits XhI → YhI is a weak homotopy
equivalence,
• I -fibration, if it is a level fibration and the diagram

X (m) //

��

X (n)

��
Y (m) // Y (n)

(3.1)

is homotopy cartesian for all morphisms m→ n in I ,
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• cofibration, if it has the left lifting property with respect to maps of I -spaces that are level
acyclic fibrations.

These classes specify a model structure on S I as we show in Proposition 3.2 below. We
shall refer to this as the projective I -model structure. There is also a positive projective I -model
structure on S I . Let I+ be the full subcategory of I obtained by excluding the initial object 0.
We say that a map X → Y of I -spaces is a

• positive I -fibration if it is a level fibration for the levels corresponding to objects in I+ and
the diagrams (3.1) are homotopy cartesian for all morphisms in I+,
• positive cofibration if it has the left lifting property with respect to maps of I -spaces that are

level acyclic fibrations for the levels corresponding to objects in I+.

A more explicit description of the (positive) cofibrations is given in Proposition 6.8.

Proposition 3.2. The I -equivalences, the (positive) I -fibrations, and the (positive) cofibrations
specify a cofibrantly generated proper simplicial model structure on S I . These model structures
are monoidal and satisfy the monoid axiom.

Proof. The fact that these classes of maps specify a cofibrantly generated model structure is a
consequence of Corollary 5.9 together with Proposition 6.16. These model structures are proper
by Corollary 11.10, simplicial by Proposition 6.19, monoidal by Proposition 8.4, and satisfy the
monoid axiom by Proposition 8.6. �

It follows from the definitions that the identity functor on S I is the left Quillen functor of
a Quillen equivalence from the positive projective to the projective I -model structure; see
Proposition 6.20.

Theorem 3.3. The adjunction colimI : S I � S :constI defines a Quillen equivalence between
the (positive) projective I -model structure on S I and the usual model structure on S .

Proof. B I is contractible so this is a special case of Proposition 6.23. �

Remark 3.4. A variant of the above Quillen equivalence is considered in [21] where also part
of Proposition 3.5 below is verified. One of the main objectives in [21] is a comparison of the
I -space units of a symmetric ring spectrum with the corresponding construction in the S-module
setting from [10].

The next result is the main reason for introducing the positive projective model structure. We
write C S I for the category of commutative I -space monoids.

Proposition 3.5. The positive projective I -model structure on S I lifts to a cofibrantly generated
proper simplicial model structure on C S I .

Proof. By Corollary 5.9 this is a consequence of Corollaries 9.10 and 11.10. �

More generally, we show in Proposition 9.3 that if D is any operad in S , then the positive
projective model structure lifts to the category of algebras S I

[D] for the associated monad D
(as usual defined by D(X) =


n≥0 D(n)×Σn X�n). If the operad is Σ -free, then the projective

model structure also lifts to S I
[D]. Thus, for instance the projective model structure lifts to the

category of (not necessarily commutative) I -space monoids.
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Recall that an E∞ operad D is an operad which is Σ -free and whose spaces are contractible;
see Section 9 for details. As we recall in Remark 9.6, the assumption that D is Σ -free ensures
that the usual model structure on S lifts to a model structure on the category of algebras S[D]
for the associated monad D on S .

Theorem 3.6. Let D be an E∞ operad and let D be the associated monad on S . Then the positive
projective I -model structure on C S I is related to the standard model structure on S[D] by a
chain of Quillen equivalences.

Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 13.7. �

Using the explicit Quillen equivalences in the above theorem we can rectify E∞ spaces to
strictly commutative I -space monoids in a precise sense.

Corollary 3.7. Let X be an E∞ space for some E∞ operad. Then there exists a commutative
I -space monoid A and a chain of I -equivalences of E∞ I -spaces A

∼
←− Y

∼
−→ X relating A to

the constant I -space X.

Proof. Suppose that X is a D-algebra in S for the monad D associated to an E∞ operad
D. Then the corresponding constant I -space is a D-algebra in S I and we let Y → X be a
cofibrant replacement in the positive projective model structure on S I

[D]. Let π : D→ C be the
canonical projection onto the commutativity monad C. By Proposition 9.12 this gives rise to a
Quillen equivalence π∗ : S I

[D] � C S I
:π∗ relating the respective positive projective I -model

structures. We let A = π∗(Y ) and observe that the cofibrancy assumption on Y implies that the
counit of the adjunction Y → π∗(A) is an I -equivalence. �

In fact, by Lemma 9.13 we may even choose the chain of I -equivalences in the corollary so that
they are level equivalences in positive degrees.

3.8. The flat model structure on I -spaces

For the applications of the theory it is important to be able to decide whether a particular
I -space is homotopically well-behaved with respect to the �-product. We know from
Proposition 3.2 that the cofibrant I -spaces in the projective I -model structure have this property,
but it is inconvenient to restrict our attention to this class of cofibrant objects. In practice, such
cofibrant objects rarely occur naturally and must almost always be manufactured using the small
object argument. Also, a commutative I -space monoid that is cofibrant in the lifted positive
projective I -model structure on C S I will not in general have an underlying I -space that is
cofibrant in the projective I -model structure on S I . Thus, we need another argument to ensure
that the cofibrant objects in C S I are homotopically well-behaved with respect to the �-product.
This motivates introducing the flat I -model structure which is the purpose of this section.

Given an object n in I , we write (I ↓ n) for the comma category of objects in I over n and
∂(I ↓ n) for the full subcategory whose objects m→ n are not isomorphisms. Composing with
the forgetful functor (I ↓ n) → I , an I -space X gives rise to a diagram indexed by ∂(I ↓ n).
The nth latching space of X is defined by Ln(X) = colim∂(I↓n) X .

Definition 3.9. A map of I -spaces X → Y is a flat cofibration if the induced map
X (n)∪Ln(X) Ln(Y ) → Y (n) is a cofibration in S for all n. It is a positive flat cofibration if
it is a flat cofibration and in addition X (0)→ Y (0) is an isomorphism.
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We say that a map of I -spaces is a (positive) flat I -fibration if it has the right lifting property
with respect to the class of (positive) flat cofibrations that are I -equivalences. A more explicit
description of the flat I -fibrations is given in Section 6.11.

Proposition 3.10. The I -equivalences, the (positive) flat I -fibrations, and the (positive) flat
cofibrations specify a cofibrantly generated proper simplicial model structure on S I . These
model structures are monoidal and satisfy the monoid axiom.

Proof. By Corollary 5.10 and the remarks preceding it, the fact that these classes of maps
specify a cofibrantly generated model structure is a consequence of Proposition 6.16. The
model structures are proper by Corollary 11.10, simplicial by Proposition 6.19, monoidal by
Proposition 8.4, and satisfy the monoid axiom by Proposition 8.6. �

We shall refer to this as the (positive) flat model structure on S I and the cofibrant objects will
be called flat I -spaces. It is proved in Proposition 6.20 that the identity functor is the left Quillen
functor in a Quillen equivalence from the (positive) projective model structure to the (positive)
flat model structure on S I . In particular, an I -space which is cofibrant in the projective model
structure is also flat. One of the convenient properties of a flat I -space X is that the endofunctor
X � (−) on S I preserves I -equivalences; this is proved in Proposition 8.2.

It is useful to reformulate the flat cofibration condition in terms of the well-known Reedy
cofibrations of cubical diagrams. For an object n in I , let P(n) denote the category with objects
the subsets of n and morphisms the inclusions. Functors C : P(n) → S may be viewed as
n-cubical diagrams. The partial ordering of the objects in P(n) gives rise to the usual Reedy
model structure on the category of n-cubical diagrams; see e.g. [16, Ch. 15]. We shall only make
use of the cofibration part of this structure. Given an n-cubical diagram C and a subset V of n, the
V th-latching space is defined by LV (C) = colimU V C(U ). A map of n-cubical diagrams
C → D is said to be a cofibration if the induced map C(V )∪LV (C) LV (D) → D(V ) is a
cofibration in S for all subsets V of n. In particular, an n-cube C is cofibrant if and only if it is a
cofibration cube in the sense of Goodwillie [13], that is, the map LV (C)→ C(V ) is a cofibration
for each subset V .

Cubical diagrams arise from I -spaces in the following way. The category P(n) maps
isomorphically onto the skeletal subcategory of (I ↓ n) given by the objects m → n that
are order preserving. Composing with the forgetful functor to I , an I -space thus gives rise to an
n-cubical diagram for all n. It is clear from the definitions that a map of I -spaces X → Y is a
flat cofibration if and only if the induced map of n-cubical diagrams is a cofibration for all n.

Proposition 3.11. In the simplicial setting an I -space X is flat if and only if each morphism
m→ n induces a cofibration X (m)→ X (n) and for each diagram of the following form (with
maps induced by the evident order preserving morphisms)

X (m) //

��

X (m ⊔ n)

��
X (l ⊔m) // X (l ⊔m ⊔ n)

(3.2)

the intersection of the images of X (l ⊔ m) and X (m ⊔ n) in X (l ⊔ m ⊔ n) equals the image of
X (m).

Proof. First notice that an n-cubical diagram of simplicial sets is a cofibration cube if and only if
(i) each inclusion U ⊆ V induces a cofibration C(U )→ C(V ), and (ii) for each pair of subsets
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U and V , the intersection of the images of C(U ) and C(V ) in C(U ∪ V ) equals the image of
C(U ∩V ). One can check this inductively using the following principle. Let V be a finite set and
C a V -cubical diagram. Let U be the subset obtained by removing a point from V . Then we may
view C as a map of U -cubical diagrams C : D→ E and there is a pushout diagram

LU (D) //

��

D(U )

��
LU (E) // LV (C).

With this description of a cofibration cube it is clear that the cubical diagrams associated to an
I -space are cofibration cubes precisely when the conditions in the lemma are satisfied. �

In the topological setting we cannot state the obvious analogue of the above flatness criterion
since we lack a sufficiently general gluing principle for topological cofibrations. Instead we have
the following weaker result which is proved by a similar argument.

Proposition 3.12. In the topological setting an I -space X is flat provided that each of the spaces
X (n) is a CW-complex, each morphism m → n induces an isomorphism of X (m) onto a
subcomplex of X (n), and for each diagram of the form (3.2) the intersection of the images of
X (l ⊔m) and X (m ⊔ n) in X (l ⊔m ⊔ n) equals the image of X (m). �

Example 3.13. The I -spaces BO and BGL(R) in Examples 1.4 and 1.5 are flat. The I -space X•

in Example 1.3 is flat in the simplicial setting and is flat in the topological setting if we assume
that X is a based CW-complex. None of these I -spaces are cofibrant in the projective model
structure.

Remark 3.14. In the topological setting there is also a weaker h-cofibration notion of flatness
which is characterized by a condition analogous to that in Proposition 3.11. This is the flatness
criterion used in [3,31], but it is not the right notion in the present setting of cofibrantly generated
model categories.

The next result is one of the main reasons for considering the flat model structure.

Proposition 3.15. (i) The positive flat model structure on S I lifts to a cofibrantly generated
proper simplicial model structure on C S I .

(ii) Suppose that A is a commutative I -space monoid which is cofibrant in the lifted model
structure in (i). Then the underlying I -space of A is flat.

Proof. The statement in (i) that the positive flat model structure lifts to C S I is a consequence
of Corollary 5.10 and Proposition 9.3. Properness follows from Corollary 11.10 and the claim
about the simplicial structure is verified in Proposition 9.9. The statement in (ii) is a special case
of Corollary 12.6. �

As remarked at the beginning of the section, the analogues result fails for the (positive)
projective model structure.

The flat model structure on I -spaces is analogous to the flat model structure on symmetric
spectra established in [18] and [39] (we use the terminology introduced by Schwede [35];
the flat model structure on SpΣ is what is called the S-model structure in [18] and [39]). In
Proposition 3.19 we make this analogy precise by establishing a Quillen adjunction relating the
two model structures.
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3.16. Recollections on symmetric spectra

When discussing symmetric spectra we shall frequently consider spheres indexed by finite
sets and isomorphisms between them induced by bijections. As explained in Section 2 we
simultaneously work in a topological and a simplicial setting and we write S∗ for the category of
based spaces. Given a finite set X , let SX be the smash product


x∈X S1 defined as the quotient

space of the X -fold product


x∈X S1 by the subspace where one of the components equals the
base point. For a morphism α : m→ n in I , we write n − α for the complement of α(m) in n.
There is a canonical extension of α to a bijection m ⊔ (n − α) → n (which is the inclusion of
n− α) and this gives rise to the isomorphism

Sm
∧ Sn−α

∼=
−→ Sn. (3.3)

Restricting to morphisms α ∈ I(n, n) = Σn , this defines the usual left Σn-action on Sn . For a pair
of morphisms α : l→ m and β : m→ n there is a canonical bijection (m−α)⊔(n−β)→ n−βα,
obtained by applying β to the elements in m− α, and an associated isomorphism

Sm−α
∧ Sn−β

∼=
−→ Sn−βα. (3.4)

Given morphisms α : m → n and α′ : m′ → n′, there is a canonical identification of
(n ⊔ n′)− (α ⊔ α′) with (n− α) ⊔ (n′ − α′) and therefore an isomorphism

S(n⊔n′)−(α⊔α′) ∼= Sn−α
∧ Sn′−α′ . (3.5)

Recall from [18] and [23] that a symmetric spectrum E is a spectrum (in S∗) with structure
maps Em∧S1

→ Em+1 such that the mth space Em has a left Σm-action and the iterated structure
maps Em ∧ Sn

→ Em+n are Σm×Σn-equivariant. Given a morphism α : m→ n in I there is an
induced structure map α∗ : Em∧Sn−α

→ En defined as follows: choose a bijection β : l→ n−α

for an object l in I and let {α, β} : m ⊔ l→ n be the resulting bijection. Then α∗ is defined by

α∗ : Em ∧ Sn−α 1∧β−1

−−−−→ Em ∧ Sl
→ Em+l

{α,β}∗
−−−→ En

which is independent of the choice of β. With this convention, the subset inclusion ιm : m →
m + 1 induces the structure map Em ∧ S1

→ Em+1 and the endomorphisms of m induce the
left Σm-action on Em . See [32, Section 3.1] and [35] for more details on this perspective on
symmetric spectra.

The functor Evm : SpΣ
→ S∗ sending a symmetric spectrum E to Em has a left adjoint

Fm : S∗→ SpΣ . It can be defined explicitly as

Fm(K )n =


α∈I(m,n)

K ∧ Sn−α. (3.6)

Here we use the notation Sn−α to keep both track of the dimension of the sphere and the different
copies of it. A morphism β : n → p in I induces the structure map β∗ : Fm(K )n ∧ Sp−β

→

Fm(K )p. This maps the wedge summand indexed by α : m→ n to the wedge summand indexed
by βα via the isomorphism

K ∧ Sn−α
∧ Sp−β

→ K ∧ Sp−βα,

specified by β as in (3.4).
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It is proved in [18] that the smash product of symmetric spectra makes SpΣ a symmetric
monoidal category with unit the sphere spectrum S. Using the above notation, the smash product
E ∧ E ′ of a pair of symmetric spectra E and E ′ can be described explicitly in degree n by

(E ∧ E ′)n = colimα : k⊔k′→n Ek ∧ E ′k′ ∧ Sn−α.

The colimit is taken over the comma category (⊔ ↓ n), and a morphism

(γ, γ ′) : (k, k′, k ⊔ k′
α
−→ n)→ (l, l′, l ⊔ l′

β
−→ n)

in this category (where by definition α = β(γ ⊔ γ ′)) induces the map

Ek ∧ E ′k′ ∧ Sn−α
→ Ek ∧ Sl−γ

∧ Ek′ ∧ Sl′−γ ′
∧ Sn−β

→ El ∧ El ′ ∧ Sn−β

in the colimit system, again utilizing the isomorphisms (3.4) and (3.5).
Coming back to free symmetric spectra, we can use the above to get an explicit description of

the isomorphism

Fm(K ) ∧ Fm′(K ′)
∼=
−→ Fm+m′(K ∧ K ′) (3.7)

of [18, Proposition 2.2.6(1)]. In spectrum degree n this is the map from the colimit over (⊔ ↓ n)

which for each object (k, k′, α : k ⊔ k′ → n) takes the wedge summand indexed by β : m→ k
and β ′ : m′→ k′ to the wedge summand indexed by γ (β⊔β ′) : m⊔m′→ n via the isomorphism

K ∧ Sk−β
∧ K ′ ∧ Sk′−β ′

∧ Sn−α
→ K ∧ K ′ ∧ Sn−α(β⊔β ′)

induced by (3.4) and (3.5). Under the isomorphism (3.7), the symmetry isomorphism of the
smash product of Fm(K ) and Fm′(K ′) corresponds to the map of free symmetric spectra
Fm+m′(K ∧ K ′)→ Fm′+m(K ′ ∧ K ) that maps the wedge summand indexed by α : m⊔m′→ n
to the wedge summand indexed by αχm,m′ : m′ ⊔m→ n via the isomorphism

K ∧ K ′ ∧ Sn−α
→ K ′ ∧ K ∧ Sn−αχm,m′ (3.8)

that flips the K and K ′ factors and is the identity on Sn−α
= Sn−αχm,m′ .

3.17. I -spaces and symmetric spectra

An ordinary ring has an underlying monoid which in turn contains the group of units as
displayed in the diagram of adjoint functors

(comm.) groups


�

(comm.) monoids


�

(comm.) rings


.

We wish to model a topological version of these adjunctions using I -space monoids and to use
this to define the units of a symmetric ring spectrum.

By adjointness, maps of symmetric spectra Fn(Sn) → Fm(Sm) are in one-to-one
correspondence with maps Sn

→ Fm(Sm)n . For a morphism α : m → n, let α∗ : Fn(Sn) →

Fm(Sm) be the map which is adjoint to

Sn ∼=
←− Sm

∧ Sn−α
→


β : m→n

Sm
∧ Sn−β .

The first map is the isomorphism (3.3) induced by α and the second map is the inclusion of
Sm
∧Sn−α as the wedge summand indexed by α. With the explicit descriptions of free symmetric
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spectra and smash products given above, it is easy to verify the following lemma. (It can also be
deduced from Lemma 4.22 below.)

Lemma 3.18. The free symmetric spectra on spheres assemble to a strong symmetric monoidal
functor F−(S−) : I op

→ SpΣ , n → Fn(Sn). �

Let X be an I -space. As in the general situation considered in Section 14 we write SI
[X ]

for the symmetric spectrum defined as the coend of the (I op
× I )-diagram Fm(Sm) ∧ X (n)+

where (−)+ denotes a disjoint base point. Given a symmetric spectrum E we write Ω I (E) for
the I -space defined by MapSpΣ (F−(S−), E). Let CSpΣ denote the category of commutative
symmetric ring spectra. An application of Proposition 14.2 then provides the two adjoint pairs of
functors

SI
[−] : S I � SpΣ

: Ω I and SI
[−] : C S I � CSpΣ

: Ω I , (3.9)

and more generally an adjunction relating the categories of D-algebras S I
[D] and SpΣ

[D] for
any operad D with associated monad D. Checking from the definitions, we find that

SI
[X ]n = Sn

∧ X (n)+ and Ω I (E)(n) = Ωn(En).

Recall that we use the term flat model structure for the model structure on SpΣ which is called
the S-model structure in [18] and [39].

Proposition 3.19. (i) The first adjunction in (3.9) is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the
(positive) projective and (positive) flat I -model structures on S I and the corresponding
(positive) projective and (positive) flat stable model structures on SpΣ .

(ii) The second adjunction in (3.9) is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the positive projective
and positive flat I -model structures on C S I and the corresponding positive projective and
positive flat stable model structures on CSpΣ .

Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 14.5 and the descriptions of the respective model
structures on SpΣ given in [18,23,39]; see also [35]. In the flat case the main point is that
the diagonal Σn-action on Fn(Sn), acting both on I(n,−) and Sn , is free away from the base
point. �

The I -space monoid of units A× associated to an I -space monoid A is defined by letting
A×(n) be the union of the components in A(n) that represent units in the monoid π0(AhI ). It
follows immediately from the definitions that if A is (positive) fibrant, then A× is also (positive)
fibrant, and that if A is commutative, then A× is also commutative. We say that an I -space
monoid A is grouplike if AhI is a grouplike monoid in S . Clearly A is grouplike if and only
if A× = A, which implies that the functor A → A× from (commutative) I -space monoids to
(commutative) grouplike I -space monoids is a right adjoint of the inclusion functor.

Definition 3.20. Let R be a symmetric ring spectrum. The I -space units of R is the grouplike
I -space monoid GLI

1 (R) = Ω I (R)×.

The functor R → GLI
1 (R) is defined for all symmetric ring spectra R and provides a

right adjoint of the functor that to a (commutative) grouplike I -space monoid A associates the
(commutative) symmetric ring spectrum SI

[A]. However, one should keep in mind that GLI
1 (R)

only represents the “correct” homotopy type of the units when R is positive fibrant (or at least
semistable in the sense of [38]).
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Proposition 3.21. If R is a (positive) fibrant symmetric ring spectrum, then the monoid
homomorphism π0(GLI

1 (R)hI ) → π0(Ω I (R)hI ) realizes the inclusion of units π0(R)× →

π0(R). �

4. J -spaces and symmetric spectra

Here we introduce the category J and discuss the homotopy theory of J -spaces and the
relation to symmetric spectra. We end the section with a sample application to topological
logarithmic structures.

4.1. The category J

First we give an explicit description of the category J . After this, in Proposition 4.4 below,
we exhibit J as Quillen’s localization construction on the category of finite sets and bijections.

Definition 4.2. The objects of the category J are pairs (n1, n2) of objects in I and a morphism
(m1, m2)→ (n1, n2) is a triple (β1, β2, σ ) with β1 : m1 → n1 and β2 : m2 → n2 morphisms in
I , and σ : n1 − β1 → n2 − β2 a bijection identifying the complement of β1(m1) in n1 with the
complement of β2(m2) in n2. Given composable morphisms

(l1, l2)
(α1,α2,ρ)
−−−−−→ (m1, m2)

(β1,β2,σ )
−−−−−→ (n1, n2),

the first two entries of their composite (γ1, γ2, τ ) are γ1 = β1α1 and γ2 = β2α2. It remains to
specify a bijection τ : n1− β1α1 → n2− β2α2. The set ni − βiαi is the disjoint union of ni − βi
and βi (mi − αi ) for i = 1, 2, and we define

τ(s) =


σ(s) if s ∈ n1 − β1 and
β2(ρ(t)) if s = β1(t) ∈ β1(m1 − α1).

Slightly imprecisely, we refer to τ as σ ∪ β2ρβ−1
1 . To see that J is indeed a category we have to

verify that composition is associative. Consider the composable morphisms

(k1, k2)
(α1,α2,ρ)
−−−−−→ (l1, l2)

(β1,β2,σ )
−−−−−→ (m1, m2)

(γ1,γ2,τ )
−−−−−→ (n1, n2).

Associativity is clear for the injections in the first two entries. For the bijections one checks that

τ ∪ γ2σγ−1
1 ∪ γ2β2ρ(γ1β1)

−1
= τ ∪ γ2(σ ∪ β2ρβ−1

1 )γ−1
1 .

Let ⊔: J × J → J be the functor defined on objects by

(m1, m2) ⊔ (n1, n2) = (m1 ⊔ n1, m2 ⊔ n2),

and on morphisms by (α1, α1, ρ) ⊔ (β1, β2, σ ) = (α1 ⊔ β1, α2 ⊔ β2, ρ ⊔ σ), where ρ ⊔ σ is
the bijection induced by ρ and σ . Recall that a permutative category is a symmetric monoidal
category with strict unit and strict associativity; see for example [11, Definition 3.1]. The fact
that I is permutative easily implies that the same holds for J .

Proposition 4.3. The data (J ,⊔, (0, 0)) defines a permutative category with symmetry
isomorphism

(χm1,n1 , χm2,n2 , 1∅) : (m1, m2) ⊔ (n1, n2)→ (n1, n2) ⊔ (m1, m2). �
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It is easy to see that there is a strong symmetric monoidal diagonal functor ∆ : I → J with
∆(n) = (n, n) and ∆(α : m→ n) = (α, α, 1n−α). Many constructions in connection with I and
J will be related through ∆.

Proposition 4.4. The category J is isomorphic to Quillen’s localization construction Σ−1Σ on
the category Σ of finite sets and bijections.

Proof. Let Σ ⊂ I be the subcategory of finite sets and bijections with the symmetric monoidal
structure inherited from I . Quillen’s localization construction [14, p. 219] on Σ is the category
Σ−1Σ whose objects are pairs (n1, n2) of objects in I , and whose morphisms from (m1, m2) to
(n1, n2) are isomorphism classes of tuples

(m1, m2), (n1, n2), l, (m1 ⊔ l, m2 ⊔ l)
(α1,α2)
−−−−→ (n1, n2)


.

Here l is an object in Σ and (α1, α2) is a morphism in Σ ×Σ . An isomorphism of tuples is given
by a morphism σ : l→ l in Σ such that

(m1 ⊔ l, m2 ⊔ l)
(1m1⊔σ,1m2⊔σ)

//

(α1,α2)
))RRRRRRR (m1 ⊔ l, m2 ⊔ l)

(α′1,α
′

2)
uulllllll

(n1, n2)

commutes. Notice, that whereas in [14] Σ−1Σ is defined using the monoidal left action of Σ on
itself, we here use the right action instead. The resulting categories are canonically isomorphic,
but our conventions are more convenient when defining the components of a J -space monoid
(see Section 4.14 below).

The desired isomorphism Σ−1Σ → J is defined by sending a morphism represented by
(α1, α2) as above to the morphism

α1|m1 , α2|m2 , (n1 − α1(m1))
(α1|l)

−1

−−−−→ l
α2|l
−−→ (n2 − α2(m2))


.

This does not depend on the choice of representative (α1, α2). �

The arguments of [14, p. 224] and the Barratt–Priddy–Quillen Theorem therefore determine the
homotopy type of the classifying space of J .

Corollary 4.5. The classifying space B J is homotopy equivalent to Q(S0). �

Remark 4.6. As pointed out to the authors, Kro [19] considered the analogue of the category
J for orthogonal spectra in order to define a symmetric monoidal fibrant replacement
functor for orthogonal spectra. This application does not carry over to symmetric spectra; cf.
[19, Remark 3.4]. The analogues to our applications of J in the orthogonal context are not
addressed in [19], although it is potentially interesting to consider diagram spaces indexed by the
category Kro describes.

4.7. The category of J -spaces

Let S J be the category of J -spaces, equipped with the symmetric monoidal structure
(S J , �, 1J ) inherited from J . Notice that, contrary to the situation for I -spaces, the unit
1J = J ((0, 0),−) is not isomorphic to the terminal J -space ∗. By definition, a J -space monoid
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is a monoid in S J . We say that a map of J -spaces X → Y is a

• J -equivalence, if the induced map of homotopy colimits XhJ → YhJ is a weak homotopy
equivalence,
• J -fibration, if it is a level fibration and the diagram

X (m1, m2) //

��

X (n1, n2)

��
Y (m1, m2) // Y (n1, n2)

(4.1)

is homotopy cartesian for all morphisms (m1, m2)→ (n1, n2) in J ,
• cofibration, if it has the left lifting property with respect to maps of J -spaces that are level

acyclic fibrations.

These classes specify a model structure on S J as we show in Proposition 4.8 below. We shall
refer to this as the projective J -model structure. There is also a positive projective J -model
structure on S J as we discuss next. Let J+ be the full subcategory of J with objects (n1, n2)

such that |n1| ≥ 1. We say that a map X → Y of J -spaces is a

• positive J -fibration, if it is a level fibration for the levels corresponding to objects in J+ and
the diagrams (4.1) are homotopy cartesian for all morphisms in J+,
• positive cofibration, if it has the left lifting property with respect to maps of J -spaces that are

level acyclic fibrations for the levels corresponding to objects in J+.

A more explicit description of the (positive) cofibrations is given in Proposition 6.8.

Proposition 4.8. The J -equivalences, the (positive) J -fibrations, and the (positive) cofibrations
specify a cofibrantly generated proper simplicial model structure on S J . These model structures
are monoidal and satisfy the monoid axiom.

Proof. The fact that these classes of maps specify a cofibrantly generated model structure is a
consequence of Corollary 5.9 together with Proposition 6.16. These model structures are proper
by Corollary 11.10, simplicial by Proposition 6.19, monoidal by Proposition 8.4, and satisfy the
monoid axiom by Proposition 8.6. �

It is clear from the definitions that the identity functor on S J is the left Quillen functor of
a Quillen equivalence from the positive projective to the projective J -model structure; see
Proposition 6.20.

For the next result we equip the category S/B J of spaces over B J with the standard model
structure inherited from the usual model structure on S .

Theorem 4.9. There is a chain of Quillen equivalences relating S J with the projective J -model
structure to S/B J with the standard model structure.

Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 13.2. �

Any J -space is naturally augmented over the terminal J -space ∗. On the level of homotopy
categories the above adjunction takes a J -space X to the induced map XhJ → ∗hJ = B J . As
discussed in the introduction, this justifies interpreting J -spaces as graded objects.

We write C S J for the category of commutative J -space monoids.

Proposition 4.10. The positive projective J -model structure on S J lifts to a cofibrantly
generated proper simplicial model structure on C S J .
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Proof. By Corollary 5.9 this is a special case of Corollary 9.10. �

As for I -spaces both the projective and the positive projective J -model structures lift to
the category of (not necessarily commutative) J -space monoids; this is a consequence of
Proposition 9.3.

Let again E denote the Barratt–Eccles operad and E the associated monad on S J . As we
recall in Lemma 13.8, the fact that J is permutative implies that B J is an E-algebra, so the
standard model structure on the category S[E] of E-algebras in S lifts to a model structure on
the category S[E]/B J of E-algebras over B J . We shall refer to this as the standard model
structure on S[E]/B J .

Theorem 4.11. There is a chain of Quillen equivalences relating the positive projective J -model
structure on C S J to the standard model structure on S[E]/B J .

Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 13.12. �

For a commutative J -space monoid A, the homotopy colimit AhJ is canonically an E-algebra.
On the level of homotopy categories the above adjunction takes A to the induced map of
E-algebras AhJ → B J .

Lemma 4.12. If X is a fibrant J -space, then the commutative square

X (n1, n2) //

��

XhJ

��
{(n1, n2)} // B J

is homotopy cartesian for every object (n1, n2) in J . If X is positive fibrant, then the square is
homotopy cartesian when |n1| ≥ 1.

Proof. We first prove the result in the simplicial setting. Since by definition a fibrant J -space
is homotopy constant, the first statement is an immediate consequence of [12, IV Lemma 5.7].
Using the fact that J+ is homotopy cofinal in J , a similar argument gives the second statement in
the lemma. The topological versions of these statements can be reduced to the simplicial versions
by applying the singular complex functor; see Remark 6.13 for details. �

Let us write {±1} for the group with two elements. We know from Corollary 4.5 that
π1(B J , ∗) is isomorphic to {±1} for every choice of base point ∗. It will be convenient to have an
explicit description of this isomorphism. If we view {±1} as a symmetric monoidal category with
a single object, then the sign function defines a symmetric monoidal functor sgn : Σ → {±1}
and therefore a functor

sgn : J ∼= Σ−1Σ → {±1}−1
{±1} ∼= {±1}. (4.2)

In particular, an endomorphism (α1, α2) of an object (n1, n2) in J is mapped to
sgn(α2)sgn(α−1

1 ). Thus, if |n1| ≥ 2 or |n2| ≥ 2, then we can represent the non-trivial element of
π1(B J , (n1, n2)) by any endomorphism (α1, α2) such that sgn(α1) = −sgn(α2).

Corollary 4.13. If X is a fibrant (respectively, a positive fibrant) J -space, then π0(X (n1, n2))

has a canonical action of π1(B J , (n1, n2)) for all objects (n1, n2) (respectively, for all objects
such that |n1| ≥ 1). An element of π1(B J , (n1, n2)) represented by an endomorphism (α1, α2)

acts as π0(X (α1, α2)). �
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4.14. Components and units of J -space monoids

Our first task is to decide what kind of object the components of a J -space should be.

Definition 4.15. A graded signed monoid M is a collection of {±1}-sets Mt for t ∈ Z,
together with a unit e ∈ M0 and maps µs,t : Ms × Mt → Ms+t for all s, t ∈ Z. The
multiplication maps µs,t are assumed to be associative, unital, and ({±1}×{±1})-equivariant,
where {±1}×{±1} acts on Ms+t through the product. We say that M is graded commutative if
µs,t (a, b) = (−1)stµt,s(b, a) for all a ∈ Ms and b ∈ Mt .

This notion is placed in the general context of diagram categories as follows. Let J̃ be the
product category {±1}×Z where we view Z as a discrete category with only identity morphisms
and {±1} as a category with a single object. We view {±1} × Z as a product of monoidal
categories and define a symmetric monoidal structure on J̃ by specifying the isomorphisms
(−1)mn

: m+n→ n+m. The symmetric monoidal structure of J̃ induces a symmetric monoidal
structure on the category of set valued J̃ -diagrams and a monoid M in this diagram category is
the same thing as a graded signed monoid as defined above. Moreover, M is commutative as a
J̃ -diagram monoid if and only if it is graded commutative as a graded signed monoid.

Next observe that there is a functor Sgn : J → J̃ which on objects takes (n1, n2) to the
integer n2 − n1 and on morphisms is given by the functor sgn in (4.2). This becomes a strong
symmetric monoidal functor when we specify the isomorphisms

(−1)m1(n2−n1) : Sgn(m1, m2)+ Sgn(n1, n2)→ Sgn(m1 ⊔ n1, m2 ⊔ n2).

For this to work it is important that we have defined Σ−1Σ (and hence sgn in (4.2)) using the
monoidal right action of Σ on itself; cf. the proof of Proposition 4.4. Our sign conventions are
motivated by the comparison to homotopy groups of symmetric ring spectra in Proposition 4.24
below.

The connected components of J are the full subcategories Jt , for t ∈ Z, with objects (n1, n2)

such that n2 − n1 = t . Let Nt be the subcategory of Jt with the same objects and morphisms
(ι1, ι2, χ), where ιi is a subset inclusion of the form ιi : ni → ni ⊔1 and χ is the unique bijection
identifying the complements (thus, Nt is isomorphic to the ordered set of natural numbers).
Given a J -space X we define π0,t (X) to be the set

π0,t (X) = colimNt {· · · → π0(X (n1, n2))→ π0(X (n1 ⊔ 1, n2 ⊔ 1))→ · · · }

and write π0(X) for the Z-graded set {π0,t (X) : t ∈ Z}. Recall from Corollary 4.13 that if X is
positive fibrant, then π0(X (n1, n2)) has a canonical {±1}-action for |n1| ≥ 1. This gives rise to
a {±1}-action on π0,t (X) for each t such that π0(X) defines a J̃ -diagram.

Now suppose that A is a (positive) fibrant J -space monoid. Then we claim that π0(A)

has a uniquely determined structure as a graded signed monoid such that the canonical map
A→ π0(A) ◦ Sgn is a map of J -diagram monoids. Indeed, it easily follows from the definitions
that the maps

π0(A(m1, m2))× π0(A(n1, n2))
(−1)m1(n2−n1)µ
−−−−−−−−−→ π0(A(m1 ⊔ n1, m2 ⊔ n2))

(where µ denotes the multiplication in A) give rise to the required multiplication maps

π0,s(A)× π0,t (A)→ π0,s+t (A).

The unit is represented by the image in π0(A(0, 0)) of the monoidal unit ∗ → A(0, 0).
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We summarize the properties of π0(A) in the next proposition.

Proposition 4.16. If A is a (positive) fibrant J -space monoid, then π0(A) inherits the structure
of a graded signed monoid. If A is commutative, then π0(A) is graded commutative. �

Since for a commutative J -space monoid A the homotopy colimit AhJ is an E∞ space, it
is clear that the monoid of components π0(AhJ ) is commutative. In general, this monoid has to
be different from the underlying ungraded monoid of π0(A) because graded commutativity does
not become commutativity when forgetting the grading. By Lemma 4.12 and Corollary 4.13 we
have the following description.

Corollary 4.17. Let A be a J -space monoid and A→ Ā a (positive) fibrant replacement. Then
the monoid π0(AhJ ) is isomorphic to the quotient of the underlying ungraded monoid of π0( Ā)

by the action of {±1}. �

The J -space monoid of units A× associated to a J -space monoid A is defined by choosing a
fibrant replacement A→ Ā and letting A×(n1, n2) be the union of the components in A(n1, n2)

that represent units in the graded signed monoid π0( Ā). It is easy to see that A×(n1, n2) is
independent of the choice of fibrant replacement. In order to see that this definition of A× actually
produces a J -space monoid it is convenient to give an equivalent description of A×(n1, n2).
Notice first that π0(AhJ ) is naturally isomorphic to colim(n1,n2)∈J π0(A(n1, n2)) (the analogous
statement holds for any diagram space indexed by a small category). By Corollary 4.17 we can
therefore characterize A×(n1, n2) as the union of the components in A(n1, n2) that represent
units in π0(AhJ ). It is now clear that A× has a unique J -space monoid structure such that
A×→ A is a fibration of J -space monoids. If A is commutative, then so is A×.

Lemma 4.18. If A is a (positive) fibrant J -space monoid, then A× → A realizes the inclusion
of units π0(A)×→ π0(A). �

Lemma 4.19. Let A be a J -space monoid and let A → Ā be a fibrant replacement. Then
the following conditions are equivalent: (i) π0(AhJ ) is a group, (ii) π0( Ā) is a group, and
(iii) A× = A.

Proof. By Corollary 4.17 (i) implies (ii), by definition, (ii) implies (iii), and by the second
description of A× (iii) implies (i). �

A J -space monoid A is said to be grouplike if it satisfies the equivalent conditions in the above
lemma.

Proposition 4.20. The functor A → A× from J -space monoids to grouplike J -space monoids
is a right adjoint of the inclusion functor.

Proof. Let A→ Ā be a fibrant replacement and notice that the induced map of units A×→ Ā×

is the pullback along the inclusion Ā× → Ā. This implies that A× → Ā× is also a fibrant re-
placement and hence, by Lemma 4.18, that A× is indeed grouplike. Consequently (A×)× = A×

which gives the adjunction statement. �

4.21. J -spaces and symmetric spectra

An ordinary Z-graded ring has an underlying graded signed monoid obtained by forgetting
the additive structure except for the action of {±1} in each degree. There are pairs of
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adjoint functors
graded (comm.)

signed groups


�


graded (comm.)

signed monoids


�


graded (comm.)

rings


and we wish to model a topological version of this using J -space monoids.

The category J is designed to be an organizing device for maps between all the free
symmetric spectra on spheres Fn1(Sn2), just as I encodes maps between the symmetric
spectra Fn(Sn) for different n. By adjunction, maps of symmetric spectra Fn1(Sn2) →

Fm1(Sm2) are in one-to-one correspondence with maps Sn2 → Fm1(Sm2)n1 . For a morphism
(β1, β2, σ ) : (m1, m2)→ (n1, n2) in J , let

(β1, β2, σ )∗ : Fn1(Sn2)→ Fm1(Sm2) (4.3)

be the map that is adjoint to

Sn2
∼=
←− Sm2 ∧ Sn2−β2

∼=
←− Sm2 ∧ Sn1−β1 ↩→


β : m1→n1

Sm2 ∧ Sn1−β .

The first map is the isomorphism (3.3) induced by β2, the second is the isomorphism induced by
σ , and the last map is the inclusion of Sm2 ∧ Sn1−β1 as the wedge summand indexed by β1.

Lemma 4.22. With the maps defined in (4.3),

F−(S−) : J op
→ SpΣ , (n1, n2) → Fn1(Sn2)

is a strong symmetric monoidal functor.

Proof. We first check that F−(S−) actually defines a functor. Consider a morphism (β1, β2, σ ) :

(m1, m2)→ (n1, n2) and the induced map

(β1, β2, σ )∗ :


γ : n1→p
Sn2 ∧ Sp−γ

→


δ : m1→p

Sm2 ∧ Sp−δ

in spectrum degree p. This map takes the wedge summand Sn2 ∧ Sp−γ indexed by γ : n1 → p
to the wedge summand Sm2 ∧ Sp−γβ1 indexed by γβ1 : m1 → p. On these wedge summands the
isomorphism Sn2 ∧ Sp−γ

→ Sm2 ∧ Sp−γβ1 is then induced by the chain of bijections

n2 ⊔ (p− γ )← m2 ⊔ (n2 − β2) ⊔ (p− γ )← m2 ⊔ (n1 − β1) ⊔ (p− γ )

→ m2 ⊔ (p− γβ1).

The first bijection is induced by β2 (as in (3.3)), the second by σ , and the third by γ (as in (3.4)).
For a composable pair of morphisms

(l1, l2)
(α1,α2,ρ)
−−−−−→ (m1, m2)

(β1,β2,σ )
−−−−−→ (n1, n2)

there is a commutative diagram of bijections

m2 ⊔ (p− γβ1)

(α1,α2,ρ)∗

))RRRRRRRRRRRRR

n2 ⊔ (p− γ )

(β1,β1,σ )∗
66mmmmmmmmmmmm (β1α1,β2α2,σ∪β2ρβ−1

1 )∗
// l2 ⊔ (p− γβ1α1)
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which gives the functoriality of F−(S−). The required isomorphism making F−(S−) a strong
symmetric monoidal functor is provided by (3.7). Checking from the explicit descriptions of
the relevant maps given above and in (3.7), one sees that this is indeed a natural transformation
when both sides are viewed as functors on J × J . Furthermore, it follows from the explicit
description in (3.8) that the isomorphism (3.7) is compatible with the symmetry isomorphisms
for J and SpΣ . �

Let X be a J -space and let SJ
[X ] be the symmetric spectrum defined as the coend of the

(J op
×J )-diagram Fm1(Sm2)∧X (n1, n2)+. Given a symmetric spectrum E we write Ω J (E) for

the J -space defined by MapSpΣ (F−(S−), E). An application of Proposition 14.2 to the strong
symmetric monoidal functor F−(S−) provides the two adjoint pairs of functors

SJ
[−] : S J � SpΣ

: Ω J and SJ
[−] : C S J � CSpΣ

: Ω J . (4.4)

Checking from the definitions, we find that

SJ
[X ]n =


k≥0

Sk
∧Σk X (n, k)+ and Ω J (E)(n1, n2) = Ωn2(En1). (4.5)

The next result can be deduced from the general criterion in Proposition 14.5 in the same way
as the I -space analogue in Proposition 3.19.

Proposition 4.23. (i) The first adjunction in (4.4) is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the
(positive) projective J -model structure on S J and the (positive) projective stable model
structure on SpΣ .

(ii) The second adjunction in (4.4) is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the positive projective
J -model structure on C S J and the positive projective stable model structure on CSpΣ . �

Our definition of the signed monoid of components associated to a positive fibrant J -space
monoid is partly motivated by the next result.

Proposition 4.24. Let R be a (positive) fibrant symmetric ring spectrum. Then the underlying
graded signed monoid of the ring π∗(R) is isomorphic to π0(Ω J (R)).

Proof. For p ∈ Z the pth stable homotopy group of R is πp(R) = colimuπp+u(Ru) where
p + u ≥ 2 and the colimit is taken over the maps

πp+u(Ru)→ πp+u+1(Ru ∧ S1)→ πp+u+1(Ru+1).

Setting m1 = u and m2 = p + u, the chain of isomorphisms

πp+u(Ru) ∼= π0(Ω p+u Ru) ∼= π0(Ω J (R)(m1, m2))

identifies the terms in the colimit system defining πp(R) with the terms in the colimit system
defining π0,p(Ω J (R)). Since the isomorphisms are compatible with the structure maps in the
colimit system, we get an isomorphism πp(R)→ π0,p(Ω J (R)).

Because R is positive fibrant, it is in particular semistable, and [36, 4.1 Theorem] implies
that the action of σ ∈ Σu on πp+u(Ru) induced by the Σu-action on Ru coincides with the
action of sgn(σ ) on the abelian group πp+u(Ru). This implies that the {±1}-actions on π∗(R)

and π0(Ω J (R)) coincide.
Let [x] ∈ πp(R) and [y] ∈ πq(R) be represented by maps x : S p+u

→ Ru and y : Sq+v
→

Rv . It is shown in [35, Proposition I.6.21] that the product [x][y] ∈ πp+q(R) is represented
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by (−1)uq
[x ∧ y], where x ∧ y is the map S p+u+q+v

→ Ru+v obtained by smashing the
representatives and using the multiplication in R. Setting m1 = u, m2 = p + u, n1 = v, and
n2 = q+v, the above isomorphism maps (−1)uq

[x∧y] to (−1)m1(n2−n1)µ([x], [y]). This proves
that the products coincide. �

Definition 4.25. Let R be a symmetric ring spectrum. The graded units of R is the grouplike
J -space monoid GLJ

1 (R) = (Ω J R)×.

The functor R → GLJ
1 (R) is defined for all symmetric ring spectra R and provides a right

adjoint of the functor that to a (commutative) grouplike J -space monoid A associates the
(commutative) symmetric ring spectrum SJ

[A]. However, as for the I -space units, GLJ
1 (R)

only represents the “correct” homotopy type when R is positive fibrant. In this case we have the
following consequence of Lemma 4.18 and Proposition 4.24.

Proposition 4.26. Let R be a (positive) fibrant symmetric ring spectrum. Then the map of
graded signed monoids π0(GLJ

1 (R)) → π0(Ω J (R)) realizes the inclusion of graded units
π∗(R)×→ π∗(R). �

4.27. The flat model structure on J -spaces

We here introduce the J -space analogue of the flat model structure on I -spaces. Given
an object (n1, n2) in J , let ∂(J ↓ (n1, n2)) be the full subcategory of the comma category
(J ↓ (n1, n2)) obtained by excluding the objects (m1, m2) → (n1, n2) that are isomorphisms
in J . The (n1, n2)th latching space L(n1,n2)(X) of a J -space X is the colimit of the ∂(J ↓
(n1, n2))-diagram obtained by composing X with the forgetful functor from ∂(J ↓ (n1, n2)) to
J . A map of J -spaces X → Y is a flat cofibration if the induced map

X (n1, n2)∪L(n1,n2)(X) L(n1,n2)(Y )→ Y (n1, n2)

is a cofibration in S for all objects (n1, n2). It is a positive flat cofibration if in addition
X (0, n2) → Y (0, n2) is an isomorphism for all objects n2 in I . We say that a map of

J -spaces is a (positive) flat J -fibration if it has the right lifting property with respect to the
class of (positive) flat cofibrations that are J -equivalences. As in the case of I -spaces it is
a consequence of our general theory of diagram spaces that together with the J -equivalences
these classes of maps specify a cofibrantly generated simplicial model structure which is proper,
monoidal, and satisfies the monoid axiom. We refer to this as the (positive) flat model structure
and the cofibrant objects will be called flat J -spaces. By Proposition 6.20 the identity functor on
S J is the left adjoint in a Quillen equivalence from the (positive) projective J -model structure
to the (positive) flat J -model structure. The next proposition can be derived from our general
theory of diagram spaces in the same way as the I -space analogue in Proposition 3.15.

Proposition 4.28. (i) The positive flat model structure on S J lifts to a cofibrantly generated
proper simplicial model structure on C S J .

(ii) Suppose that A is a commutative J -space monoid which is cofibrant in the lifted model
structure in (i). Then the underlying J -space of A is flat. �

By Proposition 8.2 this has the following important implication: if a commutative J -space
monoid A is cofibrant in the positive flat or projective J -model structures on C S J , then the
endofunctor A � (−) preserves J -equivalences.
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Remark 4.29. The adjunctions in (4.4) fail to be Quillen adjunctions with respect to the flat
model structures. The reason is that the action of Σn1 × Σn2 on Fn1(Sn2) is not free so
that condition (ii) in Proposition 14.5 does not hold. However, there is a “semi-flat” model
structure on S J which is compatible with the flat model structure on SpΣ . In the notation of
Proposition 6.16 this is defined by letting the subcategory of automorphisms A be the subgroups
Σn1 × {1n2} of Σn1 × Σn2 .

4.30. An application to topological logarithmic structures

Commutative J -space monoids can be used to define a graded version of John Rognes’ notion
of topological logarithmic structures introduced in [26]. We explain how this can be done for the
basic definitions by an almost verbatim translation of Rognes’ terminology to the context of
J -spaces. One advantage of graded logarithmic structures on commutative symmetric ring
spectra is that they enable us to see the difference between a periodic ring spectrum and its
connective cover. For motivation and background, we refer the reader to [26]. More results about
the graded log structures introduced here can be found in [28].

We start by introducing the graded analogue of a pre-log symmetric ring spectrum [26,
Definition 7.1].

Definition 4.31. Let A be a commutative symmetric ring spectrum. A graded pre-log structure
on A is a pair (M, α) consisting of a commutative J -space monoid M and a map α : M →
Ω J (A) of commutative J -space monoids. A graded pre-log symmetric ring spectrum (A, M, α)

is a commutative symmetric ring spectrum A with a graded pre-log structure (M, α). A map
( f, f ♭) : (A, M, α) → (B, N , β) of graded pre-log symmetric ring spectra consists of a map
f : A → B of commutative symmetric ring spectra and a map f ♭

: M → N of commutative
J -space monoids such that Ω J ( f )α = β f ♭.

Example 4.32. Let A be a commutative symmetric ring spectrum and let x be a point in
Ω J (A)(n1, n2). By adjunction, x gives rise to a map

α : M = CF J
(n1,n2)

(∗) =

i≥0


F J

(n1,n2)
(∗)
�i

/Σi → Ω J (A)

from the free commutative J -space monoid on a point in degree (n1, n2). We refer to (M, α) as
the free graded pre-log structure generated by x .

For a graded pre-log symmetric ring spectrum (A, M, α), the commutative J -space monoid
α−1(GLJ

1 (A)) is defined by the pullback diagram

α−1(GLJ
1 (A))

ι
��

α // GLJ
1 (A)

ι ��
M

α // Ω J (A).

This enables us to state the analogue of [26, Definition 7.4].

Definition 4.33. A graded pre-log structure (M, α) on A is a graded log structure if the induced
map α : α−1(GLJ

1 (A)) → GLJ
1 (A) is a J -equivalence. A graded pre-log symmetric ring

spectrum (A, M, α) is a graded log symmetric ring spectrum if (M, α) is a graded log structure.
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The basic example of a graded log structure on A is the trivial graded log structure
(GLJ

1 (A), ι). The logification of a graded pre-log structure is the pushout Ma of the diagram

M
ι
←− α−1(GLJ

1 (A))
α
−→ GLJ

1 (A)

together with the induced map αa
: Ma

→ Ω J (A). It comes with a map (M, α) → (Ma, αa).
As in [26, Lemma 7.7], one can show that (Ma, αa) is indeed a log structure.

Lemma 4.34. Let (A, M, α) be a graded pre-log symmetric ring spectrum. If α factors as a
composite

M
ζ
−→ GLJ

1 (A)
ι
−→ Ω J (A)

with ζ a map of commutative J -space monoids, then (Ma, αa) is isomorphic to the trivial log-
structure.

Proof. If ζ exists, then α−1(GLJ
1 (A)) ∼= M ; hence Ma ∼= GLJ

1 (A). This uses the fact that

GLJ
1 (A)→ Ω J (A) is an inclusion of path components and hence a monomorphism. �

Example 4.35. Let KU be a positive fibrant model for the periodic complex K -theory spectrum,
and let f : ku → KU be a positive fibration exhibiting the connective complex K -theory
spectrum ku as the connective cover of KU . The Bott class π2(ku) can be represented by a
point x ∈ Ω J (ku)(1, 3). It generates a graded pre-log structure

α : M = CF J
(1,3)

(∗)→ Ω J (ku)

which gives rise to a non-trivial log structure on ku. We compose α with Ω J ( f ) in order to get
the induced (inverse image) graded pre-log structure ( f ∗M, f ∗α) on KU . The map f ∗α factors
through the inclusion of the units of KU since the Bott element is invertible in π∗(KU ). By
Lemma 4.34, the logification of ( f ∗M, f ∗α) is the trivial log structure.

In other words, the graded log structure generated by the Bott element is trivial on KU and
non-trivial on ku. This is an important feature of graded log structures which can only be achieved
using the graded units. In the I -space case, the map GLI

1 (ku)→ GLI
1 (KU ) is an equivalence,

and the Bott class being a unit is not detected by GLI
1 (KU ). This issue is discussed in

[26, Remark 7.28].

Example 4.36. As pointed out in [26, Remark 7.28], there is another source of interesting graded
log structures. Let E be a periodic commutative symmetric ring spectrum and let i : e → E be
its connective cover. On e, one can form the direct image graded log structure i∗(GLJ

1 (E)) of
the trivial graded log structure on E . It is defined to be the pullback of

Ω J (e)→ Ω J (E)← GLJ
1 (E).

This is very much analogous to the situation in algebra, where a discrete valuation ring A inherits
the log structure A\{0} as the direct image of the trivial log structure on its fraction field, compare
for example [26, Remark 2.25]. Again, forming i∗(GLJ

1 (E)) gives something non-trivial in
the graded case, while the same construction in the I -space case only leads to the trivial log
structure.
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5. Well-structured index categories

As we have seen in Sections 3 and 4 there are several useful model structures on the categories
of I - and J -spaces. In order to set up and analyze these model structures in a common framework
we here introduce the notion of a well-structured relative index category. The main idea can be
summarized as follows. Consider in general a small symmetric monoidal category K and the
category of K-spaces S K. When defining a model structure on S K we have a choice when
specifying the requirements for a map of K-spaces X → Y to be a fibration: for each object
k in K the map X (k) → Y (k) is equivariant with respect to the action of the endomorphisms
of k and we must specify the extend to which these maps are equivariant fibrations. This of
course has a dual effect on the cofibrations; the stronger the condition for a map to be a fibration
the weaker the condition is to be a cofibration. In practice we shall control this duality by
specifying a subcategory A of automorphisms in K and require that the fibrations X (k)→ Y (k)

be equivariant with respect to the automorphisms in A.

5.1. Well-structured relative index categories

Let (K,⊔, 0) be a small symmetric monoidal category and let A be a subcategory of
automorphisms. Given an object k in A we write A(k) for the automorphism group A(k, k).
We shall always assume that A be a normal subcategory: for each isomorphism α : k→ l in K
we require that k belongs to A if and only if l does, and that in this case conjugation by α gives
an isomorphism A(k) → A(l) by mapping γ in A(k) to αγα−1. We shall also require that A
be multiplicative in the sense that the monoidal structure ⊔: K × K → K restricts to a functor
A × A → A (but we do not assume that A necessarily contains the unit 0 for the monoidal
structure).

Let N0 denote the ordered set of natural numbers 0 → 1 → 2 → · · · , thought of as a
symmetric monoidal category via the additive structure.

Definition 5.2. A well-structured relative index category is a triple consisting of a symmetric
monoidal category (K,⊔, 0), a strong symmetric monoidal functor λ : K → N0, and a normal
and multiplicative subcategory of automorphisms A in K. These data are required to satisfy the
following conditions.

(i) A morphism k→ l in K is an isomorphism if and only if λ(k) = λ(l).
(ii) For each object k in A and each object l in K, each connected component of the category

(k ⊔ − ↓ l) has a terminal object.
(iii) For each object k in A and each object l in K, the canonical right action of A(k) on the

category (k ⊔ − ↓ l) induces a free action on the set of connected components.
(iv) Let KA be the full subcategory of K generated by the objects in A. We require that the

inclusion KA → K is homotopy cofinal.

Spelling the requirements out in more detail, the condition that λ be strong symmetric
monoidal means that λ(0) = 0 and λ(k1 ⊔ k2) = λ(k1) + λ(k2) for all pairs of objects
k1 and k2. We think of λ as a degree functor on K. The existence of such a degree functor
ensures an explicit description of the cofibrations in the model structures we define on S K; see
Proposition 6.8. In (ii) and (iii) the category (k ⊔ − ↓ l) is the comma category whose objects
are pairs (n, α) given by an object n in K and a morphism α : k ⊔ n → l in K. A morphism
(n, α) → (n′, α′) is specified by a morphism γ : n → n′ in K such that α = α′ ◦ (1k ⊔ γ ).
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For the homotopy cofinality condition (iv) we recall that in general a subcategory B of a small
category C is said to be homotopy cofinal if the comma categories (c ↓ B) have contractible
classifying space for each object c in C. This is equivalent to the condition that for any C-diagram
X in S , the canonical map hocolimB X → hocolimC X is a weak homotopy equivalence; see e.g.
[16, Theorem 19.6.13].

The degree functor λ on K will usually be understood from the context and we often use the
notation (K, A) to indicate a well-structured relative index category. Notice that by condition (i)
each endomorphism set K(k, k) is a group of automorphisms. We introduce the notation K(k)

for this group. The normality condition on A in particular implies that A(k) is a normal subgroup
of K(k) for each object k in A.

We shall later prove that a well-structured relative index category (K, A) gives rise to an
A-relative K-model structure on S K and that this model structure is proper, monoidal, and lifts
to the category of structured K-spaces for any Σ -free operad. However, in order to lift this model
structure to commutative K-space monoids we need (K, A) to be very well-structured in the
following sense.

Definition 5.3. A well-structured relative index category (K, A) is very well-structured if for
each object k in A, each object l in K, and each n ≥ 1, the canonical right action of Σn n A(k)×n

on the category (k⊔n
⊔ − ↓ l) induces a free action on the set of connected components.

Here the group Σn n A(k)×n is the semidirect product of Σn acting from the right on
A(k)×n (also known as the wreath product Σn


A(k)). The action on (k⊔n

⊔ − ↓ l) is via the
homomorphism Σn n A(k)×n

→ K(kn) that maps an element (σ ; f1, . . . , fn) with σ ∈ Σn and
fi ∈ A(k) to the composition σ∗ ◦ ( f1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ fn) where σ∗ denotes the canonical automorphism
of k⊔n determined by the symmetric monoidal structure.

Remark 5.4. The stronger condition that Σn n A(k)×n maps injectively into A(k⊔n) is relevant
for whether the forgetful functor from commutative K-space monoids to K-spaces preserves
cofibrancy. We discuss this in Section 12.

Specializing to the case where A is the discrete subcategory of identity morphisms in K we
get the notion of a well-structured index category. Writing out the details of this we arrive at the
following definition.

Definition 5.5. A well-structured index category K is a small symmetric monoidal category,
equipped with a strong symmetric monoidal functor λ : K → N0, such that

• a morphism k→ l in K is an isomorphism if and only if λ(k) = λ(l), and
• for each pair of objects k and l in K, each connected component of the category (k ⊔ − ↓ l)

has a terminal object.

Given a well-structured index category K we shall refer to the associated model structure on
S K as the projective model structure; see Definition 6.21. It should be noted that the axioms
for the monoidal unit 0 in the symmetric monoidal category K imply that the homomorphism
Σn → K(0⊔n) is trivial for all n. Thus, to obtain a very well-structured relative index category
and hence a model structure on commutative K-space monoids, we are forced to specify a
subcategory of automorphisms A that does not contain the object 0.

Recall the free functors F K
k (∗) introduced in Section 2.4. When analyzing the homotopical

properties of the �-product on S K it will be important to consider K-spaces of the form
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F K
k (∗) � X for an object k and a K-space X . The axioms for a well-structured relative index

category K are partly motivated by the following lemmas.

Lemma 5.6. The K-space F K
k (∗) � X is isomorphic to the left Kan extension of X along the

functor k ⊔ −: K → K.

Proof. In fact, this result holds for any monoidal category K. The statement in the lemma means
that there is a natural isomorphism

(F K
k (∗) � X)(l) ∼= colim

k⊔k′→l
X (k′) (5.1)

(where the colimit on the right hand side is over the category (k ⊔ − ↓ l)) and this is immediate
from the universal properties of these constructions. �

Notice in particular, that for X = ∗ the isomorphism (5.1) gives an identification of
(F K

k (∗) � ∗)(l) with the set of connected components of the category (k ⊔ − ↓ l).

Lemma 5.7. Let (K, A) be a well-structured relative index category. Then the canonical right
action of K(k) on F K

k (∗) � X restricts to a levelwise free A(k)-action for all objects k in A.

Proof. The projection X → ∗ onto the terminal K-space induces a map of K-spaces

F K
k (∗) � X → F K

k (∗) � ∗,

so it suffices to check that the A(k)-action on the target is levelwise free. By the observation
before the lemma (F K

k (∗) � ∗)(l) can be identified with the set of connected components of the
category (k ⊔ − ↓ l); hence the result follows from condition (iii) for a well-structured relative
index category. �

The principal examples in this paper are the categories I and J . We define degree functors
λ : I → N0 by λ(k) = |k| and λ : J → N0 by λ(k1, k2) = |k1|. (Here | − | indicates the
cardinality of a finite set). There are other degree functors on J but the above choice is the one
that will be relevant for our work.

Proposition 5.8. Let K denote one of the categories I or J , equipped with the above degree
functor. Suppose that A is a normal and multiplicative subcategory of automorphisms in K such
that the inclusion KA → K is homotopy cofinal. Then (K, A) is a well-structured relative index
category and if all objects of A have positive degree, then (K, A) is very well-structured.

Proof. We explain the details for J ; the case of I is similar but easier. It is clear that λ is
strong symmetric monoidal and that (i) holds. For (ii) we first observe that the correspondence
(α1, α2, ρ) → (α1|k1 , α2|k2) defines a bijection between the set of connected components of
the category ((k1, k2) ⊔ − ↓ (l1, l2)) and the set I(k1, l1) × I(k2, l2). An object (α1, α2, ρ) is
terminal in its connected component if and only it is an isomorphism in J which implies that (ii)
holds. Given an object (k1, k2) in J , the automorphism group can be identified with the product
Σ|k1|×Σ|k2| and it is clear from the above description that this acts freely on the set of connected
components in ((k1, k2) ⊔ − ↓ (l1, l2)); hence (iii) holds. Finally, (iv) holds by the assumption
on A.

Now suppose that the objects in A have positive degree. In order to check the condition in
Definition 5.3 for being very well-structured we may as well assume that the automorphism
groups in A are the full automorphism groups in J . Using the above identification in terms
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of symmetric groups, the homomorphism from the semidirect product in question to the full
automorphism group in J is given by concatenation and block permutation in each factor,

Σn n (Σ×n
|k1|
× Σ×n

|k2|
)→ Σn|k1| × Σn|k2|.

This is injective if |k1| > 0, so the conclusion follows from the observation above that the right
hand side acts freely on the relevant set of connected components. �

In general, for a well-structured index category K, we write K+ for the full subcategory whose
objects have positive degree and O K+ for the corresponding discrete subcategory of identity
morphisms.

Corollary 5.9. Let K denote one of the categories I or J . Then K is a well-structured index
category and (K, O K+) is very well-structured.

Proof. It remains to check that the inclusion K+ → K is homotopy cofinal. Thus, given an
object k in K we must show that the comma category (k ↓ K+) has contractible classifying
space. Choose a morphism α : 0 → l in K such that l has positive degree and consider the
functor (k ↓ K) → (k ↓ K+) defined by concatenation with α on objects. We also have the
functor (k ↓ K+) → (k ↓ K) defined by the inclusion of K+ in K and it is easy to see that
α gives rise to natural transformations between the two compositions of these functors and the
respective identity functors. Hence it suffices to show that the classifying space of (k ↓ K) is
contractible and this is clear since the identity on k is an initial object. �

The above corollary is the underlying reason why the corresponding (positive) projective I - and
J -model structures on S I and S J have the pleasant properties stated in Propositions 3.2 and 4.8.
As discussed in Sections 3.8 and 4.27 it is important for the applications that the projective model
structures are accompanied by corresponding flat model structures. These flat model structures
arise by specifying A as the full automorphism subcategory in I and J , respectively. We write Σ
for the full automorphism subcategory of I (that is, the category of finite sets and isomorphisms)
and Σ × Σ for the full automorphism subcategory of J . The corresponding automorphism
categories of objects of positive degree are then given by Σ+ and Σ+ × Σ .

Corollary 5.10. With the above notation there are well-structured relative index categories
(I,Σ ) and (J ,Σ × Σ ). Restricting to automorphisms of objects of positive degree we get very
well-structured relative index categories (I,Σ+) and (J ,Σ+ × Σ ).

Proof. The homotopy cofinality condition (v) follows from the proof of Corollary 5.9. �

We finally consider the K -theory example mentioned in the introduction.

Example 5.11. Let R be a ring with invariant basis number and let F R be the category with
objects the free R-modules Rn and morphisms the isomorphisms between such modules. This is
a permutative category under direct sum and we write K R for Quillen’s localization construction
F−1

R F R on this category; see [14]. In order to give an explicit description of this category we first
introduce the category S F R of free split injections (in Grayson’s notation [14] this is the category
⟨F R, F R⟩). The objects of S F R are the R-modules Rn and a morphism ( f, p) : Rm

→ Rn is a
pair of R-linear maps f : Rm

→ Rn and p : Rn
→ Rm such that p ◦ f is the identity on Rm

and the cokernel Rn/im( f ) is free. The category K R has objects all pairs of free R-modules
(Rn1 , Rn2) and a morphism

(( f1, p1), ( f2, p2), ρ) : (Rm1 , Rm2)→ (Rn1 , Rn2)
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is a triple given by morphisms ( fi , pi ) : Rmi → Rni in S F R for i = 1, 2, and an isomorphism
ρ : Rn1/im( f1)

∼
−→ Rn2/im( f2) between the corresponding cokernels. Composition of

morphisms is defined in the natural way.
We define a degree functor λ : K R → N0 by λ(Rn1 , Rn2) = n1 and claim that this makes

K R a well-structured index category. Since we assume that R has invariant basis number it is
clear that a morphism in K R is an isomorphism if and only if the domain and codomain have the
same degree (and hence are equal). For the second condition we observe that there is a bijective
correspondence

components of ((Rk1 , Rk2)⊕− ↓ (Rl1 , Rl2))

≃ S F R(Rk1 , Rl1)× S F R(Rk2 , Rl2).

This takes an object defined by the data (Rni , ( fi , pi ) : Rki ⊕ Rni → Rli ) for i = 1, 2, and
ρ : Rl1/im( f1) ∼= Rl2/im( f2) to the pair of morphisms (( f̄1, p̄1), ( f̄2, p̄2)), where f̄i is the
restriction of fi to Rki and p̄i is the composition of pi with the projection of Rki ⊕ Rni onto
Rki . Using this it is easy to see that each connected component has a terminal object; hence K R
is indeed a well-structured index category.

6. Model structures on K-spaces

In this section we introduce the various model structures on diagram spaces associated
to well-structured relative index categories. We assume that the reader is familiar with the
basic theory of cofibrantly generated model categories as presented in [16, Chapter 11] and
[17, Section 2.1].

6.1. Model structures on G-spaces

We review some well-known facts about equivariant homotopy theory. Recall that the category
of spaces S is cofibrantly generated with generating cofibrations I the set of maps ∂∆n

→ ∆n

for n ≥ 0 and generating acyclic cofibrations J the set of maps Λn
i → ∆n for n > 0 and

0 ≤ i ≤ n; see [16, Section 11.1] for details. Here the notation indicates that the generating
(acyclic) cofibrations in the topological setting are obtained from those in the simplicial setting
by geometric realization.

Consider a discrete group G and write S G for the category of left G-spaces. It admits several
model structures that are of interest for us. Fix a normal subgroup A in G. We say that a map of
G-spaces X → Y is an A-relative weak equivalence (or an A-relative fibration) if the induced
map of fixed points X H

→ Y H is a weak equivalence (or fibration) for all subgroups H ⊆ A.
We say that a map of G-spaces is an A-relative cofibration if it has the left lifting property with
respect to maps that are A-relative weak equivalences and A-relative fibrations. Let I(G,A) be
the set of maps in S G of the form G/H × i for H ⊆ A and i ∈ I , and let J(G,A) be the
set of maps of the form G/H × j for H ⊆ A and j ∈ J . The following well-known result
is an easy consequence of the recognition principle for cofibrantly generated model categories
[17, Theorem 2.1.19].

Proposition 6.2. Let A be a normal subgroup of G. The A-relative weak equivalences,
fibrations, and cofibrations specify a cofibrantly generated model structure on S G with
generating cofibrations I(G,A) and generating acyclic cofibrations J(G,A). �
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We shall refer to this as the A-relative model structure on S G . When A is the trivial group
this is also known as the coarse (or weak or naive) model structure and when A = G this is
sometimes called the fine (or strong or genuine) model structure.

As observed by Shipley [39] (in the case A = G) it is possible to combine the weak
equivalences in the coarse model structure with the cofibrations in the A-relative model structure
to get a cofibrantly generated mixed model structure on S G . We recall the details of this
construction. Let E H denote the one-sided bar construction B(H, H, ∗) of a subgroup H in A,
and let πH : G×H E H → G/H be the projection. We write M(πH ) for the mapping cylinder
of πH and consider the standard factorization

G×H E H
jH
−→ M(πH )

rH
−→ G/H (6.1)

where jH is an A-relative cofibration and rH is a G-equivariant homotopy equivalence. Let
J ′(G,A) be the set of morphisms in S G of the form jH �i , where jH is as above (for H ⊆ A),
i ∈ I , and jH �i is the pushout-product of jH and i (see the remarks preceding Proposition 6.10).
We write J mix

(G,A) = J(G,A) ∪ J ′(G,A). The significance of the set J mix
(G,A) is explained in the next

lemma which is implicit in the proof of [39, Proposition 1.3]. Recall that given a group H and
an H -space X , the homotopy fixed points Xh H is the space of equivariant maps MapH (E H, X)

(which is the same thing as the homotopy limit of X viewed as a diagram over the one-object
category H ).

Lemma 6.3. A map X → Y in S G is J mix
(G,A)-injective if and only if the induced maps X H

→ Y H

are fibrations and the diagrams

X H //

��

Xh H

��
Y H // Y h H

are homotopy cartesian for all subgroups H in A. �

A map of G-spaces X → Y is said to be an A-relative mixed fibration if it satisfies the equivalent
conditions of Lemma 6.3. Arguing as in the proof of [39, Proposition 1.3] we get the A-relative
mixed model structure on S G .

Proposition 6.4. The coarse weak equivalences, the A-relative mixed fibrations, and the
A-relative cofibrations specify a cofibrantly generated model structure on S G with generating
cofibrations I(G,A) and generating acyclic cofibrations J mix

(G,A). �

Remark 6.5. For A = G and S the category of simplicial sets, it is easy to check that the
A-relative (that is, the fine) cofibrations are the maps in S G whose underlying maps in S are
cofibrations.

6.6. The A-relative level model structure on K-spaces

Consider now a well-structured relative index category (K, A) in the sense of Definition 5.2.
Recall that for an object k in K we write K(k) and A(k) for the automorphism groups of
k in K and A, respectively. We say that a map X → Y of K-spaces is an A-relative level
equivalence if X (k) → Y (k) is a weak equivalence of spaces for every object k in A. (This
will not lead to confusion with the notion of an A-relative weak equivalence of G-spaces
introduced in Section 6.1.) A map of K-spaces X → Y is an A-relative level fibration if for
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all objects k in A and all subgroups H in A(k), the map X (k)H
→ Y (k)H is a fibration and the

diagram

X (k)H //

��

X (k)h H

��
Y (k)H // Y (k)h H

(6.2)

is homotopy cartesian. Finally, a map of K-spaces is an A-relative cofibration if it has the left
lifting property with respect to maps that are A-relative level equivalences and A-relative level
fibrations. Recall the functors G K

k from Section 2.4 and let

I level
(K,A) = {G

K
k (i)|k ∈ O(A) and i ∈ I(K(k),A(k))} and

J level
(K,A) = {G

K
k ( j)|k ∈ O(A) and j ∈ J mix

(K(k),A(k))}.

Here we write O(A) for the set of objects in A.

Proposition 6.7. The A-relative level equivalences, level fibrations, and cofibrations specify a
cofibrantly generated model structure on S K with generating cofibrations I level

(K,A)
and generating

acyclic cofibrations J level
(K,A)

.

We shall refer to this as the A-relative level model structure on S K.

Proof. We use the recognition criterion for cofibrantly generated model categories as stated
in [17, Theorem 2.1.19]. The smallness requirements are satisfied because the generating
(acyclic) cofibrations are levelwise cofibrations in S and S is small relative to the cofibrations.
It follows from the definition that a map X → Y in S K is I level

(K,A)
-injective if and only if for all

k in A and all subgroups H ⊆ A(k) the induced map X (k)H
→ Y (k)H is an acyclic fibration.

Similarly, Lemma 6.3 implies that X → Y is J level
(K,A)

-injective if and only if it is an A-relative

level fibration. From these explicit descriptions it is clear that the I level
(K,A)

-injective maps are the

J level
(K,A)

-injective maps that are A-relative level equivalences. Furthermore, this has as a formal

consequence that the class J level
(K,A)

-cof is contained in I level
(K,A)

-cof.

It remains to show that the maps in J level
(K,A)

-cell are A-relative level equivalences. We first

show that the maps in J level
(K,A)

are level equivalences and level cofibrations at all levels, not

only those corresponding to objects in A. Indeed, for a map of the form G K
k ( j) for k in

A and j ∈ J(K(k),A(k)) this easily follows from the explicit description of the functor G K
k

in (2.2). Consider then a map of the form G K
k ( jH �i) for k in A and jH �i in J ′

(K(k),A(k))
.

Since G K
k preserves colimits and tensors (over S ) we can identify this map with the pushout-

product G K
k ( jH )�i . Using the fact that H acts freely from the right on the morphism sets

K(k,−) (by Lemma 5.7, letting X = F K
0 (∗)) we again conclude from (2.2) that G K

k (πH ) is
a level equivalence. Identifying G K

k (M(πH )) with the mapping cylinder of G K
k (πH ) we see that

G K
k ( jH ) is both a level equivalence and a level cofibration. By the pushout-product axiom for S

we finally conclude that G K
k ( jH )�i is a level equivalence and a level cofibration. By definition,

a map in J level
(K,A)

-cell is the transfinite composition of a sequence of maps each of which is the

pushout of a map in J level
(K,A)

. At each level such a map is therefore the transfinite composition of
a sequence of acyclic cofibrations; hence a weak equivalence. �
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As promised, there is a more explicit description of the A-relative cofibrations. Let ∂ (K↓k)

be the full subcategory of (K ↓ k) whose objects are the non-isomorphisms. For a K-space X ,
the k-th latching space Lk(X) is the colimit of the ∂ (K↓k)-diagram (l→ k) → X (l), and the
kth latching map is the canonical K(k)-equivariant map

Lk(X) = colim
(l→k)∈∂(K↓k)

X (l)→ colim
(l→k)∈(K↓k)

X (l)
∼=
−→ X (k).

For a map of K-spaces X → Y , the k-th latching map is the K(k)-equivariant map

Lk(Y )∪Lk(X) X (k)→ Y (k). (6.3)

Recall the notion of an A(k)-relative cofibration in S K(k) from Section 6.1.

Proposition 6.8. A map of K-spaces f : X → Y is an A-relative cofibration if and only if the
latching map (6.3) is an A(k)-relative cofibration for all k in A and an isomorphism for all k
not in A.

Proof. Choosing representatives for the isomorphism classes of objects k in K with common
value λ(k) = n, one shows by induction on n that maps satisfying the stated condition have the
left lifting property with respect to the maps that are A-relative level equivalences and A-relative
level fibrations. Hence maps satisfying the condition are A-relative cofibrations.

For the other direction, one first shows that the generating cofibrations satisfy the condition in
the proposition. This uses the normality condition on A. Since the condition is preserved under
cobase change, transfinite composition, and retracts, this implies that it holds for all A-relative
cofibrations. �

Remark 6.9. One may also compare the simplicial and the topological version of these model
structures: the geometric realization functor | − | and the singular complex functor Sing induce
an adjunction between K-diagrams in simplicial sets and (compactly generated weak Hausdorff)
topological spaces. It is easy to check that this defines a Quillen equivalence with respect to each
of the model structures we consider. Using the (| − |, Sing)-adjunction we can also turn any
S -model structure in the topological setting into a simplicial model structure.

Recall from [17, Definition 4.2.18] that an S -model category M is a category which is
enriched, tensored, and cotensored over S , and equipped with a model structure such that if
f : X → Y is a cofibration in M and g : S→ T a cofibration in S , then the pushout-product

f �g : Y × S ∪X×S X × T → Y × T

is a cofibration in M which is acyclic if either f or g is.

Proposition 6.10. The A-relative level model structure on S K is an S -model structure.

Proof. We already know from Lemma 2.2 that S K is enriched, tensored, and cotensored over
S . For the statements concerning the pushout-product, it suffices by [17, Corollary 4.2.5] to
consider the generating (acyclic) cofibrations for the respective model structures. Let k be an
object in A, let f be a map in S K(k), and let g be a map in S . Then G K

k ( f )�g can be identified
with G K

k ( f �g) where f �g is the pushout-product in S K(k). If f is a generating A(k)-relative
cofibration and g is a generating cofibration in S , then f �g is an A(k)-relative cofibration which
in turn implies that G K

k ( f �g) is an A-relative cofibration. Now suppose that either f or g is a
generating acyclic cofibration. Applying the pushout-product axiom for S levelwise we see that
G K

k ( f )�g is then an A-relative level equivalence. �
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6.11. The A-relative K-model structures

Let C be a small category and let X be a C-diagram of spaces. We either write XhC or
hocolimC X for the homotopy colimit of X over C, defined in the usual way as the realization
of the simplicial replacement of the diagram,

XhC = hocolimC X =

[s] → 
k0←···←ks

X (ks)

 ;
see e.g. [6,16] for details. (In the simplicial setting | | indicates the diagonal simplicial set.)
For homotopy colimits in a general model category, one has to assume that the diagram X
is object-wise cofibrant for this construction to capture the correct homotopy type. We do not
need this assumption here because we either work in simplicial sets (where it is automatically
satisfied) or in (compactly generated weak Hausdorff) topological spaces, where it follows from
[9, Appendix A] that the assumption can be dropped. We will freely use many standard properties
of homotopy colimits as for example developed in [16, Chapter 18]. Moreover, we will use the
following result which is reproduced here for easy reference.

Lemma 6.12 ([25, Proposition 4.4]). Let C be a small category, let X → Y be a map of
C-diagrams in S , and let α : k→ l be a morphism in C. Consider the two squares

X (k) //

X (α) ��

Y (k)

Y (α)��
X (l) // Y (l)

X (k) //

��

Y (k)

��
XhC // YhC .

If the left hand square is homotopy cartesian for every α, then the right hand square is homotopy
cartesian for every object k. �

Remark 6.13. In [25] the above lemma is only stated for simplicial sets, but the analogous result
for (compactly generated weak Hausdorff) topological spaces is an immediate consequence.
Indeed, recall that a square diagram of topological spaces is homotopy cartesian if and only
if applying the singular complex functor Sing gives a homotopy cartesian diagram of simplicial
sets. Conversely, a square diagram of simplicial sets is homotopy cartesian if and only if the
geometric realization is homotopy cartesian. Thus, given a map X → Y of C-diagrams of
topological spaces such that the left hand squares are homotopy cartesian, the lemma implies
that the diagram

SingX (k) //

��

SingY (k)

��
(SingX)hC // (SingY )hC

is homotopy cartesian. This in turn implies that the geometric realization is homotopy cartesian
and the natural transformation |SingX | → X defines a natural weak equivalence between this
realization and the right hand square in the lemma.

The following definition is central to the rest of the paper.

Definition 6.14. A map X → Y of K-spaces is a K-equivalence if the induced map XhK → YhK
is a weak equivalence of spaces.
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Now let (K, A) be a well-structured relative index category. We proceed to construct
an A-relative model structure on S K with the K-equivalences as the weak equivalences.
The cofibrations for this model structure are the A-relative cofibrations as characterized in
Proposition 6.8. Recall that KA denotes the full subcategory of K generated by the objects of
A. A map of K-spaces X → Y is an A-relative K-fibration if it is an A-relative level fibration
with the additional property that every morphism α : k→ l in KA induces a homotopy cartesian
square

X (k) //

��

X (l)

��
Y (k) // Y (l).

Let α : k → l be a morphism in KA and consider the induced map of K-spaces α∗ : F K
l (∗) →

F K
k (∗) defined by precomposition with α.

Lemma 6.15. The map α∗ : F K
l (∗)→ F K

k (∗) is a K-equivalence.

Proof. By the definition of the homotopy colimits, F K
k (∗)hK and F K

l (∗)hK can be identified
with the classifying spaces of the categories (k ↓ K) and (l ↓ K). These categories each has an
initial object and the map induced by α∗ is therefore trivially a weak equivalence. �

We now use the tensor with the interval in S to factor α∗ through the mapping cylinder M(α∗)

in the usual way,

α∗ : F K
l (∗)

jα
−→ M(α∗)

rα
−→ F K

k (∗). (6.4)

Arguing as in the case of symmetric spectra [18, Lemma 3.4.10] we see that jα is an A-relative
cofibration and rα is a homotopy equivalence. Let J ′

(K,A)
be the set of morphisms of the form

jα�i where jα is as above (for α in KA), i is a generating cofibration in S , and � denotes the
pushout-product map associated to the tensor with an object of S . We define I(K,A) = I level

(K,A)

and J(K,A) = J level
(K,A)

∪ J ′
(K,A)

.

Proposition 6.16. The K-equivalences together with the A-relative K-fibrations and the
A-relative cofibrations specify a cofibrantly generated model structure on S K with generating
cofibrations I(K,A) and generating acyclic cofibrations J(K,A).

We shall refer to this as the A-relative K-model structure on K-spaces.

Proof. We again use the criterion of [17, Theorem 2.1.19]. One can apply Proposition 7.1 (viii)
below to see that the smallness requirements are satisfied.

As in the A-relative level model structure, the I(K,A)-injective maps are the maps X → Y
such that for all objects k in A and all subgroups H ⊆ A(k), the induced map X (k)H

→ Y (k)H

is an acyclic fibration. Moreover, arguing as in the proof of [18, Lemma 3.4.12], we see that
X → Y is J(K,A)-injective if and only if it is an A-relative K-fibration. Thus, a map X → Y
which is I(K,A)-injective is clearly both J(K,A)-injective and a K-equivalence. Suppose then that
f : X → Y is J(K,A)-injective and a K-equivalence. Then f is an A-relative level fibration and it
follows from the homotopy cofinality condition (iv) for a well-structured relative index category
that the induced map XhKA → YhKA is a weak equivalence. Therefore Lemma 6.12 implies that
X → Y is also an A-relative level equivalence; hence I(K,A)-injective.
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The last thing to be checked is that the maps in the class J(K,A)-cell also belong to the
class I(K,A)-cof and are K-equivalences. Here the first part follows formally from the above
discussion. For the second part we first observe that the maps in J(K,A) are K-equivalences by
Lemma 6.15. We next observe that the functor hocolimK takes the class I(K,A)-cof to cofibrations
in S . Indeed, since hocolimK preserves colimits it suffices to check that it takes the elements in
I(K,A) to cofibrations in S and this is easy to check directly. By definition, a map in J(K,A)-cell is
the transfinite composition of a sequence of maps each of which is a pushout of a map in J(K,A).
The induced map XhK → YhK is therefore the transfinite composition of a sequence of maps
each of which is a pushout of an acyclic cofibration; again because hocolimK preserves colimits.
The induced map itself is therefore also a weak equivalence as had to be shown. �

Remark 6.17. Dugger studied hocolim model structures on C-diagrams in a model category M
for a contractible category C in [8, Theorem 5.2]. These coincide with the model structures of
the previous proposition if K is contractible and A = O K.

For future reference we spell out the condition for a K-space to be fibrant in the model
structure of Proposition 6.16.

Proposition 6.18. A K-space X is fibrant in the A-relative K-model structure if and only if

(i) for each k in A and each subgroup H ⊆ A(k) the space X (k)H is fibrant and the map
X (k)H

→ X (k)h H is a weak equivalence, and
(ii) for each morphism α : k → l in KA the induced map X (k) → X (l) is a weak

equivalence. �

Here the fibrancy condition on the spaces X (k)H is of course automatically satisfied in the
topological setting.

Proposition 6.19. The A-relative K-model structure on S K is an S -model structure.

Proof. Let f : X → Y be an A-relative cofibration in S K and let g : S → T be a cofibration in
S . Then the pushout-product f �g is an A-relative cofibration by Proposition 6.10 and we must
show it to be a K-equivalence if either f is a K-equivalence or g is a weak equivalence. Using the
fact that the homotopy colimit functor preserves colimits and tensors we can identify ( f �g)hK
with the pushout-product fhK�g in S . Since the homotopy colimit functor also preserves
cofibrations (see the proof of Proposition 6.16) the result now follows from the pushout-product
axiom for S . �

As discussed in Remark 6.9, we can use the (| − |, Sing)-adjunction to make the A-relative
K-model structure a simplicial model structure also in the topological version of the theory.

In the next proposition we compare the relative K-model structures associated to different
subcategories of automorphisms. Recall the normality and multiplicative conditions on our
subcategories of automorphisms stated before Definition 5.2.

Proposition 6.20. Let (K, B) be a well-structured relative index category. Suppose that A is a
normal and multiplicative subcategory of automorphisms contained in B and that the inclusion
KA → KB is homotopy cofinal. Then (K, A) is a well-structured relative index category and
the A- and B-relative K-model structures on S K are Quillen equivalent.

Proof. It is immediate from the definitions that the identity functor on S K is the left Quillen
functor of a Quillen equivalence from the A-relative K-model structure to the B-relative
K-model structure. �
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Now let us specialize to the case of a well-structured index category K as specified in
Definition 5.5.

Definition 6.21. Let K be a well-structured index category.

(i) The projective K-model structure on S K is obtained from Proposition 6.16 by letting A be
the category of identity morphisms O K in K.

(ii) Suppose that the full subcategory K+ of objects with positive degree is homotopy cofinal in
K. The positive projective K-model structure on S K is then obtained from Proposition 6.16
by letting A be the category of identity morphisms O K+ in K+.

We next describe some features of the projective K-model structure that is not shared by the
A-relative K-model structures in general.

Lemma 6.22. Let X be a K-space which is cofibrant in the projective K-model structure on S K.
Then the canonical map hocolimK X → colimK X is a weak equivalence.

Proof. This is proved in the simplicial setting in [16, Proposition 18.9.4] and a similar argument
applies for K-diagrams of topological spaces. �

Proposition 6.23. Let K be a well-structured index category and give S K the projective K-model
structure. Then the adjunction colimK : S K � S :constK is a Quillen adjunction. It is a Quillen
equivalence if and only if B K is contractible.

Proof. The adjunction is a Quillen adjunction because constK preserves fibrations and acyclic
fibrations. Suppose that B K is contractible. To show that the adjunction is a Quillen equivalence
we must check that for a cofibrant K-space X and a fibrant space Y , a map colimK X → Y is
a weak equivalence if and only if its adjoint X → constKY is a K-equivalence. These maps fit
into a commutative diagram

XhK //

��

(constKY )hK
∼ // B K × Y

��
colimK X // Y

where the vertical maps are induced by the canonical map from the homotopy colimit to the
colimit. This gives the result since the vertical maps are weak equivalences by Lemma 6.22
and the assumption on B K. Next assume that the adjunction is a Quillen equivalence. Letting
X = F K

0 (∗) and Y = ∗ in the above diagram then shows that B K is contractible. �

7. The class of h-cofibrations

In this section (K, A) again denotes a well-structured relative index category. For the
homotopical analysis of the monoidal structure of S K it will be convenient to have available
a weaker notion of cofibrations than the A-relative cofibrations. Specifically, in the topological
setting these will be the classical Hurewicz cofibrations, while in the simplicial setting these will
be the levelwise injections. We shall use the term h-cofibration for a map in one of these classes.

Below we state a number of results about the h-cofibrations which we verify in the topological
and simplicial settings in Sections 7.5 and 7.8, respectively. Given a map f : X → Y of K-spaces,
we write f �n

: Qn
n−1( f )→ Y �n for the n-fold iterated pushout product map of f . We will study

this construction in more detail in Appendix A.6 where we show that f �n is a Σn-equivariant
map of K-spaces with Σn-action.
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Proposition 7.1. (i) Every A-relative cofibration is an h-cofibration.
(ii) The h-cofibrations are preserved under cobase change, transfinite composition, and

retracts.
(iii) The gluing lemma for h-cofibrations and A-relative level equivalences holds.
(iv) The gluing lemma for h-cofibrations and K-equivalences holds.
(v) Let λ be an ordinal. If {Xα : α < λ} is a λ-sequence of h-cofibrations, then the canonical

map hocolimα<λ Xα → colimα<λ Xα is a level equivalence.
(vi) For every K-space X, the functor X � (−) sends A-relative cofibrations to h-cofibrations.

(vii) Let f : X → Y be a generating cofibration for the A-relative K-model structure and let Z
be a K-space with a right Σn-action. Then Z �Σn f �n is an h-cofibration.

(viii) Every K-space is small relative to the h-cofibrations.

The gluing lemmas in (iii) and (iv) are the statements that given a map of diagrams

Y

��

Xoo i //

��

Z

��
Y ′ X ′oo ı ′ // Z ′

(7.1)

in which i and ı ′ are h-cofibrations and the vertical maps are A-relative level equivalences
(respectively, K-equivalences), then the map of pushouts Y ∪X Z → Y ′ ∪X ′ Z ′ is also an
A-relative level equivalence (respectively, a K-equivalence). In (viii) the term small has its usual
set theoretical meaning; see e.g., [16, Section 10.4].

Remark 7.2. Hill et al. [15, Definition B.15] define a map f in a model category to be flat if
cobase change along f preserves weak equivalences. The previous proposition shows that the
h-cofibrations in S K are flat in this sense. In particular, the flat cofibrations introduced for I - and

J -spaces in Sections 3 and 4 also satisfy this more general flatness condition.

We note some immediate consequences of these results which we state explicitly for easy
reference.

Corollary 7.3. The cobase change of a map which is both an A-relative level equivalence (or
K-equivalence) and an h-cofibration is also an A-relative level equivalence (or K-equivalence)
and an h-cofibration. �

Corollary 7.4. If {Xα : α < λ} is a λ-sequence in S K such that each of the maps Xα → Xα+1
is an A-relative level equivalence (or K-equivalence) and an h-cofibration, then the transfinite
composition X0 → colimα<λ Xα is also an A-relative level equivalence (or K-equivalence) and
an h-cofibration. �

7.5. Topological h-cofibrations

In this paragraph we write Top = S for our category of spaces to emphasize that we work
in the context of (compactly generated weak Hausdorff) topological spaces. For the proof of
Proposition 7.1 it is convenient to have available a Strøm type model structure on TopK.

We review the relevant definitions and results. Consider in general a small category C and
write TopC for the category of C-spaces. This category is tensored and cotensored over Top
with the tensor X × K and cotensor X K of a C-space X and a space K defined by the obvious
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object-wise constructions. Homotopies are defined in the usual way using the tensor with the unit
interval I .

A morphism f : X → Y in TopC is a Hurewicz cofibration (h-cofibration) if it has the left
lifting property with respect to the map p0 : Z I

→ Z (induced by the inclusion {0} → I ) for
any C-space Z . Writing M( f ) for the mapping cylinder Y ∪X×{0} X × I , this is equivalent to the
condition that the canonical map M( f ) → Y × I admits a retraction. Similarly, we say that a
map in TopC is a Hurewicz fibration (h-fibration) if it has the right lifting property with respect
to the map i0 : A→ A× I (again induced by {0} → I ) for any space A. When C is the terminal
category these notions reduce to the usual Hurewicz cofibrations and fibrations in Top. We refer
the reader to [1,7,34] for a general discussion of homotopy theory in topological categories. The
following is an extension of Strøm’s model structure [41] to arbitrary diagram spaces in Top.

Proposition 7.6. The classes of homotopy equivalences, h-cofibrations, and h-fibrations specify
a model structure on TopC .

Proof. One may either reuse Strøm’s proof in the setting of C-spaces, or one may apply the
general criterion for the existence of such model structures formulated by Cole [7] and corrected
by Barthel–Riehl [1]. In the latter approach there are two conditions that must be checked. The
first is the assumption that TopC is locally bounded which is needed to apply [1, Corollary
5.18]. By a similar argument as in [1, Example 5.14], TopC inherits this property from Top.
The second condition is that the h-cofibrations are exactly the maps that have the left lifting
property with respect to h-fibrations that are homotopy equivalences (i.e., in the formulation of
Cole that the class of h-cofibrations equals the class of strong h-cofibrations). For this we use the
characterization of Schwänzl–Vogt [34, Proposition 3.5(6)] which shows that a map f : X → Y
has the left lifting property with respect to h-fibrations that are homotopy equivalences if and
only if the induced map M( f ) → Y × I has the left lifting property with respect to all
h-fibrations. It follows from the proof of [40, Theorem 4] that the latter condition is satisfied
if f is an h-cofibration (Strøm formulates the result for the category of all topological spaces but
the argument works the same for the category TopC ). �

Lemma 7.7. If C and B are small categories and F : TopC
→ TopB is a functor that preserves

colimits and tensors, then F also preserves h-cofibrations

Proof. This easily follows from the mapping cylinder retract characterization. �

In particular, this applies to the functor hocolimC : TopC
→ Top and the evaluation functor

Evk : TopC
→ Top for an object k in C.

Proof of Proposition 7.1 in the topological setting. For (i) it suffices to show that an A-relative
cofibration has the left lifting property with respect to the map p0 : Z I

→ Z for any K-space
Z . We know that the A-relative cofibrations have the left lifting property with respect to the
acyclic A-relative K-fibrations, that is, the maps X → Y such that X (k)H

→ Y (k)H is an
acyclic fibration for all objects k in A and all subgroups H ⊆ A(k). The map pH

0 (k) can be
identified with the evaluation map (Z(k)H )I

→ Z(k)H and the result follows since this is even
a homotopy equivalence and a Hurewicz fibration.

Part (ii) is immediate since the h-cofibrations are the cofibrations in a model structure. For the
gluing lemma (iii), we are given a commutative diagram as in (7.1) in which the vertical maps are
A-relative level equivalences. Since the h-cofibrations in TopK are object-wise h-cofibrations,
the claim follows from the gluing lemma for h-cofibrations and weak equivalences in Top; see
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e.g. [4, Appendix, Proposition 4.8(b)]. The gluing lemma for the K-equivalences in (iv) follows
for the same reason because hocolim preserves colimits and h-cofibrations.

To show (v), we use that the Strøm model structure on TopK induces a Reedy model structure
on the category of λ-diagrams in TopK in which a morphism X → Y is a weak equivalence
or fibration if and only if Xα → Yα is respectively a homotopy equivalence or h-fibration for
all α < λ. In this model structure a λ-sequence is cofibrant if and only if each map Xα →

Xα+1 is an h-cofibration; hence it follows from general results about Reedy model structures
[16, Theorem 19.9.1] that the canonical map from the homotopy colimit to the colimit is a
homotopy equivalence.

For (vi), we notice that the functor X � (−) preserves colimits because it is a left adjoint.
Since it also preserves tensors, the claim follows from Lemma 7.7 and part (i). In (vii) we may
assume that f has the form G K

k (K(k)/H × i) for an object k in A, a subgroup H ⊆ A(k), and
i a generating cofibration in Top. Using Lemma 2.5 we have the identification

f �n ∼= G K
k⊔n (K(k⊔n)/H×n)× i�n

where i�n is the iterated pushout-product map in Top. The category TopK×Σn is tensored over
the category TopΣn of Σn-spaces and we may view the above map as the tensor of the identity on
G K

k⊔n (K(k⊔n)/H×n) with i�n . Since the latter is an h-cofibration in TopΣn (it is the realization
of a Σn-equivariant map of simplicial sets) and every object in TopK×Σn is h-cofibrant, we
conclude from the pushout-product axiom for h-cofibrations [34, Corollary 2.9] that f �n is an
h-cofibration in TopK×Σn . Applying Lemma 7.7 to the functor Z �Σn (−) from (K×Σn)-spaces
to K-spaces then proves (vii).

The smallness requirement (viii) follows because h-cofibrations in TopK are object-wise
h-cofibrations and any space is small relative to the h-cofibrations in Top by [17, Lemma 2.4.1].
This uses the fact that in the category of compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces, a Hurewicz
cofibration is a closed inclusion. �

Notice, that the argument actually proves a stronger version of (vi): the functor X � (−)

preserves h-cofibrations in general. Similarly, one can show that the map Z �Σn f �n in (vii) is
an h-cofibration provided only that f is an h-cofibration.

7.8. Simplicial h-cofibrations

The situation in the simplicial case is easier than in the topological case. Here, we say that
a map of K-spaces is an h-cofibration if it is a levelwise cofibration of simplicial sets. We
recall that the functor hocolimK preserves colimits and sends h-cofibrations to cofibrations in S
[16, Theorem 18.5.1].

Proof of Proposition 7.1 in the simplicial setting. The generating cofibrations are levelwise
cofibrations, so (i) follows and (ii) is clear. For (iii), (iv), and (v), the same arguments as in the
topological case apply. For (vi), we first consider a generating A-relative cofibration of the form
G K

k (K(k)/H×i) with i a generating cofibration in S . Then X � f can be identified with the map
X � G K

k (K(k)/H)× i which is clearly a level cofibration. This implies that X � (−) maps the
generating A-relative cofibrations and hence all A-relative cofibrations to level cofibrations. An
analogous argument using the description of f �n derived in the topological setting shows that
Z � f �n is a level cofibration. Together with the fact that an injective map of Σn-sets induces
an injective map on Σn-orbits this imply (vii). Finally, (viii) follows as in the topological case
from the fact that any simplicial set is small relative to the cofibrations. (In fact, the category of
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K-spaces is locally presentable in the simplicial setting, so all objects are small relative to the
whole category.) �

8. Monoidal properties of the model structures

In this section we verify the pushout-product axiom and the monoid axiom for the A-relative
level and K-model structures on S K for a well-structured relative index category (K, A).

We begin by stating an easy lemma which will also be useful in the analysis of structured
diagram spaces in the next section. The lemma concerns the following situation: we have a
K-equivalence X → Y which is G-equivariant with respect to an action of a discrete group G
and we would like to conclude that the induced map of G-orbit spaces is again a K-equivalence.

Lemma 8.1. Let G be a discrete group and consider a commutative diagram of G-objects
in S K,

X //

p   @@
@@

Y

q��~~
~~

E

where we assume that the G-action on E(k) is free for all objects k in K. In the topological
case we make the additional assumption that either (i) E is the geometric realization of a
K-diagram in G-simplicial sets, or (ii) that G is finite and E is object-wise Hausdorff (and
not just weak Hausdorff). Then if X → Y is a K-equivalence so is the induced map of orbit
K-spaces X/G → Y/G. The analogous statement holds for the A-relative level equivalences.

When applying this to a given map X → Y we usually only specify the map q in the lemma. It
will then be understood that p is defined as the composition.

Proof. Passing to G-orbits commutes with homotopy colimit, so it suffices to check that if
XhK → YhK is a weak equivalence, then XhK/G → YhK/G is also a weak equivalence.
We shall see that the stated conditions on E imply that the projections XhK → XhK/G and
YhK → YhK/G are covering maps. The conclusion in the lemma will then follow from the exact
sequence of homotopy groups associated with a covering map.

Let us first consider the simplicial case. The condition that E be object-wise G-free implies
that EhK is G-free; hence XhK and YhK are also G-free. The conclusion in the simplicial setting
therefore follows from the general fact that the projection onto the orbit space of a free group
action is a covering map.

Next consider the topological case and suppose that the assumption (i) in the lemma holds.
Then, by the above discussion, EhK → EhK/G is the geometric realization of a simplicial
covering map, hence a topological covering map [20, III, Satz 7.6]. This is equivalent to the
condition that G acts properly discontinuously on EhK: for every point e in EhK there is an open
neighborhood Ue such that gUe ∩Ue ≠ ∅ implies g = 1. Pulling such a neighborhood back via
phK or qhK shows that G also acts properly discontinuously on XhK and YhK which gives the
result. Now suppose instead that the assumption (ii) in the lemma holds. The condition that E be
object-wise Hausdorff implies that EhK is also Hausdorff; see e.g. [24, Lemma 11.3]. Since we
assume G to be finite this ensures that G acts properly discontinuously on EhK and the argument
now proceeds as above.

For the A-relative level equivalences, we apply the previous argument before taking homotopy
colimits. �
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The verification of the pushout-product axiom and the monoid axiom is based on the next
proposition which is useful in its own right.

Proposition 8.2. If the K-space X is A-relative cofibrant, then the functor X � (−) preserves
A-relative level equivalences and K-equivalences.

Proof. We start with the K-equivalences and first consider the case where X has the form
G K

k (K(k)/H × L) for an object k in A, a subgroup H ⊆ A(k), and a space L with trivial
K(k)-action. Then X � Y is isomorphic to (F K

k (L) � Y )/H for any K-space Y (where H acts
trivially on Y ). We know from Lemma 5.6 that (F K

k (∗) � Y )(m) is naturally isomorphic to
colimk⊔l→mY (l); the colimit calculated over the category (k⊔− ↓ m). The colimit decomposes
as a coproduct indexed by the components of this category and the same holds for the analogous
homotopy colimit. Each of the connected components of the category in question has a terminal
object by condition (ii) for a well-structured relative index category. Hence the Kan extension
and the homotopy Kan extension of Y along the functor k ⊔ − are equivalent, i.e., the canonical
map

hocolim
k⊔l→m

Y (l)→ colim
k⊔l→m

Y (l)

is a weak equivalence for each m. Given a map Y → Z we therefore have a commutative diagram

(F K
k (L) � Y )hK // (F K

k (L) � Z)hK

L × hocolim
m∈K

hocolim
k⊔l→m

Y (l) //

∼

OO

∼
��

L × hocolim
m∈K

hocolim
k⊔l→m

Z(l)
∼

OO

∼
��

L × YhK // L × ZhK

in which the vertical maps are weak equivalences as indicated. (The vertical maps in the bottom
part of the diagram are the canonical weak equivalences associated to the homotopy colimit of
a homotopy Kan extension; see e.g. [31, Lemma 1.4].) Thus, if Y → Z is a K-equivalence,
then the map on the top of the diagram is a weak equivalence. Consider then the canonical map
F K

k (L) � Z → F K
k (∗) � ∗ induced by the projections onto the terminal objects ∗ in S and S K.

It follows from Lemma 5.7 that the H -action on the target of this map is object-wise free; hence
Lemma 8.1 ensures that the top map in the above diagram induces a weak equivalence of H -orbit
spaces. This is exactly the statement of the proposition when X has this special form.

For the next step we assume that X0 � (−) preserves K-equivalences and that X1 arises
from X0 as the pushout obtained by attaching an A-relative generating cofibration. Then parts
(iv) and (vi) of Proposition 7.1 and the preceding argument show that X1 � (−) also preserves
K-equivalences.

In general, any A-relative cofibrant K-space X is a retract of a cell complex constructed
from the generating A-relative cofibrations; hence we may assume that X is itself such a cell
complex. This means that there is an ordinal λ and a λ-sequence {Xα : α < λ} such that X0 = ∅,
X = colimα<λ Xα , and each of the maps Xα → Xα+1 is the pushout of a generating A-relative
cofibration. By an inductive argument based on the above we conclude that each of the functors
Xα � (−) preserves K-equivalences and the conclusion now follows from parts (v) and (vi) of
Proposition 7.1 and the homotopy invariance of homotopy colimits.

The statement for the A-relative level equivalences follows from an analogous induction
argument where again the basic case is a consequence of Lemma 5.7. �
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8.3. The pushout-product axiom

Recall that given maps f1 : X1 → Y1 and f2 : X2 → Y2 in S K, the pushout-product is the
induced map

f1� f2 : Y1 � X2 ∪X1�X2 X1 � Y2 → Y1 � Y2.

We say that a model structure on S K satisfies the pushout-product axiom if given two cofibrations
f1 and f2, the pushout-product f1� f2 is a cofibration that is in addition acyclic if f1 or f2 is.
By definition, see [37], a monoidal model category is a closed symmetric monoidal category
equipped with a model structure that satisfies the pushout-product axiom.

Proposition 8.4 (The Pushout-product Axiom). The A-relative level and K-model structures on
S K satisfy the pushout-product axiom.

Proof. It suffices by [37, Lemma 3.5] to consider the generating (acyclic) cofibrations for the
model structures. We start with the A-relative K-model structure. For s = 1, 2, assume we are
given generating cofibrations fs = G K

ks
(K(ks)/Hs × is) with ks in A, Hs ⊆ A(ks), and is a

generating cofibration in S . Then Lemma 2.5 implies that f1� f2 is isomorphic to

G K
k1⊔k2

(K(k1 ⊔ k2)/(H1 × H2)× i1�i2),

where i1�i2 is the pushout product in S . The latter is a cofibration because the pushout-product
axiom in S holds and the condition that A be a multiplicative subcategory of automorphisms
therefore implies that f1� f2 is an A-relative cofibration. Suppose then that f1 : X1 → Y1 is
a generating acyclic A-relative cofibration and that f2 : X2 → Y2 is a generating A-relative
cofibration. Consider the diagram

Y1 � X2

id ��

X1 � X2oo //

��

X1 � Y2

��
Y1 � X2 Y1 � X2

idoo // Y1 � Y2

and notice that f1� f2 may be identified with the induced map of pushouts. Since X2 and Y2
are A-relative cofibrant by definition, it follows from Proposition 8.2 that the vertical maps are
K-equivalences. The map of pushouts is therefore also a K-equivalence by Proposition 7.1(iv).

The cofibrations for the A-relative level model structure are the same as for the A-relative
K-model structure and the second part of the argument follows from the same argument used
above for the K-equivalences. �

8.5. The monoid axiom

Recall from [37] that a monoidal model category C satisfies the monoid axiom if the following
holds: if M denotes the class of maps of the form X � (Y → Z) with X an arbitrary object and
Y → Z an acyclic cofibration, then any map obtained from M by cobase change and transfinite
composition is a weak equivalence in C.

Proposition 8.6 (The Monoid Axiom). The A-relative level and K-model structures on S K

satisfy the monoid axiom.

Proof. For each of the model structures it suffices by [37, Lemma 3.5] to consider the subclass
of M given by the maps X � (Y → Z) where Y → Z is a generating acyclic cofibration. We
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start with the A-relative K-model structure. Let f : Y → Z be a generating acyclic A-relative
cofibration and let X be an arbitrary K-space. We choose a cofibrant replacement X ′ → X and
consider the diagram

X ′ � Y //

��

X ′ � Z

��
X � Y // X � Z .

Since Y and Z are A-relative cofibrant it follows from Proposition 8.2 that the vertical and the
upper horizontal maps are K-equivalences; hence the same holds for X � f . Proposition 7.1(vi)
implies that X � f is also an h-cofibration and since the property of being both a K-equivalence
and an h-cofibration in preserved under pushouts and transfinite composition by Corollaries 7.3
and 7.4, we get the result for the A-relative K-model structure. An analogous argument gives the
A-relative level version. �

9. Structured diagram spaces

By an operad D in S we understand a sequence of spaces D(n) in S for n ≥ 0 such that
D(0) = ∗, there is a unit {1} → D(1), each of the spaces D(n) comes equipped with an action
of Σn , and there are structure maps

γ : D(k)×D( j1)× · · · ×D( jk)→ D( j1 + · · · + jk)

satisfying the defining relations listed in [24, Definition 1.1].

Definition 9.1. An operad D in S is Σ -free if the Σn-action on D(n) is free for all n. In the
topological setting S = Top we make the additional assumption that the spaces of a Σ -free
operad be Hausdorff (not just weak Hausdorff).

With this terminology, an E∞ operad in the sense of [24] is the same thing as a Σ -free operad D
(in the topological setting) such that each of the spaces D(n) is contractible. An operad D in S
gives rise to a monad D on S K in the usual way by letting

D(X) =

n≥0

D(n)×Σn X�n . (9.1)

Here X�0 denotes the unit 1K for the monoidal structure on S K. We write S K
[D] for the category

of D-algebras in S K. By a structured K-space we understand a K-space equipped with such an
algebra structure.

Lemma 9.2. The category S K
[D] is complete and cocomplete and the forgetful functor from

S K
[D] to S K preserves limits and filtered colimits.

Proof. By [5, Proposition 4.3.6], the category S K
[D] is complete and cocomplete provided that

the functor D : S K
→ S K preserves filtered colimits. By the definition of D in (9.1), this reduces

to showing that (−)�n preserves filtered colimits. Since S K is closed monoidal, the iterated
�-product preserves colimits as a functor (S K)×n

→ S K. Combining this with the fact that
the diagonal functor associated with a filtered category is final in the sense of [22, Section
IX.3] shows the claim. The forgetful functor preserves limits by [5, Proposition 4.3.1], and
[5, Proposition 4.3.2] shows that it also preserves filtered colimits since D : S K

→ S K does. �
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Given a well-structured relative index category (K, A), we say that the A-relative level or
the A-relative K-model structure on S K lifts to S K

[D] if there exists a model structure on
S K
[D] whose weak equivalences and fibrations are the weak equivalences and fibrations of the

underlying K-spaces. Since our model structures on S K are cofibrantly generated, there is a
well-known strategy for constructing such a lift. Let us generically write IK for the generating
cofibrations and JK for the generating acyclic cofibrations for the given model structure on S K.
Then we let D(IK) and D(JJ ) be the corresponding sets of morphisms in S K

[D], obtained by
applying the functor D, and we may ask if these sets satisfy the conditions in the recognition
principle for cofibrantly generated model categories [17, Theorem 2.1.19]. This will not always
be the case as for instance not every A-relative K-model structure lifts to the category of
commutative K-space monoids C S K (which is the same as S K

[C] where C is the monad
associated to the commutativity operad C with C(n) = ∗ for all n). Roughly speaking, for this
strategy to be successful, the Σn-action on D(n)× X�n must be sufficiently free and this can be
obtained by imposing either a freeness assumption on the operad spaces D(n) or on the iterated
�-products X�n . This is reflected in the following lifting result where we use the notion of a
very well-structured relative index category introduced in Definition 5.3.

Proposition 9.3. The A-relative level and K-model structures on S K lift to model structures on
S K
[D] provided that either (i) D is Σ -free, or (ii) (K, A) is very well-structured. Under one of

these assumptions, the lifted model structure on S K
[D] is cofibrantly generated with generating

(acyclic) cofibrations obtained by applying D to the generating (acyclic) cofibrations for the
given model structure on S K.

We shall also use the terms A-relative level and A-relative K-model structure for the lifted
model structures on S K

[D].
For the proof of Proposition 9.3 we need some results on pushouts in S K

[D]. Suppose we are
given a D-algebra A, a map of K-spaces f : X → Y , and a map of K-spaces X → A. Consider
the associated pushout diagram in S K

[D]:

D(X)
D( f )//

��

D(Y )

��
A

f̄ // B

(9.2)

Lemma 9.4. Let D be any operad in S and suppose that the map f in (9.2) is an A-relative
cofibration. Then f̄ is an h-cofibration.

Lemma 9.5. Suppose that the map f in (9.2) is a generating acyclic cofibration for the
A-relative level model structure (respectively, the A-relative K-model structure). Then f̄ is an
A-relative level equivalence (respectively, a K-equivalence) of the underlying K-spaces provided
that either (i) D is Σ -free, or (ii) (K, A) is very well-structured.

The proofs of these lemmas are based on a careful analysis of this kind of pushout diagrams
and will be given in Section 10.3.

Proof of Proposition 9.3. We use the criterion for lifting model structures to categories of
algebras formulated in [37, Lemma 2.3] (which in turn is an easy consequence of the general
recognition principle for cofibrantly generated model categories [17, Theorem 2.1.19]). Thus,
we must check the following two conditions.
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(i) If K is the set of generating cofibrations or generating acyclic cofibrations for the given
model structure on S K, then the domains of the maps in D(K ) are small relative to D(K )-cell.

(ii) If JK is the set of generating acyclic cofibrations for the given model structure on S K, then
the maps in D(JK)-cell are weak equivalences in the same model structure.

The first condition follows from the fact that if X is any K-space, then D(X) is small relative
to D(K )-cell. Indeed, by Lemma 9.4, a relative D(K )-cell complex in S K

[D] is the transfinite
composition of a sequence whose underlying maps in S K are h-cofibrations. Since we know from
Lemma 9.2 that the forgetful functor from S K

[D] to S K preserves filtered colimits, the above
smallness claim follows from the adjointness property and the fact that by Proposition 7.1(viii)
all K-spaces are small relative to the h-cofibrations.

For the second condition we use that by Lemma 9.5 a relative D(JK)-cell complex is the
transfinite composition of a sequence of maps each of which is a weak equivalence in the given
model structure on S K. Since these maps are also h-cofibrations by Lemma 9.4, it follows from
Corollary 7.4 that the transfinite composition is a weak equivalence. �

Remark 9.6. Let K be the terminal category ∗, viewed as a well-structured index category. For
a Σ -free operad D, the model structure in Proposition 9.3 is the usual model structure on S[D];
see for example [2, Section 4].

Remark 9.7. Recall from Remark 6.9 the adjoint functors | − | and Sing relating the simplicial
and topological versions of K-spaces. For a monad D associated to an operad D in simplicial
sets, write |D| for the monad associated to the topological operad |D| obtained by geometric
realization. The fact that | − | is strong monoidal and Sing is (lax) monoidal easily implies that
the above model structures on D-algebras in the simplicial setting are Quillen equivalent to the
corresponding model structures on |D|-algebras in the topological setting whenever they exist.
(See the remarks at the beginning of Section 13.5 for a general discussion of such adjunctions).
This implies in particular that | − | and Sing gives rise to Quillen equivalences between the
relevant model structures on (commutative) K-space monoids in the simplicial and topological
settings.

By definition of the lifted model structures we have the following structured version of the
Quillen equivalence in Proposition 6.20.

Proposition 9.8. Let (K, B) be a well-structured relative index category. Suppose that A is a
normal and multiplicative subcategory of automorphisms contained in B and that the inclusion
KA → KB is homotopy cofinal. Then (K, A) is a well-structured relative index category and
the following hold.

(i) If D is a Σ -free operad, then the A- and B-relative K-model structures on S K
[D] are Quillen

equivalent.
(ii) If D is any operad and (K, B) is very well-structured, then (K, A) is also very

well-structured and the A- and B-relative K-model structures on S K
[D] are Quillen

equivalent. �

It follows from general results for operads acting on objects in suitable symmetric monoidal
S -model categories that the model structures on S K

[D] considered above can be viewed as
S -model categories in a canonical way. A detailed account of how this works in a topological
setting can be found in [10, VII.2]. In order to simplify the discussion we shall only consider
the case of greatest interest to us: the simplicial model structure on the category of commutative
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K-space monoids C S K. In this case the cotensor is defined on the underlying K-spaces whereas
the tensor and simplicial mapping spaces are defined by

A ⊗ K = |[n] → A�Kn | and Map(A, B) =

[n] → C S K(A ⊗∆n, B)


for A and B in C S K and K a simplicial set.

Proposition 9.9. Let (K, A) be a very well-structured index category. Then the A-relative
K-model structure on C S K is simplicial.

Proof. The condition for being a simplicial model category can be expressed in terms of the
cotensor structure (see e.g. [17, Lemma 4.2.2]). Using this, the result follows from the fact
that the A-relative K-model structure on S K is simplicial by Proposition 6.19 and the remarks
following that proposition. �

Now we specialize to a well-structured index category K with homotopy cofinal inclusion
K+ → K and the problem of lifting the positive projective K-model structure in Definition 6.21
to C S K. By definition, (K, O K+) is very well-structured if Σn acts freely on the set of connected
components of (k⊔n

⊔ − ↓ l) for each pair of objects k and l in K+.

Corollary 9.10. Let K be a well-structured index category and suppose that the inclusion
K+ → K is homotopy cofinal and that (K, O K+) is very well-structured. Then the positive
projective K-model structure on S K lifts to a simplicial model structure on C S K. �

9.11. Change of operads

In this section, we analyze how our categories of structured diagram spaces behave under
change of operads. Thus, consider a map of operads Φ : D → E and the associated map of
monads Φ : D→ E. This gives rise to a pair of adjoint functors

Φ∗ : S K
[D]� S K

[E] : Φ∗

where the right adjoint Φ∗ is defined by pulling an E-algebra structure on an object back to a
D-algebra structure via Φ. The E-algebra Φ∗(A) associated to a D-algebra A with structure map
ξ : D(A)→ A can be represented by a (reflexive) coequalizer diagram in A,

ED(A)
∂0 //
∂1

// E(A) // Φ∗(A),

where ∂0 = E(ξ) and ∂1 = µA ◦ E(ΦA); see Appendix A.2 for further details. We say that Φ
is a weak equivalence if each of the maps Φn : D(n) → E (n) is a weak equivalence. The next
proposition shows that a weak equivalence of operads induces a Quillen equivalence whenever
the lifted model structures on S K

[D] and S K
[E] are defined.

Proposition 9.12. Let (K, A) be a well-structured relative index category and let Φ : D → E be
a weak equivalence of operads. Suppose that either (i) both D and E are Σ -free, or (ii) (K, A)

is very well-structured. Then the adjoint functor pair (Φ∗,Φ∗) defines a Quillen equivalence
between the A-relative K-model structures on S K

[D] and S K
[E].

The main technical point in establishing this proposition is the homotopical analysis of the
unit A→ Φ∗Φ∗(A) of the adjunction. The proof of the below lemma requires the same kind of
analysis as the proofs of Lemmas 9.4 and 9.5, and will be given in Section 10.4.
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Lemma 9.13. Suppose that Φ : D → E is a weak equivalence and that A is a D-algebra which
is cofibrant in the A-relative K-model structure on S K

[D]. Then the unit for the adjunction
A → Φ∗Φ∗(A) is a level equivalence provided that either (i) the operads D and E are Σ -free,
or (ii) (K, A) is very well-structured.

Proof of Proposition 9.12. It is clear that (Φ∗,Φ∗) is a Quillen adjunction since Φ∗ preserves
fibrations and acyclic fibrations. Given a cofibrant object A in S K

[D] and a fibrant object B in
S K
[E], we must show that a map Φ∗(A)→ B is a K-equivalence if and only if the adjoint map

A→ Φ∗(B) is. The latter map admits a factorization

A→ Φ∗Φ∗(A)→ Φ∗(B)

so the result follows from Lemma 9.13 and the 2 out of 3 property for K-equivalences. �

Specializing to a well-structured index category K such that (K, O K+) is very well-structured,
we use the above to rectify E∞ objects in S K to strictly commutative monoids.

Corollary 9.14. Let D be an E∞ operad. Suppose that K is a well-structured index category
such that K+ → K is homotopy cofinal and (K, O K+) is very well-structured. Then the
projective K-model structure on S K

[D] is related to the positive projective K-model structure on
C S K by a chain of Quillen equivalences.

Proof. Writing π : D → C for the canonical weak equivalence to the commutativity monad C,
we have a chain of adjoint functors

(C S K, positive projective K-model structure)
π∗��

(S K
[D], positive projective K-model structure)

π∗
OO

��
(S K
[D], projective K-model structure).

OO

According to Propositions 9.8 and 9.12, these Quillen adjunctions specify the required Quillen
equivalences. �

Remark 9.15. The fact that by Lemma 9.13 the unit A→ Φ∗Φ∗(A) for the adjunction is a level
equivalence implies that there is a levelwise version of Proposition 9.12. We shall not use this
and leave the details to the interested reader.

10. Verification of structured diagram lemmas

Let again D be an operad in S and let D be the associated monad on S K. In order to prove
the technical lemmas on structured diagram spaces stated in Section 9, we shall analyze pushout
diagrams in S K

[D] of the form

D(X)
D( f )//

��

D(Y )

��
A

f̄ // B

(10.1)

for a map f : X → Y in S K. For this we essentially follow Elmendorf–Mandell [11] by
introducing a filtration of the induced map f̄ such that the passage from the (k − 1)th to the
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kth stage of the filtration can be expressed in terms of a certain Σk-equivariant K-space UDk (A)

constructed from A, together with data derived from the map f . Since we shall in fact need
a refined version of the filtration considered in [11] we have included an exposition of this
material in Appendix. In the below proposition we extract the facts about the functors UDk needed
for the proofs of the above mentioned lemmas. Here (S K)Σk /D(k) denotes the category of
Σk-equivariant K-spaces over the constant K-space D(k) and Qi

i−1( f ) is the domain of the
i-fold iterated pushout-product map as in Section 7. The statements in the proposition that are not
obvious from the definitions appear as Lemmas A.13, A.14, and Proposition A.16 in Appendix.

Proposition 10.1. There exists a sequence of functors UDk : S K
[D] → (S K)Σk /D(k) for k ≥ 0,

such that the following hold.

(i) UD0 is the forgetful functor to S K.

(ii) The functors UDk preserve filtered colimits.

(iii) UDk (D(X)) is isomorphic to


n≥0 D(n + k)×Σn X�n for any K-space X.
(iv) For a pushout diagram of the type in (10.1) there is a natural sequence of Σk-equivariant

K-spaces

UDk (A) = F0UDk (B)→ F1UDk (B)→ · · · → FiU
D
k (B)→ · · ·

such that colimi FiUDk (B) = UDk (B), the transfinite composition of the sequence equals
UDk ( f̄ ), and there are Σk-equivariant pushout diagrams in S K,

UDi+k(A) �Σi Qi
i−1( f ) //

��

UDi+k(A) �Σi Y �i

��
Fi−1UDk (B) // FiUDk (B)

for all i ≥ 1. �

For k = 0, the filtration in (iv) is the filtration of f̄ considered in [11] (for symmetric spectra).

Example 10.2. If C is the monad associated to the commutativity operad, then UCk (A) = A with
trivial Σk-action (see also Example A.11 for more details).

10.3. The proofs of Lemmas 9.4 and 9.5

Proof of Lemma 9.4. Applying the filtration from Proposition 10.1 to B = UD0 (B) and writing
Fi B for the filtration terms FiUD0 (B), we get a sequence of pushout diagrams

UDi (A) �Σi Qi
i−1( f ) //

��

UDi (A) �Σi Y �i

��
Fi−1 B // Fi B

in S K such that A = F0 B and B = colimi Fi B. Proposition 7.1(vii) implies that the
upper horizontal map in each of these diagrams is an h-cofibration; hence the same holds
for the maps Fi−1 B → Fi B and therefore also for the transfinite composition A → B by
Proposition 7.1(ii). �
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Proof of Lemma 9.5. We begin with the A-relative K-model structure. Using the filtration from
Proposition 10.1 and arguing as in the proof of Lemma 9.4, we conclude from Corollaries 7.3
and 7.4 that it is sufficient to show that

UDi (A) �Σi Qi
i−1( f )→ UDi (A) �Σi Y �i

is a K-equivalence for all i . By the pushout-product axiom, Proposition 8.4, we know that
Qi

i−1( f ) → Y �i is an A-relative cofibration and a K-equivalence. Hence it follows from the
monoid axiom, Proposition 8.6, that

UDi (A) � Qi
i−1( f )→ UDi (A) � Y �i

is also a K-equivalence. Thus, it remains to show that the stated conditions on D and (K, A)

imply that the same holds for the induced map of Σi -orbits. Suppose first that D is Σ -free. We
know from Proposition 10.1 that there is a Σi -equivariant map UDi (A)→ D(i) onto the constant
K-space D(i). From this we get the Σi -equivariant map

UDi (A) � Y �i
→ D(i) � ∗ ∼= D(i)× (∗� ∗)→ D(i)× ∗

onto the constant K-space D(i) and since the Σi -action on the latter is object-wise free, the result
follows from Lemma 8.1.

Suppose then that (K, A) is very well-structured. We first observe that there is a map
Y → G K

k (K(k)/H) for some object k in A and subgroup H ⊆ A(k). From this we get the
Σi -equivariant map

UDi (A) � Y �i
→ ∗� G K

k (K(k)/H)�i ∼=


∗� F K

k⊔i (∗)


/H×i .

Using the isomorphism (5.1), the value of the K-space on the right at an object m in K can
be identified with the H×i -orbits of the set of connected components in the comma category
(− ⊔ k⊔i

↓ m). The (Σi n H×i )-action on the set of connected components is free by the
definition of a very well-structured index category. Hence the Σi -action on the target is object-
wise free and the result again follows from Lemma 8.1.

For the A-relative level model structures we use the analogous argument with A-relative level
equivalences instead of K-equivalences. �

10.4. The proof of Lemma 9.13

As in Section 9.11 we consider a map of operads Φ : D → E and the adjoint functor pair
Φ∗ : S K

[D] � S K
[E] : Φ∗. We first record the action of Φ∗ on free D-algebras which is a

formal consequence of the fact that a composition of left adjoints is again a left adjoint.

Lemma 10.5. For a free D-algebra D(X) we have Φ∗D(X) = E(X). �

Proof of Lemma 9.13. Recall that we assume operads to be reduced such that the unit 1K for
the monoidal structure on S K is the initial object in S K

[D]. We may assume without loss of
generality that A is a cell complex in S K

[D] in the sense that it is the colimit of a λ-sequence
{Aα : α < λ} (for an ordinal λ) such that A0 = 1K and Aα → Aα+1 is a pushout in S K

[D] of a
generating cofibration D( fα) : D(Xα)→ D(Yα) (where fα : Xα → Yα is a generating A-relative
cofibration in S K). By Lemma 9.2, A is also the colimit of the K-spaces Aα in the underlying
category S K.
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Let us write A′ = Φ∗(A) and A′α = Φ∗(Aα). Since Φ∗ preserves colimits, A′ is the colimit of
the λ-sequence {A′α : α < λ} in S K

[E] and A′α → A′α+1 is a pushout of the generating cofibration
E( fα) : E(Xα)→ E(Yα). Again A′ is the colimit of the K-spaces A′α in the underlying category
S K. Since by Lemma 9.4 these are λ-sequences of h-cofibrations, it suffices by Proposition 7.1(v)
to show that Aα → A′α is a level equivalence in S K for all α. In order to set up an inductive
argument using Proposition 10.1, we shall in fact prove the following stronger statement: for
each α < λ the map UDk (Aα)→ UEk (A′α) is a level equivalence for all k. The result then follows
by setting k = 0. Thus, given β < λ, we must show that if the statement holds for all α < β, then
it also holds for β. For β = 0 we conclude from Proposition 10.1(iii) (using that D(∅) = 1K and
E(∅) = 1K) that the maps in question can be identified with the maps D(k)× 1K → E (k)× 1K
induced by Φ. These maps are level equivalences by assumption. If β is a limit ordinal, then it
follows from Proposition 7.1(v) and the definition of a λ-sequence that the statement for α < β

implies the statement for β. Thus, it remains to consider the case where β is a successor ordinal,
β = α+1. For the inductive step we use the filtration from Proposition 10.1(iv) and observe that
there is a commutative diagram

UDk (Aα)

��

F0UDk (Aα+1) //

��

F1UDk (Aα+1) //

��

F2UDk (Aα+1) //

��

. . .

UEk (A′α) F0UEk (A′α+1)
// F1UEk (A′α+1)

// F2UEk (A′α+1)
// . . .

for each k ≥ 0. Since the horizontal maps are h-cofibrations, by Proposition 7.1(ii) and (vii),
it suffices to show that the vertical maps are level equivalences for all i . It follows from the
naturality of the filtrations that the map in filtration degree i can be identified with the map of
pushouts induced by the map of diagrams

Fi−1UDk (Aα+1)

��

UDi+k(Aα) �Σi Qi
i−1( f )oo //

��

UDi+k(Aα) �Σi Y �i

��
Fi−1UEk (A′α+1) UEi+k(A′α) �Σi Qi

i−1( f )oo // UEi+k(A′α) �Σi Y �i .

By induction on i we may assume that the vertical map on the left is a level equivalence and since
the horizontal maps on the right are h-cofibrations, again by Proposition 7.1(vii), it is sufficient to
show that the two other vertical maps are level equivalences. We know from the pushout-product
axiom, Proposition 8.4, that the K-spaces Qi

i−1( f ) and Y �i are A-relative cofibrant. It therefore
follows from the induction hypothesis on α and Proposition 8.2 that these two vertical maps are
level equivalences before passing to Σi -orbits. Using Lemma 8.1 as in the proof of Lemma 9.5
we conclude that the induced maps of Σi -orbits are also level equivalences. �

11. Properness for K-spaces

Recall that a model category is left proper if every pushout of a weak equivalence along a
cofibration is a weak equivalence and right proper if every pullback of a weak equivalence along
a fibration is a weak equivalence. A model category is said to be proper if it is both left and
right proper. This is a desirable property that a model category may or may not have. In this
section we discuss properness for our model categories of K-spaces for a well-structured index
category (K, A). The main result is Corollary 11.10 which states that the A-relative K-model
structure on S K is proper and that the lifted model structure on C S K is proper when (K, A) is
very well-structured.
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11.1. Right properness

It is an immediate consequence of right properness for the category of spaces S that the
A-relative level model structure on S K is right proper. In order to establish right properness for
the A-relative K-model structure we need the following lemma.

Lemma 11.2. Let C be a small category and let S C be the associated diagram category. Then
the functor hocolimC : S C

→ S preserves pullbacks.

Proof. Consider a pullback square of C-spaces

A //

��

B

��
C // D.

Since realization of simplicial spaces preserves pullback diagrams it is enough to show that the
diagram 

c0←...←cr

A(cr) //

��


c0←...←cr

B(cr)

��
c0←...←cr

C(cr) //


c0←...←cr

D(cr)

of simplicial replacements is a pullback diagram in each simplicial degree r and this is clear from
the definition. �

Proposition 11.3. The A-relative K-model structure on S K is right proper.

Proof. Given a pullback square of K-spaces

A
f̄ //

ḡ ��

B
g��

C
f // D

in which g is an A-relative K-fibration and f is a K-equivalence, we must show that f̄ is a
K-equivalence. Applying the homotopy colimit functor over the subcategory KA to the diagram
we get a diagram of spaces

hocolimKA A //

��

hocolimKA B

��
hocolimKA C // hocolimKA D

which we claim is homotopy cartesian. Indeed, since we know from Lemma 11.2 that this is
a pullback diagram it suffices to show that the fibers of each of the vertical maps are weakly
equivalent to the corresponding homotopy fibers. The latter can be deduced from Lemma 6.12
and the definition of an A-relative K-fibration. The fact that the diagram is homotopy cartesian in
turn implies that the vertical maps induce weak equivalences of the horizontal homotopy fibers
which, by the homotopy cofinality condition (iv) in the definition of a well-structured relative
index category, implies the statement of the proposition. �
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Recall that homotopy cartesian squares can be conveniently treated in right proper model
categories (see e.g. [12, II. Section 8] for details). The proof of the previous proposition can
now be reinterpreted to give the following corollary.

Corollary 11.4. A square diagram in S K is homotopy cartesian with respect to the A-relative
K-model structure if and only if the associated square of homotopy colimits is homotopy
cartesian in S . �

Consider now an operad D and the category of algebras S K
[D] for the corresponding monad

D. Since pullbacks in S K
[D] are defined in terms of the underlying K-spaces, right properness

of a model structure on S K carries over to the lifted model structure on S K
[D] when the latter is

defined.

Corollary 11.5. The A-relative K-model structures on S K
[D] considered in Proposition 9.3 are

right proper. �

11.6. Left properness

It is an immediate consequence of the left properness of S that the A-relative level model
structure on S K is left proper. By parts (i) and (iv) of Proposition 7.1 the same then holds for the
A-relative K-model structure.

Proposition 11.7. The A-relative K-model structure on S K is left proper. �

Next we consider left properness for the category C S K of commutative K-space monoids.
The proof in this case is based on the following lemma where we use the notation B �A C for
the pushout of a diagram of commutative K-space monoids B ← A→ C .

Lemma 11.8. Let (K, A) be a very well-structured relative index category and let A → B be
a cofibration in the A-relative K-model structure on C S K. Then the functor B �A(−) preserves
K-equivalences of commutative K-space monoids under A.

Proof. Let C → C ′ be a K-equivalence of commutative K-space monoids under A. Suppose
first that A→ B has the form C(X)→ C(Y ) for a generating A-relative cofibration f : X → Y
in S K, where as usual C denotes the monad associated to the commutativity operad. We write D
and D′ for the pushouts C(Y ) �C(X) C and C(Y ) �C(X) C ′, and consider the associated filtration
terms Fi D = FiUC0 (D) and Fi D′ = FiUC0 (D′) from Proposition 10.1. Since these are filtrations
by h-cofibrations of K-spaces, it suffices to prove that Fi D→ Fi D′ is a K-equivalence for all i .
It follows from Proposition 10.1 that Fi+1 D→ Fi+1 D′ can be identified with the map obtained
from the diagram

Fi D

��

C � Qi
i−1( f )/Σioo //

��

C � Y �i/Σi

��
Fi D′ C ′ � Qi

i−1( f )/Σioo // C ′ � Y �i/Σi

by evaluating the pushouts horizontally. Here we use that by Example 10.2 the functor UCi takes
a commutative K-space monoid to its underlying K-space with trivial Σi -action. Proceeding by
induction, we assume that Fi D → Fi D′ is a K-equivalence and it remains to show that so are
the other two vertical maps. We know from Proposition 8.2 that these maps are K-equivalences
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before taking Σi -orbits and arguing as in the second half of the proof of Lemma 9.5 the same
then holds for the maps of Σi -orbits.

In the general case we may assume that A → B is a relative cell complex in the sense that
there exists a λ-sequence {Bα : α < λ} of commutative K-space monoids (for some ordinal λ)
such that A = B0, B ∼= colimα<λ Bα , and Bα → Bα+1 is obtained by cobase change from
a map of the form C(Xα) → C(Yα) where Xα → Yα is a generating A-relative cofibration
in S K. Lemma 9.2 and Proposition 12.7 imply that Bα �A C and Bα �A C ′ are λ-sequences
of h-cofibrations of the underlying K-spaces. It follows from an inductive argument based on
the special case considered in the beginning of the proof that Bα �A C → Bα �A C ′ is a
K-equivalence for each α. This implies the statement of the lemma. �

Proposition 11.9. Let (K, A) be a very well-structured relative index category. Then the
A-relative K-model structure on C S K is left proper.

Proof. Let A→ B be an A-relative cofibration and let A→ C be a K-equivalence, both in C S K.
The cobase change of A→ C along A→ B can be identified with the map B �A A→ B �A C
and the result therefore follows from Lemma 11.8. �

Corollary 11.10. (i) The A-relative K-model structure on S K is proper.
(ii) If (K, A) is very well-structured, then the A-relative K-model structure on C S K is

proper. �

Remark 11.11. In general we do not know under which conditions on the operad the model
structures on S K

[D] are left proper. A proof based on a generalization of Lemma 11.8 would
require a more careful analysis of the functors UDk .

12. Cofibrancy of structured diagram spaces

Let again D be an operad in S and let D be the associated monad on S K. In this section we
analyze to what extent the forgetful functor from S K

[D] to S K preserves A-relative cofibrancy
for a (very) well-structured relative index category (K, A). Suppose first that D is Σ -free. As a
motivating example consider for an object k in A the cofibrant object D(F K

k (∗)) in the A-relative
K-model structure on S K

[D]. This has as its underlying K-space the coproduct of the K-spaces
D(n)×Σn F K

k⊔n (∗) for n ≥ 0. In particular, for n = 0 this is the free K-space F K
0 (∗). In order for

the latter to be cofibrant we introduce the following assumption on our index categories; compare
also to Proposition 6.20. Here and in the following the degree functor on K is supposed to be
fixed.

Coarse Assumptions 12.1. Let (K, A) be a well-structured relative index category and let
(K, B) be a well-structured relative index category such that A ⊆ B and B contains the unit
0 for the monoidal structure.

Recall from Section 6.1 the notion of the coarse model structure associated to the category
of G-spaces for a discrete group G. It follows from the definition of the generating cofibrations
that the G-action on a cofibrant object is free. In the topological setting a cofibrant object is also
Hausdorff (and not just weak Hausdorff).

Proposition 12.2. Let D be an operad in S such that D(n) is cofibrant in the coarse model
structure on SΣn for all n, and let K, A, and B be as in Coarse Assumptions 12.1. Suppose that
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A is a D-algebra which is cofibrant in the A-relative K-model structure on S K
[D]. Then the

underlying K-space of A is cofibrant in the B-relative K-model structure on S K.

We prove the proposition in Section 12.8 below. Notice, that in the simplicial setting this
proposition applies to all Σ -free operads. In the topological setting it applies for instance to
operads D such that D(n) is a free Σn-equivariant CW complex.

Corollary 12.3. Let K be a well-structured index category and let D be an operad in S such that
D(n) is cofibrant in the coarse model structure on SΣn for all n. Suppose that A is a D-algebra
which is cofibrant in the projective K-model structure on S K

[D]. Then the underlying K-space
of A is cofibrant in the projective K-model structure on S K. �

For example, this applies to the associativity operad and the corresponding category of (not
necessarily commutative) K-space monoids.

Now we drop the assumption that D be Σ -free and assume instead that (K, A) is very well-
structured. By Proposition 9.3 this ensures that the A-relative K-model structure on S K lifts
to S K

[D] for any operad D. However, for the forgetful functor to preserve cofibrancy we need
the additional assumption stated below. Recall the canonical homomorphism Σn n A(k)×n

→

K(k⊔n) discussed after Definition 5.3.

Fine Assumptions 12.4. Let (K, A) be a very well-structured relative index category and let
(K, B) be a well-structured relative index category such that A ⊆ B, the group Σn n A(k)×n

maps into B(k⊔n) for all objects k in A and all n ≥ 1, and B contains the unit 0 for the monoidal
structure

Recall from Section 6.1 the notion of the fine model structure associated to the category of
G-spaces for a group G.

Proposition 12.5. Let D be an operad such that D(n) is cofibrant in the fine model structure on
SΣn for all n, and let K, A, and B be as in Fine Assumptions 12.4. Suppose that A is a D-algebra
which is cofibrant in the A-relative K-model structure on S K

[D]. Then the underlying K-space
of A is cofibrant in the B-relative K-model structure on S K.

The proof will be given in Section 12.13. Notice that in the simplicial setting this proposition
applies to all operads. In the topological setting it applies for instance to operads D for which
D(n) is a Σn-equivariant CW complex.

Corollary 12.6. Let K, A, and B be as in Fine Assumptions 12.4. Suppose that A is a
commutative K-space monoid which is cofibrant in the A-relative K-model structure on C S K.
Then the underlying K-space of A is cofibrant in the B-relative K-model structure on S K. �

The last result about preservation of cofibrancy has no assumptions on the operads. Instead it
uses the notion of an h-cofibration from Section 7.

Proposition 12.7. Let D be an operad and let A→ B be a cofibration in any of the lifted model
structures on S K

[D] considered in Proposition 9.3. Then the underlying map of K-spaces is an
h-cofibration.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 9.4, Lemma 9.2, and Proposition 7.1, by expressing A → B
as a retract of a relative cell complex (that is, a transfinite composition of maps obtained by
attaching generating cofibrations). �
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12.8. The proof of Proposition 12.2

In order to prove Proposition 12.2 we shall temporarily work in the category of Σk-equivariant
K-spaces for varying k and for this we need an equivariant version of the A-relative level model
structure on S K. In general, given a finite group G, we write (S K)G for the category of G-K-
spaces, that is, K-spaces with G-action. If we view G as a category with a single object this is
the same thing as functors from G ×K to S which in turn is the same as K-diagrams in S G .

Proceeding as in the definition of the coarse model structure on S G considered in Section 6.1
we now define the G-coarse A-relative level model structure on (S K)G . In this model structure a
map of G-K-spaces is a weak equivalence (respectively, a fibration) if and only if the underlying
map of K-spaces is an A-relative level equivalence (respectively, an A-relative level fibration)
as defined in Section 6.6. Arguing as for the A-relative level model structure on S K, one checks
that this defines a cofibrantly generated model structure on (S K)G . The generating cofibrations
(respectively, the generating acyclic cofibrations) are the maps of the form G × X → G × Y
where X → Y is a generating cofibration (respectively, a generating acyclic cofibration) for the
A-relative level model structure on S K. We shall use the term G-coarse A-relative cofibration
for a cofibration in this model structure.

The properties of the cofibrations stated in the next lemma will be needed later. They are
easy consequences of the fact that any such cofibration is a retract of a relative cell complex
constructed from the generating cofibrations.

Lemma 12.9. Let H and G be finite groups.

(i) If X → Y is an (H × G)-coarse A-relative cofibration, then the map of G-orbits
X/G → Y/G is an H-coarse A-relative cofibration.

(ii) If X → Y is a G-coarse A-relative cofibration and H is a subgroup of G, then, restricting
the action, X → Y is an H-coarse A-relative cofibration. �

The proofs of the next two lemmas are based on the following elementary observation: let
f : X → Y be a map of G-K-spaces and write f ′ : X ′→ Y ′ for the underlying map of K-spaces
with trivial G-action. Then there is a commutative diagram of G-K-spaces

G × X ′
1G× f ′ //

∼=

��

G × Y ′

∼=

��
G × X

1G× f // G × Y

(12.1)

where the vertical maps are the G-equivariant isomorphisms (g, x) → (g, gx).

Lemma 12.10. Let G be a finite group and suppose that f is a G-coarse A-relative cofibration
in (S K)G and that i is a cofibration in the fine model structure on S G . Then the pushout product
f �i is again a G-coarse A-relative cofibration in (S K)G .

Proof. By [17, Lemma 4.2.4] it suffices to check this when f and i are generating cofibrations for
the respective model structures. Thus we may assume that f has the form 1G×g for a generating
A-relative cofibration g in S K. Then f �i can be identified with 1G × (g�i). It follows from
Proposition 6.10 that, forgetting the equivariant structure, g�i is an A-relative cofibration. Now
apply the observation above the lemma to get the result. �
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As a consequence of the lemma we see that if U is cofibrant in the G-coarse A-relative level
model structure on (S K)G and K → L is a cofibration in the fine model structure on S G , then
the induced map U × K → U × L is a G-coarse A-relative cofibration (since ∅ → U is a
G-coarse A-relative cofibration).

Just as in the non-equivariant setting, the category (S K)G is closed symmetric monoidal with
monoidal product X � Y defined as the usual Kan extension along the monoidal structure map
K×K → K. Thus, the underlying K-space of X �Y is the �-product of the underlying K-spaces
of X and Y .

Lemma 12.11. Let G be a finite group. If U is a G-K-space which is cofibrant in the G-coarse
A-relative level model structure on (S K)G and X is a G-K-space whose underlying K-space
is A-relative cofibrant, then U � X is again cofibrant in the G-coarse A-relative level model
structure on (S K)G .

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that U is a G-coarse cell complex in the sense
that it can be identified with the colimit of a λ-sequence of G-K-spaces {Uα : α < λ} (for some
ordinal λ) such that U0 = ∅ and Uα → Uα+1 is obtained by cobase change of a generating
cofibration G× Xα → G×Yα (where Xα → Yα is a generating A-relative cofibration in S K). It
follows that U � X can be identified with the colimit of the λ-sequence {Uα � X : α < λ} and it
suffices to show that each of the maps Uα � X → Uα+1 � X is a G-coarse A-relative cofibration.
This map is obtained by cobase change from the map G × Xα � X → G × Yα � X and the
conclusion now follows from the observation before Lemma 12.10 (letting Xα � X → Yα � X
be the map f in (12.1)). �

We now turn to the proof of Proposition 12.2 and assume that A and B are as in Coarse
Assumptions 12.1. Then the above lemmas apply as well to the well-structured relative index
category (K, B). The key step is again to analyze pushout diagrams of the form (10.1).

Lemma 12.12. Let D be an operad in S such that D(n) is cofibrant in the coarse model structure
on SΣn for all n. Suppose that the map f in (10.1) is a generating A-relative cofibration and that
UDk (A) is cofibrant in the Σk-coarse B-relative level model structure on (S K)Σk for all k ≥ 0.
Then the induced map

UDk ( f̄ ) : UDk (A)→ UDk (B)

is a Σk-coarse B-relative cofibration for all k ≥ 0.

Proof. Applying the filtration from Proposition 10.1 it suffices to show that

UDi+k(A) �Σi Qi
i−1( f )→ UDi+k(A) �Σi Y �i (12.2)

is a Σk-coarse B-relative cofibration for all i and k. By definition, the generating cofibration f
has the form G K

k (K(k)/H × h) for an object k in A, a subgroup H ⊆ A(k), and a generating
cofibration h in S . Before passing to Σi -orbits, the map (12.2) can therefore be identified with
the map

UDi+k(A) � G K
k⊔i (K(k⊔i )/H×i )× h�i

where h�i is the iterated pushout-product in S . We can view this as a map of (Σi × Σk)-K-
spaces by restricting the Σi+k-action on UDi+k(A) and extending the obvious Σi -actions on the
two other factors to (Σi × Σk)-actions by letting Σk act trivially. Using Lemma 12.9(ii) (with
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B instead of A) we see that the assumptions on UDi+k(A) imply that the latter is cofibrant in
the (Σi × Σk)-coarse B-relative model structure. Hence the �-product of the first two factors
is also cofibrant in this model structure by Lemma 12.11. The argument given in the proof of
Proposition 7.1(vii) implies that h�i is a cofibration in the fine model structure on SΣi . Combined
with Lemma 12.10 this in turn implies that the above map is a (Σi × Σk)-coarse B-relative
cofibration. Finally, Lemma 12.9(i) then gives that the induced map of Σi -orbits is a Σk-coarse
B-relative cofibration. �

Proof of Proposition 12.2. We may assume without loss of generality that A is a cell complex
in the A-relative K-model structure on S K

[D]. Thus, A may be identified with the colimit
of a λ-sequence of D-algebras {Aα : α < λ} (for some ordinal λ) such that A0 = 1K and
Aα → Aα+1 is obtained by cobase change of a generating cofibration D(Xα) → D(Yα) where
Xα → Yα is a generating A-relative cofibration in S K. Since the underlying K-space of the unit
1K can be identified with F K

0 (∗), it suffices by Lemma 9.2 to show that each of the morphisms
Aα → Aα+1 defines a B-relative cofibration in S K. In order to set up an inductive argument
based on Lemma 12.12 we in fact prove the stronger statement that (i) UDk (Aα) is cofibrant in the
Σk-coarse B-relative level model structure on (S K)Σk for all k, and (ii) UDk (Aα)→ UDk (Aα+1)

is a Σk-coarse B-relative cofibration for all k. Letting k = 0 then gives the result. In order
to start the induction we observe that by Proposition 10.1(iii) (identifying 1K with D(∅)), the
underlying K-space of UDk (1K) is isomorphic to F K

0 (D(k)) and therefore cofibrant in the Σk-
coarse B-relative model structure on (S K)Σk by the assumption on D. Proceeding by induction
we consider an ordinal β with β+1 < λ such that (i) and (ii) hold for all α < β. If β is a successor
ordinal, β = α + 1, it is immediately clear from Lemma 12.12 that (i) and (ii) also hold for β.
If β is a limit ordinal, then it follows from the definition of a λ-sequence and the fact that the
functor UDk preserves filtered colimits that UDk (Aβ) can be identified with colimα<βUDk (Aα).
By the induction hypothesis 1K → UDk (Aβ) is therefore a transfinite composition of Σk-coarse
B-relative cofibrations; hence itself a Σk-coarse B-relative cofibration which implies that (i) holds
for β. By Lemma 12.12, (ii) then also holds for β. �

12.13. The proof of Proposition 12.5

In this section (K, A) denotes a very well-structured relative index category. We begin by
defining, for a finite group G, a cofibrantly generated (G × A)-relative level model structure
on (S K)G : The weak equivalences in this model structure are the A-relative level equivalences
of the underlying K-spaces and the fibrations are defined as in Section 6.6 with H now being a
subgroup of G × A(k). In order to see that this defines a cofibrantly generated model structure
we notice that for each object k in A the functor

G K
k : S G×K(k)

→ S G×K, G K
k (L) = K(k,−)×K(k) L

is left adjoint to the evaluation functor Evk. We obtain the generating (acyclic) cofibrations by
applying the functors G K

k to the generating (acyclic) cofibrations for the (G × A(k))-relative
mixed model structure on S G×K(k); cf. Section 6.1. We shall use the term (G × A)-relative
cofibration for a cofibration in this model structure.

As in the non-equivariant case there is a more explicit description of the (G × A)-relative
cofibrations. Given a G-K-space X and an object k in K, the latching space Lk(X) of the
underlying K-space is defined as in Section 6.6. Recall the notion of a relative equivariant
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cofibration introduced in Section 6.1. The arguments in the proof of Proposition 6.8 easily
generalizes to give the next result.

Proposition 12.14. A map of G-K-spaces X → Y is a (G ×A)-relative cofibration if and only
if the (G ×K(k))-equivariant latching map

Lk(Y )∪Lk(X) X (k)→ Y (k)

is a (G ×A(k))-relative cofibration for all objects k in A and an isomorphism for all objects k
not in A. �

Using this characterization it is easy to see that the (G × A)-relative analogues of the
statements in Lemma 12.9 hold. In the following we deduce some further properties of the
(G × A)-relative cofibrations needed for the proof of Proposition 12.5. For this it is useful to
observe that in general, given a discrete group H and a normal subgroup N , a discrete H -space
is cofibrant in the N -relative model structure on S H if and only if each of the isotropy subgroups
of H is contained in N .

Proposition 12.15. The pushout-product axiom holds for the (G × A)-relative level model
structure on (S K)G .

Proof. By [37, Lemma 3.5] it suffices to consider the generating (acyclic) cofibrations. Let k1
and k2 be objects in A, and let hs be a generating cofibration for the (G×A(ks))-relative model
structure on SG×K(ks ) for s = 1, 2. Then we have the identification

G K
k1

(h1)�G K
k2

(h2) ∼= G K
k1⊔k2

(K(k1 ⊔ k2)×K(k1)×K(k2) h1�h2)

and we must check that in the last expression we apply G K
k1⊔k2

to a (G × A(k1 ⊔ k2))-relative
cofibration. Writing hs = (G×K(ks))/H×is for Hs ⊆ G×A(ks) and is a generating cofibration
in S , we get

K(k1 ⊔ k2)×K(k1)×K(k2) h1�h2 ∼= (G × G × K (k1 ⊔ k2))/(H1 × H2)× i1�i2.

Now apply the (G ×K(k1 ⊔ k2))-equivariant projection

(G × G × K (k1 ⊔ k2))/(H1 × H2)→ K (k1 ⊔ k2)/A(k1 ⊔ k2)

to see that the isotropy groups of the elements in the domain are contained in G × A(k1 ⊔ k2).
This gives the result for the generating cofibrations.

For the second part of the pushout-product axiom (concerning the acyclic cofibrations)
we first observe that a (G × A)-relative cofibration defines an A-relative cofibration of the
underlying K-spaces. This can for instance be deduced from the (G × A)-relative version of
Lemma 12.9(ii). Since the weak equivalences are defined in terms of the underlying K-spaces the
conclusion now follows from the pushout-product axiom for the A-relative level model structure,
Proposition 8.4. �

Lemma 12.16. Let (K, A) and (K, B) be as in Fine Assumptions 12.4, and suppose that
f : X → Y is a generating A-relative cofibration in S K. Then the i-fold iterated pushout-
product f �i

: Qi
i−1( f )→ Y �i is a (Σi × B)-relative cofibration

Proof. As usual, f = G K
k (K(k)/H × h) for an object k in A, a subgroup H ⊆ A(k), and a

generating cofibration h for S . Then f �i can be identified with the map

G K
k⊔i (K(k⊔i )/H×i

× h�i ) = K(k⊔i ,−)/H×i
× h�i
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where h�i is the iterated pushout-product in S . Thus, it suffices to show that the Σi -K-space
Z = K(k⊔i ,−)/H×i is (Σi × B)-relative cofibrant (where Σi acts via the canonical right
Σi -action on k⊔i specified by the symmetric monoidal structure). By Proposition 12.14 this is
equivalent to the latching map L l(Z) → Z(l) being a (Σi × B(l))-relative cofibration for all
objects l in B and an isomorphism for all l not in B. It is clear from the definition that the latching
map is an isomorphism if l and k⊔i have different degrees, λ(l) ≠ λ(k⊔i ). If λ(l) = λ(k⊔i ), then
L l(Z) = ∅ and we claim that Z(l) is (Σi × B(l))-relative cofibrant. This is clear if Z(l) is
empty and otherwise there is an isomorphism l → k⊔i in K so that it suffices to consider the
case l = k⊔i (this uses the normality assumption on B). Hence it only remains to show that
the elements of Z(k⊔i ) have isotropy groups contained in Σi × B(k⊔i ). Let z be an element
in Z(k⊔i ) represented by a morphism β in K(k⊔i ). The condition for an element (σ, α) in
Σi × K(k⊔i ) to belong to the isotropy group of z is that there are elements f1, . . . , fi in H
such that α ◦ β = β ◦ σ∗ ◦ ( f1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ fi ). Since B(k⊔i ) is a normal subgroup of K(k⊔i ) and
σ∗ ◦ ( f1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ fi ) belongs to B(k⊔i ), we conclude that α also belongs to B(k⊔i ). �

Using the above lemmas we get an analogue of Lemma 12.12 in the current setting.

Lemma 12.17. Let D be an operad in S such that D(n) is cofibrant in the fine model structure
on SΣn for all n. Suppose that the map f in (10.1) is a generating A-relative cofibration and
that UDk (A) is cofibrant in the (Σk × B)-relative model structure on (S K)Σk for all k ≥ 0. Then
the induced map

UDk ( f̄ ) : UDk (A)→ UDk (B)

is a (Σk × B)-relative cofibration for all k ≥ 0.

Proof. Applying the filtration from Proposition 10.1 it suffices to show that

UDi+k(A) �Σi Qi
i−1( f )→ UDi+k(A) �Σi Y �i (12.3)

is a (Σk × B)-relative cofibration for all i and k. We know from Lemma 12.16 that the iterated
pushout-product Qi

i−1( f ) → Y �i is a (Σi × B)-relative cofibration. Letting Σk act trivially
we may view this map as a (Σi × Σk × B)-relative cofibration. Since UDi+k(A) is (Σi+k × B)-
relative cofibrant by assumption, the relative version of Lemma 12.9(ii) implies that it is also
(Σi × Σk × B)-relative cofibrant. By the pushout-product axiom for the latter model structure,
Proposition 12.15, it follows that (12.3) is a (Σi × Σk × B)-relative cofibration before taking
Σi -orbits and by the relative version of Lemma 12.9(i) the map of Σi -orbits is therefore a
(Σk × B)-relative cofibration as claimed. �

Proof of Proposition 12.5. Using Lemma 12.17 instead of Lemma 12.12, the proof of the
proposition is now completely analogous to the proof of Proposition 12.2. �

13. Diagram spaces and graded spaces

In this section K denotes a well-structured index category as specified in Definition 5.5. We
shall consider the corresponding projective K-model structure on S K from Definition 6.21. By
a space graded over the classifying space B K we understand a space X together with a map
X → B K. The purpose of this section is to relate the category of (structured) K-spaces to the
category of (structured) spaces graded over B K.
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13.1. Diagram spaces and graded spaces

Let K be a well-structured index category with classifying space B K. We write S/B K for
the category of spaces over B K, equipped with the standard model structure in which a map
is a weak equivalence, fibration, or cofibration, if and only if the underlying map in S is; see
[16, Theorem 7.6.4].

Theorem 13.2. There is a chain of Quillen equivalences relating the projective K-model
structure on S K to the standard model structure on S/B K.

We first describe the chain of adjunctions in the theorem. Given an object k in K, we write
(K ↓ k) for the comma category of objects over k, and we write E K for the K-space B(K ↓ −).
There is a pair of adjoint functors

S K/E K // S Koo (13.1)

induced by composition with and pullback along E K → ∗. It is immediate from the definitions
that this is a Quillen adjunction. The fact that E K is levelwise contractible combined with the
right properness of S has the following implication.

Lemma 13.3. The adjunction (13.1) is a Quillen equivalence with respect to the projective
K-model structure on S K. �

The obvious forgetful functors (K ↓ k) → K give rise to a map of K-spaces π : E K → B K
(here we write B K for the constant K-space constK B K). Evaluating the colimit over K, this
induces an isomorphism of spaces colimK E K ∼= B K. There is a chain of adjoint functors

colimK : S K/E K // S K/B Koo // S/B K :π∗oo (13.2)

where in the first adjunction the left adjoint is defined by composing with π and the right adjoint
takes a K-space Y over B K to the pullback E K×B K Y . The second adjunction is induced by
the usual (colimK, constK) adjunction relating S K and S . It is clear that the left adjoint in the
first adjunction preserves (acyclic) cofibrations and that the right adjoint of the second adjunction
preserves (acyclic) fibrations. Thus, these are both Quillen adjunctions and the same therefore
holds for their composition.

Lemma 13.4. The adjunction (colimK, π∗) in (13.2) is a Quillen equivalence with respect to the
projective K-model structure on S K/E K and the standard model structure on S/B K.

Proof. We use the criterion of [17, Corollary 1.3.16] and must check that the left adjoint reflects
weak equivalences between cofibrant objects and that the derived counit of the adjunction is a
weak equivalence. Here the first condition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.22. That
the derived counit is an equivalence means that the composition in the upper row of the diagram

colimK(E K ×B K Y )cof // colimK(E K ×B K Y ) // Y

hocolimK(E K ×B K Y )cof ≃ //
≃

OO

hocolimK(E K ×B K Y ) //

OO

hocolimKY

OO

is a weak equivalence of spaces over B K for any fibration Y → B K in S . Here (−)cof denotes
cofibrant replacement in the projective K-model structure and we again write B K and Y for the
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corresponding constant K-spaces. Using Lemma 6.22 again, we see that it suffices to show that
the composition in the upper row of the diagram

hocolimK E K ×B K Y //

��

hocolimKY
pr //

��

Y

��
hocolimK E K // hocolimK B K

pr // B K

is a weak equivalence. We know from Lemma 11.2 that homotopy colimits preserve pullbacks;
hence the left hand square is a pullback diagram. Since the right hand square is clearly a pullback
diagram it follows that the outer square is a pullback diagram as well. By right properness of the
model structure on S we have thereby reduced the problem to showing that the composite map
in the bottom row of the diagram is a weak homotopy equivalence. This composition can be
identified with the canonical map

hocolimK E K → colimK E K = B K

and the result follows from Lemma 6.22 and the fact that E K is cofibrant by Proposition 6.8 (see
also [16, Proposition 14.8.9]). �

Proof of Theorem 13.2. Combining Lemmas 13.3 and 13.4 we get the required chain of Quillen
equivalences

S K // S K/E Koo colimK // S/B K
π∗

oo . �

13.5. Structured diagram spaces and graded spaces

We begin with some elementary remarks on adjoint functors between categories of algebras.
Consider in general a pair of symmetric monoidal categories (A,⊗, 1A) and (B, �, 1B), and a
strong symmetric monoidal functor V : A → B. Suppose that V is the left adjoint of an adjoint
functor pair V : A � B :U . Then the right adjoint U inherits the structure of a (lax) symmetric
monoidal functor with monoidal structure maps

U (B)⊗U (B ′)→ U V (U (B)⊗U (B ′))
∼=
←− U (V U (B)�V U (B ′))→ U (B�B ′).

Here the first and last arrows are induced respectively by the unit and counit of the adjunction.
Similarly, the monoidal unit of U is inherited from the monoidal unit of V using the counit of
the adjunction,

1B → U V (1B)
∼=
←− U (1A).

With this definition it is clear that the unit and counit of the adjunction are monoidal natural
transformations.

Now let D be an operad in S and suppose we are given a strong symmetric monoidal functor
F : (S,×, ∗) → (A,⊗1A). As we explained in Appendix, the operad D then gives rise to a
monad D on A. We write A[D] for the category of D-algebras in A. Using the strong symmetric
monoidal composition V ◦ F we also get a monad D on B with a corresponding category of
algebras B[D]. The symmetric monoidal structure of V gives rise to natural transformations
V → DV and DV → V D, and consequently V takes D-algebras in A to D-algebras in B.
Similarly, using the unit of the adjunction, the (lax) monoidal structure of U gives rise to natural
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transformations U → DU and DU → UD. Using this, V and U lift to an adjoint pair of
functors

V : A[D] // B[D] :U.oo

Now we specialize to the adjunction

colimK : S K // S :constKoo

where K denotes a well-structured index category. Let D be an operad in S and let us again
write D both for the associated monad on S and the associated monad on S K. Using the fact that
the functor colimK is strong symmetric monoidal, the above discussion gives a pair of adjoint
functors

colimK : S K
[D] // S[D] :constKoo . (13.3)

The next result is a structured version of Proposition 6.23.

Proposition 13.6. Let D be a Σ -free operad in S and let S K
[D] be equipped with the

projective K-model structure and S[D] with the standard model structure. Then the Quillen
adjunction (13.3) is a Quillen equivalence if and only if B K is contractible.

Proof. First we reduce to the case where the spaces D(n) of the operad are cofibrant in the coarse
model structure on SΣn for all n. This is automatic in the simplicial setting and in the topological
setting we may replace D by the geometric realization of its singular complex D̄ = |Sing D|
which has this property. Indeed, the canonical map D̄ → D is a weak equivalence of operads
so that by Proposition 9.12 it suffices to prove the result for D̄. With this assumption on D,
Corollary 12.3 implies that the underlying K-space of a cofibrant D-algebra is cofibrant in the
projective model structure on S K. From here the argument proceeds exactly as in the proof of
the non-structured statement in Proposition 6.23. �

Combining the above proposition with Corollary 9.14 allows us to rectify E∞ spaces to
strictly commutative K-space monoids provided that B K is contractible.

Theorem 13.7. Let D be an E∞ operad and let K be a well-structured index category with
contractible classifying space. Suppose that K+ → K is homotopy cofinal and that (K, O K+)

is very well-structured. Then the positive projective K-model structure on C S K is related to the
standard model structure on S[D] by a chain of Quillen equivalences. �

In order to investigate the situation when B K is not contractible we specialize further and
assume from now on that the symmetric monoidal category K is in fact permutative. The reason
for this is the following lemma whose proof is analogous to the proof for the special case K = I
considered in [32, Lemma 6.7]. Let E be the Barratt–Eccles operad, i.e., the operad whose kth
space is the classifying space of the translation category of Σk . We write E for the associated
monad.

Lemma 13.8. If K is permutative, then the K-spaces E K and B K have canonical E-algebra
structures such that π : E K → B K is a map of E-algebras. �

Here we again view B K as a constant K-space. By an operad augmented over E we understand
an operad D equipped with a map of operads D → E . In the following we assume that D is
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Σ -free such that Proposition 9.3 provides a projective K-model structure on S K
[D]. It is easy to

see that the adjunction (13.1) lifts to an adjunction of structured diagram spaces.

Lemma 13.9. Let D be a Σ -free operad augmented over E . Then the adjoint functors
S K
[D]/E K � S K

[D] form a Quillen equivalence with respect to the projective K-model
structures. �

With D as above we also have a structured version of the adjunctions in (13.2),

colimK : S K
[D]/E K // S K

[D]/B Koo // S[D]/B K :π∗.oo (13.4)

When S K
[D] is equipped with the projective K-model structure and S[D] with the standard

model structure discussed in Remark 9.6, the arguments for the adjunctions in (13.2) also apply
here to show that the composition is a Quillen adjunction.

Lemma 13.10. The adjunction (colimK, π∗) in (13.4) is a Quillen equivalence with respect to
the projective K-model structure on S K

[D]/E K and the standard model structure on S[D]/B K.

Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 13.6 we first reduce to the case where the
spaces D(n) of the operad are cofibrant in the coarse model structure on SΣn for all n. Using
Corollary 12.3, the argument then proceeds exactly as in the proof of Lemma 13.4. �

Combining Lemmas 13.9 and 13.10 we get a structured version of Theorem 13.2.

Theorem 13.11. Let K be a well-structured index category that is permutative as a symmetric
monoidal category and let D be a Σ -free operad augmented over E . Then there is a chain of
Quillen equivalences

S K
[D] // S K

[D]/E Koo colimK // S[D]/B K
π∗

oo

relating the projective K-model structure on S K
[D] to the standard model structure on

S[D]/B K. �

For instance, this theorem applies to the associativity operad in which case it relates the
corresponding category of (not necessary commutative) K-space monoids to the category of
monoids (in S ) over B K. Applying the theorem to the operad E itself and combining the result
with Corollary 9.14, we finally get the next theorem where E again denotes the monad associated
to E .

Theorem 13.12. Let K be a well-structured index category whose underlying symmetric
monoidal category is permutative. Suppose that K+ → K is homotopy cofinal and that
(K, O K+) is very well-structured. Then there is a chain of Quillen equivalences relating the
positive projective K-model structure on C S K to the standard model structure on S[E]/B K. �

14. Diagram spaces and symmetric spectra

Let K be a small symmetric monoidal category and assume that we are given a strong
symmetric monoidal functor H : Kop

→ SpΣ . The examples to keep in mind are the functors
F−(S−) in Lemmas 3.18 and 4.22. In general, such a functor H gives rise to an adjunction

SK
[−] : S K � SpΣ

: Ω K (14.1)
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relating the categories of K-spaces and symmetric spectra. The left adjoint takes a K-space X to
the coend

SK
[X ] =

 k∈K
H(k) ∧ X (k)+

of the diagram H ∧ X+ : Kop
× K → SpΣ , where X (k)+ denotes the union of X (k) with

a disjoint base point. The right adjoint takes a symmetric spectrum E to the K-space Ω K(E)

defined by

Ω K(E)(k) = MapSpΣ (H(k), E).

We recall that SpΣ is enriched over based spaces with MapSpΣ (D, E) defined as the appropriate
subspace of the product of the mapping spaces Map(D(n), E(n)). The next lemma is a
consequence of H being strong symmetric monoidal.

Lemma 14.1. The functor SK
[−] is strong symmetric monoidal and Ω K is lax symmetric

monoidal. �

Now let D be an operad in S and let us write D both for the associated monad on S K and
the associated monad on SpΣ . By the discussion at the beginning of Section 13.5, the fact that
SK
[−] is strong symmetric monoidal implies that the adjunction (14.1) lifts to the corresponding

categories of D-algebras.

Proposition 14.2. Let D be an operad in S . Then the adjunction (SK
[−],Ω K) lifts to an

adjunction relating the associated categories of D-algebras,

SK
[−] : S K

[D]� SpΣ
[D] : Ω K. �

This applies in particular to give an adjunction between the categories of (commutative) K-space
monoids and (commutative) symmetric ring spectra.

It remains to analyze the homotopical properties of these adjunctions. For this we need the
next two lemmas.

Lemma 14.3. There are natural isomorphisms

SK
[F K

k (K )] ∼= H(k) ∧ K+ and SK
[G K

k (L)] ∼= H(k)∧K(k) L+

for any space K and any K(k)-space L.

Proof. By the uniqueness of adjoint functors, the second isomorphism follows from the chain of
natural isomorphisms

S K(k)(L , EvK
k Ω K(E)) ∼= S K(k)(L , MapSpΣ (H(k), E)) ∼= SpΣ (H(k)∧K(k) L+, E).

The first isomorphism is a consequence of the second. �

Given a space K , a morphism α : k → l in K induces a map of K-spaces α∗ : F K
l (K ) →

F K
k (K ).

Lemma 14.4. Via the first isomorphism of Lemma 14.3, the induced map SK
[α∗] corresponds to

H(α) ∧ K+ : H(l) ∧ K+→ H(k) ∧ K+. �
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As for the category of K-spaces, there are several useful model structures on the category
of symmetric spectra. Most importantly, we have the (positive) projective model structures
from [18,23] and the (positive) flat model structures from [18,39] (where they are called
S-model structures); see also [35]. In the next proposition we assume that SpΣ is equipped
with an S -model structure whose weak equivalences are the stable equivalences and we provide
necessary and sufficient conditions on the functor H for the (SK

[−],Ω K) adjunction to be a
Quillen adjunction.

Proposition 14.5. Let (K, A) be a well-structured relative index category and let S K be
equipped with the A-relative K-model structure. Let SpΣ be equipped with an S -model structure
whose weak equivalences are the stable equivalences. Then the (SK

[−],Ω K) adjunction (14.1) is
a Quillen adjunction if and only if

(i) H(k)/K is cofibrant in the given model structure on SpΣ for all objects k in A and all
subgroups K ⊆ A(k),

(ii) the canonical map H(k)hK → H(k)/K is a stable equivalence for all objects k in A and
all subgroups K ⊆ A(k), and

(iii) the induced map H(α) : H(l)→ H(k) is a stable equivalence for all morphisms α : k→ l
in KA.

Proof. We show that the assumptions in the proposition are sufficient for the adjunction to
be a Quillen adjunction. Similar arguments show that the assumptions are also necessary.
Using the criterion in [17, Lemma 2.1.20], it suffices to prove that SK

[−] takes the generating
cofibrations for S K to cofibrations in SpΣ and the generating acyclic cofibrations for S K to
stable equivalences. In the following k denotes an object in A, K is a subgroup of A(k),
and i is a generating cofibration for S . By Lemma 14.3, SK

[−] takes a generating cofibration
of the form G K

k (K(k)/K × i) to the map H(k)/K ∧ i+, up to isomorphism. The latter is a
cofibration in SpΣ by assumption (i) and the requirement that the model structure on SpΣ be an
S -model structure. If we replace i with a generating acyclic cofibration for S , a similar argument
gives that SK

[−] takes the resulting generating acyclic cofibration to a stable equivalence.
Consider then a generating acyclic cofibration G K

k ( jK �i) where jK is as in (6.1). The functors
SK
[−] and G K

k both preserve tensors and colimits so SK
[G K

k ( jK �i)] can be identified with
the pushout-product SK

[G K
k ( jK )]�i in SpΣ . As in Section 6.1, let πK denote the projection

K(k)×K E K → K(k)/K , and observe that by Lemma 14.3 we can identify SK
[G K

k (πK )]

with the canonical map H(k)hK → H(k)/K which is a stable equivalence by assumption
(ii). Since SK

[−] and G K
k preserve mapping cylinders, this implies that SK

[G K
k ( jK )] is an

acyclic cofibration which by the S -model structure on SpΣ shows that SK
[G K

k ( jK )]�i is a stable
equivalence. Finally, consider a generating acyclic cofibration G K

k ( jα�i) where α is a morphism
in KA and jα is as in (6.4). Arguing as above, it suffices to show that SK

[G K
k ( jα)] is a stable

equivalence and using Lemma 14.4 this can easily deduced from assumption (iii). �

Remark 14.6. Let D be an operad in S . It is a formal consequence of the above proposition that
whenever the model structures under consideration can be lifted to the categories of D-algebras in
S K and SpΣ , then the stated assumptions on H imply that the induced adjunction of D-algebras
in Proposition 14.2 is a Quillen adjunction.
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Appendix. Analysis of operad algebras

We here set up the machinery needed to establish the structured pushout filtrations in
Proposition 10.1. Most of the constructions are of a general category theoretical nature and we
shall formulate them in a level of generality which makes this clear. Our primary sources for
results about operads and their algebras are [10,11,24].

A.1. Operad actions in a closed symmetric monoidal category

Consider in general a cocomplete closed symmetric monoidal category (A,⊗, 1A) and
suppose that we are given a strong symmetric monoidal functor F : (S,×, ∗) → (A,⊗, 1A)

where, as usual, the category of spaces S is as specified in Section 2. Given a space X and an
object A in A, we write X × A for the monoidal product F(X)⊗ A. By the definition of a strong
symmetric monoidal functor, there are canonical isomorphisms

(X × Y )× A ∼= X × (Y × A)

and

X × (A ⊗ B) ∼= (X × A)⊗ B ∼= A ⊗ (X × B)

for all spaces X and Y and all objects A and B in A. When A is the category S K, the functor F
will be given by the free functor F K

0 associated to the unit 0 for the monoidal structure in K and
the product X × A will be the tensor of Lemma 2.2. Now let D be an operad in S as defined in
Section 9 and let D be the corresponding monad on A defined by

D(A) =

∞
n=0

D(n)×Σn A⊗n .

Here A⊗0 denotes the unit 1A for the monoidal structure. We write A[D] for the category of
D-algebras in A. Many properties of monads and their algebras can be conveniently expressed in
terms of coequalizer diagrams. For the convenience of the reader we briefly review the relevant
definitions and results.

A.2. Review of coequalizer diagrams

Following [22, Section VI.6] we say that, in a general category A, a fork is a diagram of the
form

A
∂0 //
∂1

// B
e // C (A.1)
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such that e∂0 = e∂1. It is a split fork if there are additional morphisms s : C → B and t : B → A,
such that es = 1C , ∂0t = 1B , and ∂1t = se. Such a diagram is also called a split coequalizer
diagram. This is motivated by the following easy lemma.

Lemma A.3. In a split fork as above, e is a coequalizer of ∂0 and ∂1. �

As an example, consider a monad M on the category A with multiplication µA : MM(A) →

M(A) and unit ηA : A → M(A). For each M-algebra A with structure map ξ : M(A) → A we
have the split coequalizer

MM(A)
∂0=µA //

∂1=M(ξ)
// M(A)

ξ // A, (A.2)

where the splittings are given by the morphisms s = ηA and t = ηM(A). A fork as in (A.1)
is a reflexive coequalizer if e is the coequalizer of ∂0 and ∂1 and in addition there exists a
morphism h : B → A such that ∂0h = 1B and ∂1h = 1B . As an example, the diagram
(A.2) is also a reflexive coequalizer with simultaneous splitting M(ηA) : M(A) → MM(A).
Reflexive coequalizers are important because of the following easy lemma which we quote from
[10, Lemma II 6.6].

Lemma A.4. Let M be a monad on A that preserves reflexive coequalizers and suppose that
the fork (A.1) is a reflexive coequalizer such that A and B are M-algebras and ∂0 and ∂1 are
maps of M-algebras. Then there is a unique M-algebra structure on C such that e is a map
of M-algebras, and with this structure the diagram is a coequalizer diagram in the category of
M-algebras. �

Let us now return to the case of the monad D associated to an operad D in S . It is proved
in [10, Proposition II 7.2] (the argument is attributed to M. Hopkins) that each of the functors
A → A⊗n preserves reflexive coequalizers (since we assume A to be closed). This easily implies
the following result.

Lemma A.5. The monad D preserves reflexive coequalizers in A. �

A.6. Iterated monoidal products of pushouts

The purpose of this section is to set up a kind of filtration on the iterated monoidal product of a
pushout in the closed symmetric monoidal category A. Thus, let P be the category 1← 0→ 2,
and consider a P -diagram

X1
f1
←− X0

f2
−→ X2 (A.3)

in A. We write P( f1, f2) for the associated pushout (the colimit of the diagram). The assumption
that A be closed implies that there is a canonical isomorphism

colim
(s1,...,sn)∈P n

Xs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xsn

∼
−→ P( f1, f2)

⊗n

for each n ≥ 1, where P n denotes the n-fold product category. For each i = 0, . . . , n, we now
let P n

i be the full subcategory of P n whose objects (s1, . . . , sn) have at most i components equal
to 1, and we define Pn

i ( f1, f2) to be the object in A given by the associated colimit,

Pn
i ( f1, f2) = colim

(s1,...,sn)∈P n
i

Xs1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xsn .
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We think of the chain of morphisms

X⊗n
2 = Pn

0 ( f1, f2)→ Pn
1 ( f1, f2)→ · · · → Pn

n ( f1, f2) = P( f1, f2)
⊗n

as a filtration of P( f1, f2)
⊗n by the number of components in X1. Notice, that Pn

i ( f1, f2)

has a canonical Σn-action such that this is a chain of Σn-equivariant maps. We also consider
the category Q given by 0 → 1 and write Qn

i for the full subcategory of the n-fold product
category whose objects (s1, . . . , sn) have at most i components equal to 1. Given a morphism
f : X0 → X1, we write Qn

i ( f ) for the colimit of the associated Qn
i -diagram and we similarly

get the filtration

X⊗n
0 = Qn

0( f )→ Qn
1( f )→ · · · → Qn

n( f ) = X⊗n
1 (A.4)

considered by Elmendorf–Mandell [11, Section 12]. The last morphism Qn
n−1( f )→ X⊗n

1 in the
filtration can be described in terms of the iterated pushout-product as we now explain. Recall that
in general, given morphisms f : X0 → X1 and g : Y0 → Y1, the pushout-product is the induced
map

f �g : X1 ⊗ Y0 ∪X0⊗Y0 X0 ⊗ Y1 → X1 ⊗ Y1.

This construction can be iterated and we write f �n for the n-fold iterated pushout-product of a
morphism f .

Lemma A.7. Given a morphism f : X0 → X1, the domain of the n-fold iterated pushout-
product can be identified with Qn

n−1( f ) such that f �n
: Qn

n−1( f ) → X⊗n
1 agrees with the last

morphism in the filtration (A.4). �

In the next lemma we again consider a diagram as in (A.3). We remark that if G is a (discrete)
group, then a square diagram of G-equivariant maps which is a pushout in A is the same thing
as a pushout diagram in the category of G-equivariant objects in A.

Lemma A.8. For i = 1, . . . , n there are Σn-equivariant pushout diagrams

Σn ×Σn−i×Σi X⊗(n−i)
2 ⊗ Qi

i−1( f1)
//

��

Σn ×Σn−i×Σi X⊗(n−i)
2 ⊗ X⊗i

1

��
Pn

i−1( f1, f2) // Pn
i ( f1, f2).

Proof. Given a subset U of n and a subset V ⊆ U we introduce the notation

sU
j =


1, if j ∈ U
2, if j ∉ U

, and t V
j =

1, if j ∈ V
0, if j ∈ U − V
2, if j ∉ U .

It follows from the universal property of colimits that there are pushout diagrams
|U |=i

colim
V U

X t V
1
⊗ · · · ⊗ X t V

n

��

//

|U |=i

XsU
1
⊗ · · · ⊗ XsU

n

��
Pn

i−1( f1, f2) // Pn
i ( f1, f2)
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where in the upper row U runs through all subsets in n of cardinality i . We then obtain the
pushout diagrams stated in the lemma from the Σn-equivariant isomorphisms

Σn ×Σn−i×Σi X⊗(n−i)
2 ⊗ X⊗i

1
∼
−→


|U |=i

XsU
1
⊗ · · · ⊗ XsU

n

and

Σn ×Σn−i×Σi X⊗(n−i)
2 ⊗ Qi

i−1( f1)
∼
−→


|U |=i

colim
V U

X t V
1
⊗ · · · ⊗ X t V

n
.

The first isomorphism is induced by the Σn−i × Σi -equivariant morphism that identifies
X⊗(n−i)

2 ⊗ X⊗i
1 as the component indexed by the subset of n given by the i last elements. For

the second isomorphism we use that A is closed symmetric monoidal to define the Σn−i × Σi -
equivariant isomorphism

X⊗(n−i)
2 ⊗ Qi

i−1( f1)
∼
−→ colim

(r1,...,ri )∈Qi
i−1

X⊗(n−i)
2 ⊗ Xr1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Xri

and we again include this as the component indexed by the subset of n given by the last i
elements. �

A.9. The functor UDk on D-algebras

Let again D be an operad in S and consider for each k ≥ 0 the functor D(−, k) that to an
object X in A associates the Σk-equivariant object

D(X, k) =

∞
n=0

D(n + k)×Σn X⊗n .

Here Σn acts on D(n + k) via the inclusion in Σn+k as the subgroup of permutations that keep
the last k letters fixed. For k = 0 this is the usual monad D associated to D. We shall need the
following construction from [11, Section 12].

Definition A.10. Let A be a D-algebra. For each k ≥ 0 we define UDk (A) to be the Σk-equivariant
object in A defined by the coequalizer diagram

D(D(A), k)
∂0 //
∂1

// D(A, k) // UDk (A). (A.5)

Here we define ∂0 by identifying the domain with a quotient of

∞
n=0


∞

j1=0

· · ·

∞
jn=0

D(n + k)×D( j1)× · · · ×D( jn)× A⊗ j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ A⊗ jn


and mapping the component indexed by j1, . . . , jn to the component indexed by the sum
j1 + · · · + jn via the composite map

D(n + k)×

n
s=1

D( js)→ D(n + k)×

n
s=1

D( js)×D(1)k
→ D( j1 + · · · + jn + k)

where the first arrow is the inclusion determined by the unit in D(1) and the second arrow is the
structure map of the operad. The map ∂1 is induced by the algebra structure D(A)→ A.
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Notice that using the split coequalizer diagram (A.2) we get a canonical identification of
UD0 (A) with A. For all k this construction defines a functor UDk from A[D] to the category of
Σk-equivariant objects in A.

Example A.11. If C denotes the monad associated to the commutativity operad C with C(n) = ∗

for all n, then UCk (A) = A with trivial Σk-action. This follows from the split coequalizer diagram
(A.2) by letting M = C.

Lemma A.12. If A ⇒ B → C is a fork in A[D] which is a reflexive coequalizer in A, then the
induced diagram

UDk (A)
//// UDk (B) // UDk (C)

is a coequalizer diagram in A.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

D(D(A), k)
////

∂0 �� ∂1��

D(D(B), k) //

∂0 �� ∂1��

D(D(C), k)

∂0 �� ∂1��
D(A, k)

////

��

D(B, k) //

��

D(C, k)

��
UDk (A)

//// UDk (B) // UDk (C)

where the columns are coequalizer diagrams by definition. It is proved in [10, Proposition II 7.2]
that the endofunctors X → X⊗n on A preserve reflexive coequalizers (since we assume that A
be closed) and it easily follows that the two upper rows are coequalizer diagrams as well. The
bottom row is therefore also a coequalizer diagram. �

Lemma A.13. For a free D-algebra of the form D(X) we have

UDk (D(X)) ∼= D(X, k).

Proof. This follows from the split coequalizer diagram

D(DD(X), k)
∂0 //
∂1

// D(D(X), k)
e // D(X, k)

where e is defined as ∂0 in (A.5). The unit ηX : X → D(X) induces a section s of e and the
morphism D(ηX ) : D(X) → DD(X) induces a section t of ∂1 such that ∂0t = se. (Thus,
the roles of ∂0 and ∂1 are interchanged compared to the definition of a split coequalizer in
Appendix A.2.) �

For the next lemma we use that our operads are reduced in the sense that D(0) is a one-point
space.

Lemma A.14. Suppose that the cocomplete symmetric monoidal category A has a terminal
object ∗. Then there is a canonical Σk-equivariant map UDk (A)→ D(k)× ∗ for all k ≥ 0.

Proof. Consider the Σk-equivariant map

D(A, k) =

n≥0

D(n + k)×Σn A⊗n
→ D(k)× ∗
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given by the maps A⊗n
→ ∗ onto the terminal object in A and the Σk-equivariant maps

D(n + k)→ D(n + k)×D(0)n
×D(1)k γ

−→ D(k), c → γ (c, ∗, . . . , ∗  
n

, 1, . . . , 1  
k

)

defined by applying the operad structure map γ as stated (where in the latter formula ∗ denotes
the point in D(0).) It is easy to check that the above map gives rise to a fork in A,

D(D(A), k)
∂0 //
∂1

// D(A, k)
e // D(k)× ∗

(not a coequalizer diagram), such that there is an induced Σk-equivariant map UDk (A) →

D(k)× ∗. �

This lemma applies in particular when A is the category of K-spaces S K in which case
D(k)× ∗ is the constant K-space D(k).

A.15. Analysis of pushout diagrams

Consider a pushout diagram in A[D] of the form

D(X)
D( f ) //

��

D(Y )

��
A

f̄ // B

where f : X → Y is a map in A and D(X) → A is the map of D-algebras associated to a map
X → A in A. Our objective is to express the objects UDk (B) in terms of the objects UDk (A) and
the map f . Let Qi

i−1( f ) be defined as in Appendix A.6.

Proposition A.16. There is a natural sequence of Σk-equivariant objects and morphisms in A
of the form

UDk (A) = F0UDk (B)→ F1UDk (B)→ · · · → FiU
D
k (B)→ · · ·

such that colimi FiUDk (B) = UDk (B), the transfinite composition of the sequence equals UDk ( f̄ ),
and there are Σk-equivariant pushout diagrams

UDi+k(A)⊗Σi Qi
i−1( f ) //

��

UDi+k(A)⊗Σi Y⊗i

��
Fi−1UDk (B) // FiUDk (B)

in A for all i ≥ 1.

Notice that in the case k = 0 this gives a filtration of f̄ . In order to define the terms in the
filtration we first give a convenient presentation of the objects UDk (B). Let us write A∪X Y and
D(A)∪X Y for the pushouts (in A) of the diagrams

A
p
←− X

f
−→ Y, and D(A)

η
←− A

p
←− X

f
−→ Y.
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Lemma A.17. There is a coequalizer diagram in A of the form

D(D(A) ∪X Y, k)
∂0 //
∂1

// D(A ∪X Y, k) // UDk (B).

Proof. For k = 0 the claim is that there is a coequalizer diagram in A of the form

D(D(A) ∪X Y )
∂0 //
∂1

// D(A ∪X Y )
e // B.

Here ∂0 is the extension of the composition

D(A)∪X Y → D(A)∪D(X) D(Y )→ D(A∪X Y )

to a D-algebra morphism, ∂1 is induced by the algebra structure D(A)→ A, and e is the extension
of the canonical morphism A∪X Y → B to a D-algebra morphism. Now it easily follows from
the universal property of a pushout of D-algebras that this is a coequalizer diagram in A[D]. Since
this is a reflexive coequalizer and the monad D preserves reflexive coequalizers by Lemma A.5 it
follows formally from Lemma A.4 that it is also a reflexive coequalizer in A. In order to obtain
the result for general k we apply the functor UDk to this coequalizer diagram. By Lemma A.12
this gives a new coequalizer diagram in A and identifying the first two terms as in Lemma A.13
the result follows. �

It follows from the construction that the morphism ∂1 in Lemma A.17 is induced by the
algebra structure D(A) → A. We also wish to give an explicit description of the morphism
∂0 and for this purpose we introduce some convenient notation. Let again P be the category
1 ← 0 → 2 and consider the P -diagram obtained by setting X0 = X , X1 = Y , and X2 = A.
We write D2 for the operad D and let D0 = D1 be the “operad” that is the one-point space {1} in
degree 1 and the empty set in all other degrees (this is strictly speaking not an operad in our sense
since the 0th space is empty). Thus, writing D0, D1, and D2 for the associated monads on A we
have that D2 = D and that D0 = D1 are the identity functors. With notation as in Appendix A.6
we identify the domain of ∂0 with a quotient of the coproduct

∞
n=0


∞

j1=0

· · ·

∞
jn=0

colim
(s1,...,sn)∈P n

D(n + k)×Ds1( j1)× · · · ×Dsn ( jn)× X⊗ j1
s1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X⊗ jn

sn



and the target with a quotient of

∞
n=0

colim
(t1,...tn)∈P n

D(n + k)× X t1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ X tn .

With this notation the morphism ∂0 maps the component indexed by ( j1, . . . , jn) to the
component indexed by j1 + · · · + jn via the map

D(n + k)×

n
i=1

Dsi ( ji )→ D(n + k)×

n
i=1

D( ji )×D(1)k
→ D( j1 + · · · + jn + k)

where the first arrow is induced by the canonical maps Ds → D together with the diagonal
inclusion of the unit in D(1)k , and the second arrow is the operad structure map. The term in the
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colimit indexed by (s1, . . . , sn) is mapped to the term indexed by

(s1, . . . , s1  
j1

, s2, . . . , s2  
j2

, . . . , sn, . . . , sn  
jn

).

We are now ready to define the objects FiUDk (B) in the filtration. Recall from Appendix A.6 the
filtrations of (A∪X Y )⊗n and (D(A)∪X Y )⊗n defined by the objects Pn

i (p, f ) and Pn
i (ηp, f )

for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We extend the definition of these objects to all i ≥ 0 by letting

Pn
i (p, f ) = (A∪X Y )⊗n and Pn

i (ηp, f ) = (D(A)∪X Y )⊗n for i ≥ n.

It easily follows from the explicit description of the morphisms ∂0 and ∂1 given above that these
morphisms “restrict” to morphisms

∂0, ∂1 :

∞
n=0

D(n + k)×Σn Pn
i (ηp, f )→

∞
n=0

D(n + k)×Σn Pn
i (p, f )

for all i ≥ 0.

Definition A.18. The objects FiUDk (B) are defined by the coequalizer diagrams

∞
n=0

D(n + k)×Σn Pn
i (ηp, f )

∂0 //
∂1

//
∞

n=0

D(n + k)×Σn Pn
i (p, f ) // FiUDk (B).

Proof of Proposition A.16. It is clear from the definition that UDk (B) can be identified with the
colimit of the objects FiUDk (B). In order to establish the pushout diagrams in the lemma we first
apply Lemma A.8 to get the pushout diagrams

D(A, i + k)⊗Σi Qi
i−1( f )

��

// D(A, i + k)⊗Σi Y⊗i

��
∞

n=0

D(n + k)×Σn Pn
i−1(p, f ) //

∞
n=0

D(n + k)×Σn Pn
i (p, f ).

There are similar pushout diagrams with A replaced by D(A) and these diagrams fit together to
form the larger diagrams

D(A,i+k)⊗Σi Qi
i−1( f ) //

��

D(A,i+k)⊗Σi Y⊗i

��

D(D(A),i+k)⊗Σi Qi
i−1( f ) //

∂0⊗id
66nnnnnnnnnnnn

∂1⊗id

66nnnnnnnnnnnn

��

D(D(A),i+k)⊗Σi Y⊗i

∂0⊗id
88qqqqqqqqqqq

∂1⊗id

88qqqqqqqqqqq

��


D(n+k)×Σn Pn

i−1
// D(n+k)×Σn Pn

i


D(n+k)×Σn P̄n

i−1
//

∂0

66mmmmmmmmmmmm
∂1

66mmmmmmmmmmmm 
D(n+k)×Σn P̄n

i

∂0

88ppppppppppp
∂1

88ppppppppppp
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where we write Pn
i for Pn

i (p, f ) and P̄n
i for Pn

i (ηp, f ). Evaluating the coequalizers of these
diagrams we get the pushout diagrams in the proposition. �
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